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Summary
This thesis or, alternatively, study conceives and describes the embedding process, as it did
appear for two cooperating companies when new technology in terms of a production system
and a number of products was developed in the form of a techno-economic concept. Briefly,
the embedding process concerns the courses of actions, which the involved companies do
employ over successive stages when new technology is connected to and integrated with its
context consisting of an intricate web of organizational actors and technological artifacts, be it
in the idea world (as in this thesis) or the material world. The embedding process may focus
on the resolution in the idea world of certain connecting and integrating problems, for which
one or a few resource features (e.g. strategic or economic) of a few specific resource items
(e.g. a new production facility) are central. The courses of actions, which have been identified
in this study, are the adding, removal, substitution, and adaptation of resources as well as the
ignoring of any problems related to connecting and integrating of the new resource to its
context. The courses of actions are applied particularly to address the contact points between
the new technology and its context, or, alternatively, the problematic resource interfaces. The
carrying out of these courses of actions may be straightforward in some situations, whereas
they may be problematic in other situations.
In brief, the technology development activities concerned a buying company’s purchase of a
new space-related production system, which a supplying company could provide through the
development of a new system product3. The basic requirement to the new production system
was that it had to have the capability to generate products similar to the output from an
outdated production system, as it was assumed that a number of important customers would
continue to make demands for them. Besides, the new production system should take
advantage of the opportunities for new products and new product features, which did lie latent
in new raw materials and new production technology, and for which there was a rising
demand from several customers. Furthermore, the new production system, viewed as a system
product by the supplying company, should be fit in with the needs and requirements of
potential customers of the supplying company. Lastly, the entire innovation endeavor had to
fit in with standard economic constraints and the strategies of the affected organizational
actors.
The research related to this thesis is conducted as a qualitative single case study with data
collected mainly by the means of participant observation.
The data (in terms of a case story) was analyzed by the use of an analytical framework based
on the resource-related 4R model of the IMP school. Choosing the IMP school as theoretical
perspective relied on some important characteristics of the data such as long-lasting and close
cooperation, interdependencies, and technological and organizational adaptations between a
set of companies, which together was assumed to constitute an industrial network. The 4R
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The buying and supplying companies were both Norwegian, they were involved in the space industry in
Europe, and they had cooperated previously on similar matters.
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model was chosen because it has some features, which did fit the data largely. The 4R model
conceptualizes technology development as a cumbersome and intricate process of interaction
between different resource items, some of which already exists, some of which can be brought
into play, or some of which can be modified during the interaction. More specifically, the
interaction between resource items, or resource interaction, assumes that resource items in
terms of products, facilities, business units, and business relationships are changed or created
through interaction between different resources items in a resource structure. In addition, the
resource interaction may account for technical, economic, strategic, and social aspects related
to the involved resource items before the resource items become tied together through
resource interfaces.
The thesis concludes that the embedding process consists of courses of actions, which are
performed to connect and integrate a new resource item in terms of a product and/or a facility
into its related resource structure, be it an image of a new resource structure and/or an
activated resource structure. However, the focus of this thesis has been how the embedding
process does appear when the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource
item is to be embedded, is formed to create a viable image of a new resource structure suited
for the subsequent materialization of it. During the embedding process, problems will
normally arise in relation to some if not many resource interfaces between the new resource
item and its related resource structure in terms of a set of different resource items. These
problematic resource interfaces should to be resolved before materialization is started.
The resolution of problematic resource interfaces is based on the combination of one or
several courses of actions. Five such courses of actions have been discerned. They are: (1)
remove a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface from the image of a
new resource structure, (2) add an extra resource item to the image of a new resource
structure, (3) substitute a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface
with another resource item, (4) adapt the resource items associated with the problematic
resource interface, and (5) ignore the problematic resource interface. This means that the
resolution of a problematic resource interface may be done for instance by choosing to
substitute the secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource interface with
another resource item, and, subsequently, by choosing to adapt one or both of the resource
items of the same resource interface. Some problematic resource interfaces, such as a physical
resource item’s economic feature in terms of price being out of any proportions, may lead to
major changes to the image of a new resource structure. However, these major changes
consists also of a combination of different courses of actions, though not a few of them.
The depth of a problematic resource interfaces seems to affect the choice of courses of actions
when the problems are to be resolved. For instance, when the depth of a problematic resource
interfaces is maximum, the secondary resource item is likely to be added to or substituted in
the image of a new resource structure. Here, one should note that the depth of a problematic
resource interface might be changed through interaction. Regarding the course of actions,
which is about ignoring the problematic resource interfaces, the depth does not seem to make
any difference. Nor does it seem to matter what type of a resource interface in terms of
vi

technical, organizational, or mixed resource interfaces that is involved, or which one of the
two focal actors that has control over the focal resource item. Instead, other factors such as
expectations, venturousness, or ignorance seem to be more important for the choice of the
course of actions to become ignoring to resolve a problematic resource interface. The aspect
of depth, which has to do with the importance of the involved resource items for each other,
seems to be particularly significant for the appreciation of the depth. The two other aspects of
depth, which have to do with the substitutes and adaptations of the involved resource items,
seem to be less significant for the appreciation of the depth.
As the embedding process has not been studied as such previously, the research in this thesis
related to the embedding process together with its different aspects and relationships is the
main contribution to the research community and especially to the IMP school.
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1 Introduction
This thesis concerns the embedding process, which is assumed to be part of the process of
developing new technology in a network context. The thesis, which is carried out as a
qualitative case study, conceives and describes the embedding process, as it did appear for
two cooperating companies when new technology in terms of a production system and a
number of products was developed in the form of a feasible techno-economic concept.
Briefly, the embedding process concerns what I have chosen to call the courses of actions4,
which companies may employ over successive stages when new technology in terms of
production systems and/or products is connected to and integrated with its context consisting
of an intricate web of organizational actors and technological artifacts, be it in the idea world
(as in this thesis) or the material world. The courses of actions, which have been identified in
this study, are the adding, removal, substitution, and adaptation of technological and
organizational resources as well as the ignoring of any problems related to connecting and
integrating of the new technology to its context. The courses of actions are applied
particularly to address the difficult-to-establish contact points or, alternatively, the
problematic resource interfaces between the new technology and its context.
Before I discuss the embedding process as a phenomenon and its relationship with other
phenomena, I will try to give you as a reader an idea about what the courses of actions in the
embedding process may be in empirical terms. For this purpose, I will make use of the case of
this thesis.

1.1 The embedding process in empirical terms
A Norwegian company involved in the space industry in Europe has ideas concerning the
development of a new production system, which is assumed make products based on a new
source of raw materials. This means that the new production system should take advantage of
the opportunities for new products and new product features, which lie latent in the new raw
materials as well as in new production technology, and for which several customers seem to
have wants. The new production system must also have the capability to make products
similar to those from an existing production system, which is on its way to become outdated,
because it is assumed that a number of important customers will continue to make demands
for them.
The company does not have the capability itself to develop the new production system.
Instead, the development of the new production system must be left to a supplier, for which
4

The term dubbed course of action is synonymous with rule, strategy, plan, guiding principle, guideline, or
procedure according to version 6.4 of the Clue for Windows software.
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there are several potential companies. The offers from these potential suppliers of a
production system are viewed by the suppliers themselves as system products to be
developed, marketed, and delivered to customers worldwide. In other words, the new
production system is subject to a development-based transaction between a buying company
and a supplying company to be chosen. One of the potential suppliers, also from Norway, has
acted through many years and on several occasions as the supplier of the buying company’s
major production systems. Given that this supplier can make an offer for the new production
facility, which can compete favorably with the alternatives, he will most probably be chosen
as the supplier of the new production system.
Moreover, the buying company realizes that the new production system has to function
together with a number of production systems, many of which exist already and some of
which will be new. These production systems are located at the premises of the buying
company as well as at the premises of its suppliers, customers, and various third parties.
Before a technology development activity can begin based on the ideas and conditions
mentioned here above, the buying company, the supplying company, and other close
collaborators have to come up with a techno-economic concept for development. The concept
must be considered as adequate, sound, and feasible so that it makes the required participants
commit themselves to the development effort. In particular, this means that the different
participants must assess the economic component of concept for the development of the new
technology to be positive for them. In this case, it is essential that the price, which the buying
company has to pay for the new production system, can be reduced from an anticipated sum
of 32 MNOK to approximately 4 MNOK. This significant reduction has to be done in order
to make the investment related to the new production system profitable for the company.
Conversely, the supplying company wants full coverage of all its costs related to the
development and delivery of the new production system. These costs are assumed to be
approximately 25 MNOK. In addition, the financing, which the buying company, its owners,
the supplying company, and other funding sources can make available for an investment in
development and delivery of the new production system, is less than 10 MNOK.
The making of an adequate, sound, and feasible techno-economic concept for the
development of the new technology in terms of a new production system and new products
will, given the situation and conditions described here above, embrace activities, which have
to do with the connecting and integrating of the new technology with its context. This context
may be understood as to consist of an intricate web of organizational actors and technological
artifacts. In other words, the making of the techno-economic concept for the development
includes the embedding of the new technology into its context. This situation and its solution
is assumed to be characterized by complexity, multidimensionality, and timing issues. Due to
these characteristics, it is impossible to find a solution that will just work. A solution, which
will work in a reasonable way, has to be created through a process where several companies
cooperate. I have chosen to call this process for the embedding process.
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As part of the embedding process, a series of courses of actions are carried out by the
organizational actors, who participate in the process. In the following, the courses of actions
are exemplified.
Adding
The Envisat satellite is together with the Envisat ground segment the most essential elements
in the context of the new technology, be it the production facility (seen from the buying
company’s point of view) or the new system product (seen from the supplying company’s
point of view). The launch of the Envisat satellite into space can be understood as the adding
of a production resource in terms of a system into the context of the new technology. The
adding occurred in relation to the material world and, most probably, in relation to the idea
world as well.
As part of the context of the new technology, the organization NATO was included in the
concept for the development of the new technology, as it was assumed that the organization
could provide so-called cross funding of some of the activities in the development effort. It
took a certain amount of interaction between the buying company, the supplying company,
and a few other companies to achieve the funding. This can be understood as the adding of an
organizational resource into the context of the new technology. The adding occurred in
relation to the idea world.
Removal
Originally, the buying company and the supplying company did foresee the inclusion of lowrate algorithms product in the new production system. However, the low-rate algorithms
product was taken out of the concept for the new production system because it was found out
that a reliable and useful technology was missing. This can be understood as the removal of a
product resource from the new technology. The removal occurred in relation to the idea
world.
The buying company and the supplying company considered originally to approach the
Ministry of Industrial Affairs for funding. However, this idea was abandoned, as the socioeconomic effects of the investment in the new production system were assessed to be less
interesting for the Ministry. This can be understood as the removal of an organizational
resource from the context of the new technology. The removal occurred in relation to the idea
world.
Substitution
When developing the concept for the new technology in terms of the production system, the
first version of the computer platform product was replaced with another product version,
which was assumed to be less complex and more reliable during operations. It took a certain
amount of interaction between the buying company, the supplying company, and a few other
3

companies to understand the problem. This can be understood as the substitution of a product
resource in the new technology. The substitution occurred in relation to the idea world.
The original SAR test data product proved to be of bad quality and useless when it was to be
used during testing of the new production system. Another equivalent product had to be
developed. It took a certain amount of interaction between the buying company, the supplying
company, and a few other companies to make the new product. This can be understood as the
substitution of a product resource in the context of the new technology. The substitution
occurred in relation to the material world.
Adaptation
During the development of the concept for new technology, it was mandatory that the
European Space Agency became involved. However, this required that the Agency had to
change its strategy with respect to national ground stations, which eventually was done. It
took a certain amount of interaction between the buying company, the supplying company,
and a few other companies and organizations to achieve the change. This can be understood
as the adaptation of an organizational resource in the context of the new technology. The
adding occurred in relation to the material (social) world and, accordingly, in relation to the
idea world as well.
The production facilities at the premises of the customers of the buying company had to be
upgraded when operations related to the new production system began. The reason was that
some of the products were too large for these facilities. This can be understood as the
adaptation of a production resource in terms of a facility in the context of the new technology.
The adding occurred in relation to the material world.
Ignoring
Any disregard of the significant risks associated with satellite launch and operations may be
understood as the ignoring of potential problems concerning the connection and integration of
the new technology into its context. The resolution of this problem lies in that the satellite is
successfully launched, put into space, and commissioned for operations. This implies that
ignoring occurred mainly in relation to the idea world.
The first version of the concept for new technology resulted in a price for the production
system, which was so high that it would make it impossible for the supplying company to sell
any such systems to any customers. The buying company ignored this problem entirely.
Accidentally, this problem was resolved when a concept for an affordable production system
was conceived and developed at a later stage. This implies that ignoring occurred mainly in
relation to the idea world.
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1.2 The embedding process as a phenomenon
As already stated, the embedding process is assumed to be part of the process of developing
new technology in a network context, be it in the idea/concept formation phase or the
idea/concept materialization phase. The embedding process concerns the courses of actions,
which the involved companies do employ over successive stages when new technology is
connected to and integrated with its context consisting of an intricate web of organizational
actors and technological artifacts, be it in the idea world (as in this thesis) or the material
world. The embedding process may focus on the resolution of certain connecting and
integrating problems in relation to the idea world, for which one or a few features of a few
specific resource elements are central (e.g. the price as economic feature of a production
facility or strategic aim as strategic feature of a company). The courses of actions, which have
been identified in this study, are the adding, removal, substitution, and adaptation of
technological and organizational resource elements as well as the ignoring of any problems
related to connecting and integrating of the new technology to its context. The courses of
actions are applied particularly to address the difficult-to-establish contact points between the
new technology and its context, or, alternatively, the problematic resource interfaces. The
carrying out of these courses of actions may be straightforward in some situations, whereas
they may be challenging in other situations.
The here above said should need a few comments and clarifications.
First, the new technology may be new products and/or new production systems. The
technology, which is part of the context of the new technology, may be products and
production systems as well as various infrastructure elements such as buildings, power
supply, and local/wide area networks. The organizational actors, which also belong to this
context, may include buying companies and supplying companies as well as third parties such
as sub-suppliers, customers, research organizations, financing institutions and governmental
bodies. The contextual elements will normally exist or be real, but they have to be identified
for inclusion before or during the embedding process.
Second, the term integrate implies to incorporate something new into a functioning and
valuable whole consisting of technological artifacts and organizational actors connected in
different ways. In other words, new technology in terms of for instance a new production
system must have the capacity to work together with a number of existing production
systems, be it in the owning company or other companies. In addition, the new technology
should produce or be judged to produce value for all or at least the important organizational
actors that are involved.
Third, the two terms connect and integrate in relation to the courses of actions means that the
embedding process can be delimited from other types of innovation sub-processes. For
instance, the process of institutionalizing a new organizational actor, the process of
developing a new technological artifact in itself, and any innovation processes focusing on the
combining of various elements to form new technological solutions such as systematic
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combining (Jahre et al., 2006) can be excluded from the embedding process. However, the
process of identifying newly formed and existing contextual elements as well as relating them
to each other may to be part of the embedding process, though not essential.
Fourth, the embedding process may last as long as the technology exists and is in use (Baraldi
and Strømsten, 2005). However, given that new technology is first conceived, then developed,
and finally used or operated, the embedding process may fluctuate in intensity during these
stages. This thesis focuses on the conceptualization stage, i.e. the stage when a technoeconomic concept for the new technology is created or conceived. One reason for this choice
is that it is believed that the embedding process in the data (in terms of a case story) of this
thesis seems to be quite concentrated or intense during the conceptualization of the new
technology.
In this study, I have chosen to employ a resource perspective, in which for instance
companies, financing organizations, and technology are regarded as resources. It means that
the embedding process concerns primarily how different resources are connected and
integrated to form an intricate web of resources and less how different resources are combined
and related to each other. This situation and its solution is assumed to be characterized by
complexity, multidimensionality, and timing issues. Due to these characteristics, it is
impossible to find or identify a solution that will just work. A solution has to be created
through a process. The question then becomes how a company through a process and over a
certain period can develop something together with others, which will work in a reasonable
way. This thesis suggests that a major part of the answer lies in the carrying out of an
embedding process.
Next, I will relate the embedding process to the concept of innovation and its associated
process. I choose to do this because the embedding process is part of a technology
development process involving several organizational actors and various technological
artifacts, as in the data (in terms of a case story) of this thesis.

1.3 The embedding process in relation to the concept of innovation
The concept of innovation can be understood in several ways (Nelson and Rosenberg, 1993). I
will be concerned in this thesis with innovations, which have a commercial purpose and are
related to firms or companies. In this respect, I broadly understand innovation as the
realization of new combinations resulting in the introduction of a new product or a new
quality of a product, the introduction of a new method of production, the opening of a new
market, the conquest of a new source of supply, or the introduction of new forms of
organization (Schumpeter, 1934).
An innovation represents some aspects of novelty. A first aspect originates from the here
above broad definition of innovation, namely that it is a result of a new combination. In other
words, it may be the combination in terms of a product or facility that is new, and not
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necessarily the constituting ideas or elements. A second aspect concerns that it is debatable
for whom the new is new (Van de Ven, 1988). A new product or new method of production
may be new to the world, new to the industry, new to the region, new to a group, or new to
the people involved. In relation to the embedding process and its setting, a production facility
may be new to the buying company, but known for other companies, who have purchased the
production facility already.
It can be discerned between technological innovation and organizational innovation
(Schumpeter; 1934; Van de Ven, 1988). Technological innovation has to do with the
introduction of new products and new methods of production. Organizational innovation
concerns for instance the introduction of new forms of organization. In relation to the
embedding process and its setting, it seems apparent that it is technological innovation, which
is in focus. However, there are also present important aspects of organizational innovation.
Therefore, I agree with Van de Ven (1988), who questions the distinction between
technological and organizational innovation as innovation may involve both technological and
organizational dimensions.
Within technological innovation, a distinction can be made between product and process
innovation. This splitting up is equivalent with the distinction made by Schumpeter (1934)
between introduction of new products and new methods of production. According to Tidd
(2001), process innovations refers to new ways of creating the products, which firms offer to
their customers and, as such, concern new items of equipment and production facilities, which
can be used for producing existing or new products. Conversely, product innovations concern
new products, which firms offer to their customers, and which have better performance, new
functions or satisfy new needs to customers or users. In relation to the embedding process and
its setting, the buying companies carry out process innovation by purchasing and installing
new production facilities, which are subject to product innovation in the supplying companies.
On the other hand, these traded production facilities are subject to product innovation to be
carried out by the suppliers. In other words, a new production facility installed at the premises
of a buyer may be viewed as a process innovation by him, whereas the same production
facility may be considered as a product innovation from the viewpoint of the supplier.
Abernathy and Utterback (1988) claim that this somewhat confusing situation is an
implication of the involvement of both suppliers and buyers in technological innovation as it
may become difficult to distinguish between product and process innovation. This blurred
classification into product and process innovation can be solved by applying the perspective
of either the buyer or the supplier. This is what I have done in this thesis.
Innovations can differ in their effects with respect to technology. Teece (1988) suggests the
distinction between autonomous and systemic technological innovations. An autonomous
innovation can be introduced without modifications being made of other components or items
of equipment, which form part of the wider system of which the innovation forms part.
Systemic innovation, which applies to the embedding process and its setting, requires that
relatively significant modifications or adaptations have to be made to surrounding technology
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in terms of a more or less intricate web of infrastructure, facilities, miscellaneous equipment,
various components, facilities, and products.
An innovation may vary in involvedness of parties ranging from being straightforward to
carry out with no need for widespread resources to difficult to carry out with huge demands
on many specialized resources dispersed among several companies (Lundvall, 1990). An
example of a simple innovation may be a scientist, who develops an instrument for his own
use in a laboratory. Another example can be a less significant improvement of a product,
which only needs participation of the functional departments in a single company. An
example of a more complicated innovation can be the developer and the user, who belong to
two different companies and are both needed for the accomplishment of an innovation. In
relation to the embedding process and its setting, a number of companies in terms of buyers,
suppliers, sub-suppliers, customers, and various third parties form a multi-faceted and
complex web of organizational actors, which take part for the carrying out of the innovation.
The concept of innovation may refer to the outcome of innovation or the process of (Van de
Ven, 1988). The outcome of innovation concerns the resulting technology5 such as the new
product and production related objects in themselves. In relation to the embedding process
and its setting, the outcome of innovation in terms of for instance new technology is present.
The process of innovation is about the invention and development of new products and new
methods of production, or the adoption of the objects, which have been developed. It could be
argued that a new physical object should not be considered in isolation because it is an
outcome of an innovation process and, as such, should be seen in relation to the process of
developing and putting it into use.
As I will focus in this thesis on the embedding process, which is part of the innovation
process, I will next discuss the process of innovation or the innovation process.

1.4 The embedding process as part of the innovation process
The process of innovation can be understood in different ways (Tidd et al., 2005: 75-77). A
first generation and second generation interpretation of the innovation process is that it is a
linear sequence of functional activities driven by either technology-push or market-pull. This
linear understanding has severe limitations, because the innovation process can be messy,
involving false starts, recycling between stages, dead ends, and jumps out of sequence. As an
improvement, a third generation interpretation informs us that the innovation process is a
coupling process, which recognizes interaction between different elements and feedback loops
5

According to Dosi (1984: 13-14), the concept of technology has physical, practical and knowledge layers.
Bijker, Hughes and Pinch (1987: 3-4) suggest an equivalent classification. First, there is the layer of physical
objects or artifacts, such as machines and equipment. The physical layer also includes the set of interrelated
artifacts integrated into a materialized and functioning whole or system. Second, the concept of technology may
refer to the processes, activities, or routines in relation to the use of physical artifacts, such as working with a
personal computer to reach certain goals. Third, the concept of technology may refer to what people know as
well the knowledge people have about artifacts and their use.
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between the elements. A fourth generation interpretation of the innovation process is that it is
a parallel process, in which some activities are carried out within the company, other activities
are carried out upstream with key suppliers, and the rest of activities are carried out
downstream with demanding and active customers. The emphasis in this fourth generation
interpretation is on linkages and alliances. Lastly, a fifth generation interpretation tells us that
the innovation process concerns systems integration, extensive networking, flexible and
customized responses, and continuous innovation.
For the purpose of this thesis, I will assume that the innovation process is “a coupling and
matching process where interaction is the critical element” (Ibid: 75). In addition, the
innovation process is “a multi-actor process” (Ibid: 77), implying that the interaction takes
place between different organizational actors such as customers, suppliers, and various third
parties during the innovation process. Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) concur when they
state that interaction is a main ingredient in technological innovation, or, equivalently, that
innovation is an interactive process.
Interaction can be portrayed in several ways. For instance, adherents to linear thinking might
hold the understanding that the interactive process is random. However, Håkansson and
Waluszewski (2002: 9-10) claim that each actor tries to act rational with purpose during the
interaction, which consists of a series of actions and counteractions taken by the different
actors. The counteractions made in response to the initial action may not follow a logical or
predictable course of actions. It is because each actor interprets the actions of others, the
context, and his possible counteracts under the principle of bounded rationality. Besides, he
does his interpretation according to his own logic in terms of for instance means and goals,
which may be not only quite different from other actors but also incomplete and inconsistent.
Through teaching and learning, the actors get to know about the thinking of each other and
the reasons behind the acting. In fact, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 12) claim that
learning and teaching are key processes in technological innovation when an interactive
perspective is adopted. For instance, it is important for the companies involved in interaction
to learn about each other’s structures and logic, because it will make the actors knowledgeable
about possibilities and constraints when various actions are considered. In other words, a
company needs to display the reasons for its actions because it will give him an identity and
make it possible for other companies to understand him. When the means and goals of a
company are confronted with those of other companies, a more or less clearly defined
negotiation process begins. This process may be cumbersome and time-consuming to carry
out. In addition, no one can predict beforehand in which direction this process will go due to
its interactive character. According to Dosi (1988), interaction may be consistent with the
principle of trial and error, which is considered as purposeful behavior when learning is
important.
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The innovation process may hold several sub-processes. Examples of such sub-processes are
the idea forming process, the development process, and the adoption process6, which all have
been studied and described quite extensively by authors. I suggest that the innovation process
may also contain a process, which concerns the courses of actions, which the involved
companies do employ when new technology in terms of new products or facilities are
connected to and integrated with its context consisting of an intricate web of organizational
actors and technological artifacts, be it in the idea world or the material world. In addition, it
is essential that the embedding is done in such a way that the new technology becomes a
functioning, useful, and valuable reality for the involved companies. I have chosen to dub this
process the embedding process (of the innovation process).
I have already said something about the embedding process using my own words. Now, it
should be appropriate to find out what the literature holds about the embedding process.

1.5 The embedding process in previous research
The notion of embeddedness holds that economic action is embedded in social structure, or,
phrased differently; social structure plays a significant role in economic behavior
(Granovetter, 1985). This social structure may very well consist of a network of business
relationships (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995), or, alternatively, network architecture of
material exchange relationships (Uzzi, 1997). In relation to technological innovation, Johnson
and Ford (2000) claim that an “innovation has to merge into a large network before it can be
marketed. Not only complementary assets and technologies need to be available within the
network for an innovation to be developed and eventually produced, or at least they need to
co-emerge, but a distribution network needs to exist or evolve so that the technology can be
supplied to customers in a meaningful manner and generate a competitive advantage for the
company.” Hence, embeddedness may refer to the many connections between a technological
innovation and the surrounding network, which determine the economic consequences of the
investment associated with this technological innovation (Ford et al., 2003). This suggests
that a network perspective should be adopted when studying how the embedding of an
innovation into its context is carried out.
In relation to a network perspective, Gressetvold and Strømsten (2005) contend that product
innovation may be embedded in time and space. Here, time denotes that the innovation is
based on previous achievements such as existing products and production facilities, but also
knowledge and routines and other investments. Space means that actors such as suppliers,
customers, and various third parties, which are connected to each other through a network of
relationships. As they argue, embedding concerns “taking into consideration potentially
valuable outcomes from the past as well as creating outcomes for the future. (…) the past
represents a ‘heaviness’ that bears with it distinct restrictions for development of a product.
However, this past also entails opportunities, i.e. achievements can lay the foundation for the
6

It may be referred to Hultman (2007) for a systematic discussion of adoption, also in an interactive perspective.
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development of a product. (…) In a similar way as present product development rests upon
the past, it entails effects for future development of products.” What's more, “network can
influence product development. (…) Customer relationships are identified to be important
sources of knowledge in relation to product development, e.g. ‘lead-users. Suppliers and other
cooperative partners are in a similar vein identified to be important.” Lastly, “product
development can influence the network. (…) By employing a rather untraditional view of
relationships as valuable resources for the companies that they connect, the question of
utilizing the product development process in a way that stimulates the development of
relationships becomes a highly interesting one.”
Due to the multi-dimensional, time-limited, interrelated, iterative, and complex character of
the activities in relation to the embedding process, the embedding of the innovation into its
organizational and technical setting, or its network context, cannot be just done. As
Waluszewski and Strømsten (2003) contend, “to embed a new technological solution into a
structure on both a supplier and user side is seldom a quick fix. Thus, a financial,
technological, and industrial logic is rarely a perfect match. To combine these logics, creating
interfaces, which in different ways can create a positive value for those involved, seems to be
an issue that demands meeting and adapting several interfaces on both sides.” Hence, the
embedding activities have to be a process, in which the innovation, organizational actors, and
technology take part, negotiate, relate, adapt, interconnect, and eventually have value for each
other and work together in a reasonable and acceptable way (Baraldi and Strømsten, 2005).
Jahre et al. (2006) suggest that an interaction process between several companies such as a
resourcing process can be divided into four sub-processes or themes. The themes are
designing, learning, influencing, and economizing. This means that resourcing activities may
include the design of products, companies that learn about new possibilities, companies that
employ power to influence other companies to act in a wanted way, and companies that try to
engage in economic viable activities. The embedding process may well include aspects of
these themes.
In their papers, Gressetvold and Strømsten (2005), Waluszewski and Strømsten (2003), and,
to some extent, Baraldi and Strømsten (2005) speak less about how the embedding of an
innovation into its context can be carried out. There are, however, a few other studies, which
have addressed aspects of this subject, more or less. It is Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002),
Holmen (2001), Wedin (2001), Baraldi (2003), and Gressetvold (2004). A major feature of
their studies is that they are empirically well founded.
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) claim that during technological innovation, a new
resource, social or technical, becomes embedded in other resources, and that this resource is
related to and built into other resources through interaction processes. In addition, Håkansson
and Waluszewski (2002: 18) contend that during embedding, “[each resource] is used in a
context where it is combined with other resources. One consequence is that the resources are
adapted to each other – the features of one resource become embedded into other resources;
technological resources are embedded into each other as well as into social and economic
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ones.” Furthermore, the embedding process may be seen as a never-ending series of events or
stages. However, the process may be very intensive during a period when a number of key
resources are undergoing change. An innovation process provides such an opportunity.
Holmen (2001) argues that a product innovation and its resource-related structure are
developed together interactively until they eventually fuse together. It is actually the creation
of ties between the new physical object and its related provision and use resource structure,
which make this fusion or fitting together take place. To facilitate this creation of ties,
versatility due to modification potential of existing resources and the versatility due to
combination potential of new resources and products are required. In other words, resources
required for the provision and use of a new resource, thus making it valuable, should be both
adaptable and in abundance. Moreover, Holmen (2001: 261) argues that organizational actors
may choose between several, what I will understand as courses of actions for the creation of
ties between the new resource and existing resources. As she argues, “firms may search their
resource collections for resources and products which might be possible to combine and use
in relation to the new product (…) may invest in some new resources and products, which
could be useful in the new product related provision and use resource structure (…) may try
out new ways of using some of their existing resources and products in relation to each other
(…) may also modify and adapt resources and products in relation to each other, and create
some new ones, within and across firm boundaries.”
Wedin (2001) argues that a resource, such as electricity, may be seen as related to and
embedded in other resources at several points along the value-adding chain or at several
aggregated levels. In order to understand the demand for electricity, he investigates how
different electricity-related resource items in terms of products, production facilities, business
units, and business relationships are related to each other. This relating is achieved by the
means of resource interfaces, which affect and are affected by different resource items and
other resource interfaces as well.
Baraldi (2003) argues that systems related to information technology (IT) can be seen as
production facilities embedded in a resource-related network. The effects and the value of ITbased systems in different activities of economic relevance emerge from the interplay
between these IT-systems and the resource-related network, in which the IT-systems are
embedded. The interplay, or interaction, occurs at specific contact points between a pair of
resources, defined along relevant technical, economic, and social dimensions. These contact
points are associated with resource interfaces, which may stretch far back in time.
Gressetvold (2004) shows how product innovation affects the network of relationships of a
company. He claims also that product innovation is not an isolated process but a process,
which should be seen in conjunction with the existence and development of a company’s
network of relationships. In other words, product innovation is a process, which should take
into consideration that it is embedded in a resource-related network where interaction is a
major ingredient. He finds that there are several strategies a company can apply when trying
to influence the development of its relationships through product development. The
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influencing strategies can be direct or indirect. For instance, the development of a product will
normally influence the facilities at both the development company and its customers. In turn,
any changes to these facilities caused by the newly developed products may change the
involved relationships.
In addition to being empirically based, the research of Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002),
Holmen (2001), Wedin (2001), Baraldi (2003), and Gressetvold (2004) has two other
common denominators. First, their research focuses on and reveals more structural
characteristics and dependencies, which seem relevant for studying the embedding of an
innovation into its network context. Second, and concerning these structural characteristics,
all the authors employ an interactive perspective to address technological and economic issues
such as technological innovation in a network context. This perspective views technological
innovation as an interactive process, in which new technology is developed, combined, and
shaped in relation to different resource items such as products, production facilities, business
units, and business relationships. In other words, this perspective assumes that resources are
related and embedded into other resources through interaction processes, which can be both
historical and contemporary. Resource interfaces play an essential role when relating and
embedding are carried out, because they constitute the connections between a technological
innovation and its resource-related network.
The here above said should lead the way to a problem statement.

1.6 Problem statement
As already stated, the topic of this thesis is the embedding process, which, shortly described,
concerns the courses of actions, which the involved companies do employ when new
technology in terms of new products and/or facilities are connected to and integrated with its
context consisting of an intricate web of organizational actors and technological artifacts. The
embedding process may take place in the conception stage of technology development when
ideas about new technology are conceived and processed, as well as in the development stage
when the new technology is materialized and put into use based on the processed ideas. I will
focus on the conception or idea forming stage in this thesis.
Based on the preceding discussion, it seems appropriate to adopt an interactive perspective to
address the embedding process. Given the contributions of Håkansson and Waluszewski
(2002), Holmen (2001), Wedin (2001), Baraldi (2003), and Gressetvold (2004), it leads to the
understanding that the embedding process can be understood as an interactive process, in
which new technology becomes subject to actions and counteractions, and which occurs in a
structure comprising of products, production facilities, business units, and business
relationships. In addition, the interaction affects and is affected by technical, economic,
strategic, and social dimensions associated with these structural elements.
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As the review of the existing literature related to the topic under study reveals, the embedding
process has not been studied as such, be it the world of ideas or the material world, although
aspects of it have been addressed78. This should open up a possibility for research on a new
topic.
Regarding the importance of the embedding process for practitioners in the discipline of
innovation, Ford et al. (2003) contend that technological innovation “cannot be considered in
isolation. It is always embedded in wider sets of resources, and it is this embeddedness that
determines the economic potential of the investment and its outcome.” Consequently, it
should be of vital importance for practitioners to get an innovation embedded into its context,
given that the setting for it is there, and to have knowledge about the associated embedding
process. In this respect, I will refer to the empirical background section of this chapter.
Hence, there should be legitimate reasons for studying how the embedding process does
appear when it is understood as a process where interaction not only between organizational
actors but also between technological artifacts is essential. In addition, it might be interesting
to investigate how the interaction in the embedding process occurs when economic, strategic,
and social dimensions are taken into consideration in addition to the technical dimension.
The research question of this thesis is therefore twofold, i.e.:
•
•

How can the embedding process be conceived in terms of courses of actions when
new technology is connected to and integrated with its resource-related context?
How do the characteristics of the contact points between the new technology and
its context affect the embedding process?

Answering the research question is about developing new knowledge in relation to technology
management, a theme well known and appreciated among both authors and practitioners. In
other words, the answers concerns how a company, or several companies, may try to cope
with and manage the multi-dimensional, time-limited, interrelated, iterative, and complex
process of connecting and integrating an innovation into its context in terms of an intricate
web of organizational actors and technology, be it in the idea world mainly. As the analysis of
this thesis will suggest, this coping takes the form of what I have dubbed courses of actions.
The courses of actions, which the companies have at their disposal for connecting, integrating,
and embedding new technology in terms of a product or facility into its resource-related
context, may be the adding, removal, substitution, and adaptation of the affected resources as
well as ignoring of any problems related to connecting of the new resource to its resourcerelated context. The courses of actions may be applied over successive stages, alone or in
combination, in the idea world primarily but also in the material world, until the new
technology is deemed as connected to and integrated with its resource-related context. The
7

A search in the electronic databases, which refer to the extensive literature related to technological innovation
in a network context, reveals that authors have not studied the embedding process as a separate subject.
8
Waluszewski and Wedin (2003) make use of the phrases ‘embedding process’ and ‘process of embedding’
several times, but their study can hardly be interpreted as a study of the embedding process.
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courses of actions are applied particularly to address the contact points between the new
technology and its context, or, alternatively, the problematic resource interfaces.
Answering the research question is done according to a certain document structure, which is
briefly described here below.

1.7 Structure of the thesis
The structure of this thesis is as described in the following. After the introductory chapter,
which finishes with the research question, I will present the research method used to answer
the research question and the procedures for collecting the empirical material. Thereafter, the
data is presented9. It is done in terms of a story about technology development and embedding
of the new technology into its resource-related context. The data or story has been constructed
based on the collected empirical material. Following the presentation of the data, the choice of
theoretical perspective, theoretical concepts, and analytical framework is described and
discussed. This chapter ends with a refined research question. In the subsequent chapter, I
have described and discussed how the data has been analyzed by the application of the
analytical framework and an associated analysis model. The findings from the analysis are
discussed separately in the next chapter. The thesis ends with a chapter about the implications
of the analysis and its findings.

9

The order of chapters in terms of data before theory seems to be favored in qualitative inquiries such as this
thesis. The reason for this is that it is the accounts of and the notions used by the actors taking part in
phenomenon under study that should constitute the point of departure of the research related to qualitative
inquiries. Quantitative inquiries, on the other hand, assume a theoretical point of departure, thus giving a text that
starts with theory. In other words, the point of departure of the research should normally be reflected in the
resulting text. In this thesis, the story associated with the data is based on the notions from Cooper (1993) as well
as the accounts of and the notions used by the actors in the field. Besides, I have tried to keep the story free for
the concepts that are presented in the analytical framework chapter.
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2 Research method and data collection
In this chapter, I will present and discuss the research method, which was used to answer the
research question. I will also present and discuss the techniques I used in collecting the
empirical data.

2.1 Research method
For the purpose of this thesis, I did choose to adopt the case study research method.
The choice is based on the main finding from the review of the existing literature, which is
that the embedding process has not been studied previously as such, and that this situation
characterized by little knowledge about the study subject may, as Easton (1995) contends, call
for a case study research method. Alternatively, Dubois and Gadde (2002) claim that “case
studies provide unique means of developing theory by utilizing in-depth insights of empirical
phenomena and their contexts.”
A few other factors may serve to justify the choice of the case study research method. First,
the need to employ the case study research method arises when an empirical inquiry such as
this study is about examine a contemporary phenomenon such as the embedding process in its
real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not
evident (Yin, 1994). Second, if the research question starts with the word how (or why),
which is the case with the research question of this study, it may favor the adoption of the
case study research method (Yin, 1994). Third, the case study research method allow for more
flexibility or openness concerning the research design and the research process, which was
needed in relation to this study. For instance, the flexibility issue implies that the case study
research method allow for new or unanticipated issues to be explored rather than being
ignored when using a fixed or standardized research protocol as in a quantitative inquiry
(Stake, 1995; Dubois and Araujo, 2007). For instance, it may give the researcher the
possibility to rephrase research questions during the research process based on new insights.
Actually, this became the case in relation to the work with this thesis. Fourth, the choice of
the case study as a method in this study coincides with the frequent use of case studies within
the IMP research tradition, to which this study aims to contribute (Easton, 1995; Dubois and
Araujo, 2007). For instance, the case study research method is considered appropriate in order
to study phenomena such as interaction and change processes in organizational settings
because such processes require in-depth studies.
According to Yin (1994), case studies can be dubbed qualitative and quantitative. It may be
legitimate reasons for calling the case study in this thesis for a qualitative case study. There
are two reasons for this dubbing. First, I employ qualitative data collected mainly from
participant observation, which often is associated with ethnographic and, hence, qualitative
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research. The second reason is related to the conclusion from the review of the existing
literature, i.e. the embedding process has not been studied as such. This condition requires a
research approach, which focus on the actors’ actions and counteractions together with their
intentions and the wider settings (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). In other words, it is the noting
and registering of the descriptions and accounts of the actors participating in embedding
process, which should constitute the point of departure of the research. Thereafter, the
collected data can be used to develop concepts concerning how economic participants think
about and act in relation to the embedding process. The focus on the actors’ point of view as
well as the presumed complex character of the less studied embedding process call for a
qualitative research approach (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Guba and Lincoln, 1994).
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994), the case study research method falls well within a
qualitative research approach. As Stake (1995) claims, “In qualitative case studies, research
questions typically orient to cases or phenomena, seeking patterns of unanticipated as well as
expected relationships.”
A case study may be based on a single or multiple empirical cases (Yin, 1994; Easton, 1995).
Employing a single case as opposed to a multiple case research design requires something to
counter its low statistical representativeness (Yin, 1994; Easton, 1995). This something is
depth and comprehensiveness, which requires the use of multiple sources of evidence. In turn,
this may give the researcher a possibility to understand and explain a complex and less
studied phenomenon. As Easton (1995) puts it, “case research allows the researcher the
opportunity to tease out and disentangle a complex set of factors and relationships, albeit in
one instance.” In other words, certain problems are better studied and understood in single
case settings, allowing for more in-depth investigations (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). For
instance, the interaction between a phenomenon and its context is best understood through indepth case studies (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). One can call the process of moving from a
single case with comprehensive and detailed data to theoretical propositions about the study
subject as logical inference or analytical inference (Yin, 1994; Easton, 1995). Dubois and
Gadde (2002) use the term analytical generalization based on a single case as opposed to
statistical generalization when many cases are employed. In this thesis, I have adopted a
single case study research design, for which the empirical case embraces data that should be
in-depth, multiple, and well suited for the research problem in hand.
In this study, the aim is to understand and explain a process, i.e. the embedding process. It
implies that the case study research design has to include a longitudinal component (Easton,
1995). According to Easton (1995), there is a broad range of longitudinal methods and tools
available when case based research on processes is to be considered. For instance, the
longitudinal methods may be historical studies, repeated studies, retrospective studies,
prospective longitudinal studies, and event-sampling studies. In this study, the event-sampling
longitudinal method has been adopted. It means that I have chosen to focus on particular
events over time so that the dynamics of the embedding process can be teased out. According
to Easton (1995), this presupposes “a level of continuous monitoring of the population of
events taking place as well as mechanisms to allow the sampling (usually non random) and
detailed study of important events as they did occur.” The important events I have chosen to
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focus on in this case study are the different and successive stages in the embedding process,
which I have been able to differentiate. The qualitative data being in-depth and
comprehensive and collected through a number of data collection methods and, in particular,
participant observation enables me to do exactly this event sampling and detailed study
(Easton, 1995).
I have adopted an embedded case study research design, which Easton (1995: 480) contends
is appropriate for a business network studies. In addition, an embedded case study research
design is demanding but necessary because of the multidimensionality of the phenomenon,
which I want to investigate (Baraldi, 2003: 55). According to Yin (1994) and Easton (1995),
an embedded case study involves more than one unit of analysis. The single empirical case
employed in this study constitutes the primary unit of analysis. The resource interfaces
between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, or, alternatively, the
contact points between the new technology in terms of product and/or facility and its context
consisting of an intricate web of organizational actors and technological artifacts constitute
the secondary or embedded unit of analysis. The resource interfaces as theoretical constructs
and as they did appear in the case are described later in this thesis. The embedded case study
research design brings along a number of advantages (Yin, 1994; Easton, 1995). For instance,
it allows for comparisons to be made among units of analysis, while at the same time forming
a holistic picture of the case study. In addition, it allows for the possibility of shifting the
research focus in a controllable way as the research progresses in response to environmental
changes or early revelations. Yin (1994) mentions one potential pitfall related to an embedded
case study research design. It is that the case study may focus on the embedded unit of
analysis instead of a balanced view with respect to the two units of analysis. I have tried to
balance between the two units of analysis in this thesis.
An important though not sufficient part of a case study is the case itself, or, alternatively, the
primary unit of analysis (Yin, 1994; Dubois and Araujo, 2007). In simple terms, the case may
be an individual, a group of individuals, an organization, a group of organizations, an
industrial network, institutions, events, or a process. Alternatively, Yin (1994) contends that a
case is a contemporary phenomenon in a real-life context. Dubois and Araujo (2007) notice in
broad terms that “case researchers see cases as complex configurations of events and
structures in situated spatial and temporal contexts, which preserve the integral character of
social phenomena and which the analyst believes exhibits the operation of some identified
theoretical principle.” The here above said might suggest that a case is given though chosen
by the researcher. However, Dubois and Gadde (2002) claim that the case may be constructed
by the researcher himself as a response to the research problem at hand and based on data
collected from the empirical world. Besides, Dubois and Araujo (2007) note that “some cases
may be selected with an eye to provide particular insights into poorly understood
phenomena,” such as the less studied embedding process. More specifically, Dubois and
Araujo (2007) contend that the task of the researcher is “to progressively construct the context
and boundaries of the phenomena under investigation, as theory interacts with methodological
decisions and empirical observations. The research object, its boundaries, and context are
often emergent outcomes of the research process.” In accordance with what these authors
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have said, the case in this study was created as a response to the research problem at hand.
First and a few years before the choice of the perspective adopted in this thesis, I constructed
a story about the pre-project phase and the establishment of a project. Second and following
the choice of the perspective adopted in this thesis, I revised the story to be about the
conception of new technology in a network context. Finally and subsequent to the choice of
the analytical framework, I again revised the story to represent and reflect the process of
embedding new technology in terms of a product and a facility into its resource-related
context. Phrased differently, these three successive story constructions were based on data,
which I had collected before the actual writing of them, as well as being results of the
research problem at hand, which changed during the research process.
The case had to be delimited from its context (Yin, 1994; Dubois and Araujo, 2007).
Regarding the aspect of time, the embedding process could be delimited without greater
difficulties. I had document and interview data related to the first proper thoughts about the
new technology, which could be used to form the beginning of the case story related to the
embedding process. In addition, I had document, interview, and participant observation data
about the conception of the new technology, which could be used to form the continuation of
and an end to the case story related to the embedding process. Regarding the aspect of space
or network, the embedding process was more difficult to delimit from its context. This is so
because networks do not have boundaries or a center by itself (Håkansson and Snehota,
1995). However, it was necessary to impose delimitations or boundaries in order to create
networks or, as employed in this case study, resource structures that could be analyzed
properly (Wedin, 2001; Gressetvold, 2004). The analytical framework for this case study,
which focuses on resources and their interaction, gave the first condition as to which elements
in the network to include in the analysis. The second condition as to which elements in the
network to include was based on what I found important and/or what I interpreted as relevant
for the analysis. A last point to mention concerning the delimitation of the case from its
context was the choice of the center of the network. In this case study, I chose as center the
new technology, which appeared in two versions, i.e. as a product seen from the supplier’s
point of view and as a production facility seen from the buyer’s point of view.
According to Yin (1994) and Easton (1995), case studies may have some weaknesses
concerning connection to theory, such as being simply rich descriptions, quasi-deductive
theory testing, or a kind of statistical generalization. This is not the aim or the structure of this
case study. As mentioned here above, the process of moving from the single empirical case
with comprehensive and detailed data to theoretical propositions about the embedding process
was done through analytical inference (Yin, 1994; Easton, 1995) or, alternatively, analytical
generalization (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). In addition, the theorizing in relation to the
empirical case was done as a combination of not only induction but also of deduction, which
is not unusual in single case studies as Easton (1995) notes. In line with Pettigrew (1997), the
research process took the form of a constantly iterating cycle of induction and deduction, i.e.
the continuous movement between data and theory though starting with the data. During this
process, the research issue and the theory were successively reoriented when they were
confronted with the data. An important constituent of the theory is the analytical framework
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(Dubois and Gadde, 2002), which was employed in this case study. According to Dubois and
Gadde (2002), one can distinguish between two types of analytical frameworks. The first is
classified as tight and pre-structured and the other as loose and emergent. Each has its pros
and cons. Too much pre-structuring of the study may make the researcher blind in relation to
important features in the case or cause misreading of local informants perceptions. On the
other hand, a framework that is too loose might lead to indiscriminate data collection and data
overload. I went for a tight and evolving analytical framework. The reason for this was that
the tightness reflected the degree to which I, as a researcher, has articulated my
preconceptions. The reason for the framework to evolve during the study was because data
may, and did actually, inspire changes of the view of theory and vice versa.
According to Yin (1994: 79-80), case studies may get their data from a number of sources.
For instance, the data sources may be documentation, archival records, interviews, direct
observations, participant observation, and physical artifacts. I did collect data by the means of
mainly participant observation, but open-ending interviewing or unstructured interviews, and
document analysis were also used in the data collection. According to Hammersley and
Atkinson (1987), Jorgensen (1989), and Denzin and Lincoln (1994), participant observation
as a way of conducting data collection is superior compared to other ways when it comes to
grasping human interaction as it unfolds in its diverse ways and details. This is so because the
researcher lives or stays among the actors he studies in their everyday and natural setting, and,
as such, should have access to their inner lives. Phrased differently, the researcher tries to
observe and make sense of the actual interaction between the actors, while he also attempts to
participate as much as possible in this interaction. As I was directly involved, i.e. participating
in terms of acting, counteracting, observing, talking with people, and learning about their
view of the material, economic, and social reality, it resulted in unique and in-depth process
data, which otherwise can be hard to obtain for outsiders. It helped also that I had close
relationships with many of individuals in the involved companies. As we can only partially
understand fragments of interaction processes in their complexity (Håkansson and
Waluszewski 2002), the use of participant observation may serve to understand better
interaction processes such as the embedding process.
Participant observation can be conducted according to the level of involvement in the field by
the researcher (Jorgensen, 1989: 21). On a scale from complete participation to no
participation, the researcher can be the complete participant, the participant-as-observer, the
observer-as-participant, and the complete observer. The complete participant takes part in the
everyday life of the group he studies in the same way as any ordinary member of the group,
which implies that he actively influences the thinking and actions of the group. The
participant-as-observer takes part in the everyday life of the group he studies but does not try
to influence the thinking and actions of the group. The observer-as-participant takes part in
the everyday life of the group he studies only for a short period, whereas he acts as an
observer beyond that. The complete observer is a member of the group he studies, which
implies that he tries to be an observer and not influential related to the thinking and actions of
the group. In addition, participant observation can be conducted openly, covertly, or
somewhere between these two end-points. The ideal approach should aim to minimize the
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effects of the researcher and maximize the depth of information that is obtained. In relation to
this case study, I was a complete participant, who took part in the everyday life of the actors I
studied in the same way as any ordinary member of the network. It implied that I actively
influenced the thinking and actions of the actors, though mostly according to the de-facto and
tacit rules and norms that existed among the actors. Besides, I conducted the participant
observation quite openly, i.e. the members of what I will call the inner network of actors had
been informed about my research role.
Doing data collection by the means of participant observation brings along some problems
(Jorgensen, 1989; Yin, 1994). According to Yin (1994: 89-90), the major problems related to
participant observation have to do with the potential biases produced. First, the researcher has
less ability to work as an external observer, and may sometimes have to assume positions or
advocacy roles contrary to the interests of good scientific practices. Second, the participant
observer is likely to follow a commonly known phenomenon and become a supporter of the
group or organization being studied, if such support did not already exist. Third, the
participant role may simply require too much attention relative to the observer role. The
participant observer may not have sufficient time to take notes or to raise questions about
events from different perspectives, as a good observer might. With respect to my role as a
researcher doing participant observation, the most important challenge became to handle what
Jorgensen (1989: 62) says is that the researcher can go so-called native. It means that the
researcher identifies himself fully with the actors, their theories and concepts, and is not able
to keep an analytical distance to the study subject. This was what happened with me to a large
degree, especially in the period from 1997 until 1998, when I interacted with the other actors
according to the de-facto and tacit rules and norms in the company and in the industrial
network. However, by choosing to employ an analytical framework for the analysis, which I
have done, I believe I have managed to distance myself from the social actors, their theories
and concepts, and, thus, has been able to keep an analytical distance to the study subject
(Jorgensen, 1989: 65). Besides, the analysis has been done a number of years after the data
collection and several years after I quit the buying company and left the corresponding
organizational network, which, thus, may have helped me in achieving the necessary
analytical distance to the study subject.
In the following, I will explain in more detail the ways I gathered, arranged, and analyzed the
data. However, I will first describe the setting, in which the data collection was performed.

2.2 The setting of the data and my role herein
I did the data collection in relation to an innovation endeavor in terms of a technology
development activity, which was carried out by an industrial company called Tromsø Satellite
Station (TSS) in close cooperation with an industrial company called Kongsberg Spacetec
(KSPT) and a number of third-party companies, with which both Tromsø Satellite Station and
Kongsberg Spacetec had cooperated previously. The development activity began in 1993
without the involvement of Tromsø Satellite Station. When Tromsø Satellite Station was
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engaged in the technological development activity in 1997, I became the manager of the
development activity until 2001 when I left Tromsø Satellite Station. At this point in time, the
technological development activity was close to its completion.
The innovation concerned the development of a new production system together with new
products, and included both what can be called a conceptualization stage and the subsequent
development or materialization stage. The production system was subject for a transaction
between a buying company and a so-called systems supplier as well as subject for new
product development at the supplier company. The buying company was Tromsø Satellite
Station, and the systems supplier was Kongsberg Spacetec. Space and information
technology, especially the area concerned with processing of data from earth observation
satellites, constituted the technological basis for the development activities. Several industrial
companies and other types of organizations, which had previously been cooperating formally
and informally for shorter and longer periods, did take part in the development efforts. For
instance, organizations such as customers of the buyer and research organizations cooperated
when this production system was specified. In addition, it was vital for the development
efforts that the new production systems could be integrated with a range of existing systems
among cooperating companies, and that the new products were compatible with existing
products with respect to some important aspects such as format. Moreover, it was mandatory
that the development effort could become valuable in one way or the other for the
participating companies and organizations. For instance, the investment regarding the new
technology had to be profitable in monetary terms for the buying company and the suppliers.
Regarding operations or production, the same profit requirement did prevail for the involved
companies.
Regarding my role in this setting, I acted as an active participant in terms of project manager
in addition to being a researcher. As project manager, I had the responsibility for the
conception, planning, and execution of the innovation activities. The responsibilities included
the technical as well as the economic aspects of the innovation project. The reason for these
perhaps wide responsibilities was a result of my university degree in information technology
and long experience with advanced technological projects. However, I was bounded by the
strategies, which Tromsø Satellite Station had made for innovation endeavors. Besides, I did
report to the director of Tromsø Satellite Station in matters related to this project, especially
when it came to strategic and economic matters. Lastly, I was responsible for the interaction
with the collaborating companies and organizations involved in the innovation. This implied
that I during the innovation process interacted mainly with project managers, department
managers, and directors, many of whom had the same educational background as me. This
interaction could be in the form of official and unofficial meetings, spontaneous face-to-face
talks, phone calls, e-mails, etc. When seemingly important decisions were made, they were
normally put down in written form and made official. This was a full-time job in the period
from 1997 until 1998.
I had been given formal permission by Tromsø Satellite Station to gather data to be used in
this thesis. The companies, with which Tromsø Satellite Station did cooperate regarding the
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innovation activity, were informed about my research. Fortunately, they approved this
combined researcher-manager role situation when I did the data collection.

2.3 Data collection
I began the data collection in august 1997, and I finished this task by the end of the winter of
2001. The most intense period of the data collection lasted from august 1997 until august
1998. It was during this period that the innovation was conceptualized and planned, although
ideas and rough concepts about the innovation had been around for a while already. This
means that I during the fall of 1997 collected data about events, which had occurred in the
period from 1993 to 1997, and which seemingly affected the innovation endeavor. In the
period from august 1998 until the winter of 2001, during which the innovation was developed
into material and concrete reality, I collected mainly data concerning the results of the
decisions made during the so-called conceptualization stage.
The data collection was done by participant observation, unstructured interviews, and
acquisition of apparently relevant documents. In addition, I did put down hand-written notes
related to events in a journal on a daily basis and in chronological form.
The unstructured and open-ended interviews were in most cases an integral part of the
carrying out of the participant observation. The interviews were conducted with a number of
different persons in the different companies. In most cases, however, the interviews
resembled talks, into which seemingly important questions were merged. Besides, these talklike interviews could occur unintentionally and accidentally. Regarding who I interviewed, I
interviewed the managing director, the marketing manager, and the technology development
manager in the company, which did develop and deliver the new production system. The
interviews with the technology development manager were many and in many cases in-depth.
In the buying company, in which I was employed, I interviewed the managing director, the
marketing manager, and the operations manager. In several cases, these persons could inform
about events and statements, which did occur elsewhere and were important for the data.
Regarding the owner of the buying company, in which I was employed, I interviewed the
manager responsible for earth observation activities. With respect to the research
organization, which supplied this necessary knowledge concerning an important area, I
interviewed the scientific expert and the manager of earth observation activities. In a big panEuropean space organization, I interviewed the contact person for companies like the
company I was employed in. Also worth mentioning, I interviewed a financing organization’s
officer, who was in charge of funding for companies like the company that I was employed in.
After I left the company, in which I was employed, I interviewed the operations manager of
the buying company, and the manager of the project for the development of the system
product owned by the systems supplier company. Shortly after the interviews had taken place,
I used to write down notes. These interview-related notes were normally about the answers I
had received in relation to the important questions put forward during the interviews. The
notes could also be about interesting issues that had come up during the interviews.
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I had access to an extensive range of documents in the role as project manager at Tromsø
Satellite Station. From this abundance of documents, I did collect apparently relevant
documents such as letters, board documents, reports, minutes of meetings, e-mails, and web
pages. Documents, which I did assess as less trustworthy, were discarded. The collected
documents could be about thoughts and conditions not only at Tromsø Satellite Station but
also at the collaborating organizations. The documents concerning the technical artifacts
involved in the case such as the new production system could be both extensive and detailed.
When I did write down event-related notes in the journal, I did it on a daily basis in 1997 –
1998. Actually, during one specific day many such notes could be made. Later, the notes
became sparser, i.e. they were put down only when the progress and results of the decisions
made during the so-called conceptualization stage became available. The decision of which
events to make notes of, was based on what I thought was relevant of actions, counteractions,
and their intentions and outcome. The notes could be taken during the day or at the end of the
day. The time available after the project manager responsibilities had been taken care of
determined this. Each note normally comprised the time of the event, what the issue was
about, who participated, and what the outcome became. The notes could also refer to a
document of some kind. I did also make notes concerning my reflections of what I observed.
Retrospectively, I do not believe I my reflections were very informed. However, they did
constitute the beginning of the research process.
The collected data in terms of the empirical material constituted the basis for the construction
of a story about technology development, in which the embedding process took place.

2.4 Construction of story
When making the presentation of the data, I have preferred to do as Lincoln and Guba (1985),
Easton (1995), and Dubois and Gadde (2002) suggest. It means that I did construct a story of
how the actors did act, or, alternatively, about the activities that took place.
The empirical material, which was used to create the data in terms of a story, did consist of
journal-based notes, material from the interviews and talks, various documents and related to
the many actions taken by the different actors. Sorted chronologically, the story did seem
incomprehensible though it did show the actual actions and counteractions taken by the
different actors. The reason for this confusion is probably that different activities are going on
in parallel, and mixed with each other when a chronological order is adopted.
In order to create an intelligible story, the empirical material had to be sorted. As already
indicated, the sorting was done according to several activity types. The choice of activity
types is many. The activity types, which I decided to use to sort the empirical material into an
intelligible story, were as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The setting
Kongsberg Spacetec conceptualizes an ESA-compatible Envisat production system
and sets its price to 32 MNOK
Tromsø Satellite Station makes the initial moves concerning development of a feasible
concept for an Envisat production system
Alternative technological and organizational concepts are ruled out
The making of a feasible concept for the development of an Envisat production system
Development of sound business cases
The series of price quotations concerning an Envisat production system
Funding of the technology development activities at Tromsø Satellite Station and
Kongsberg Spacetec
Technological development begins

These activity types constitute each a chapter in the story. In addition, each chapter is divided
into sub-chapters, which each reflect a distinct activity.
The first version of the story was written in 2001. It consisted of parts only. The second
version was written in 2005. It is on this version the analysis in this thesis has been
performed. The third and final version was written in 2007. It takes into account the
developments that the thesis had undergone since 2005. It means that the story, or data, has
been adjusted to fit the research question, implying that it should contain the contact points
between the new technology and its context in terms of a web of organizational actors and
technology. In particular, the story, or data, should include the resource interfaces, which have
been deemed as problematic, and the actions and counteractions that took place in order to
embed the new technology with an existing resource-related structure. This means that the
data in terms of a story is to some extent a result of the interplay between data and theory.
As the story is about a process, it has to hold longitudinal components, which in this case are
different events or stages.

2.5 Discerning events or stages as longitudinal components in the
story
Several important events or stages related to the embedding process can be discerned in the
data (in terms of a case story). I have managed to identify more than twenty different events
or stages. Briefly, some of them are:
•
•
•

The conceptualization of a system compatible with a system owned by the European
Space Agency (ESA)
Sorting out that the Norwegian Space Centre will no longer be responsible for
innovation activities at Tromsø Satellite Station
The no development option is ruled out
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The no-allowance intentions of the European Space Agency are sorted out
In-house development at Tromsø Satellite Station is ruled out
The Kiruna option is ruled out
The ESA system becomes too expensive
A UK10 supplier is ruled out
Choice of Tromsø Satellite Station as buyer and Kongsberg Spacetec as systems
supplier
Reception rights are sorted out
Distribution rights are sorted out
Use needs related to the satellite earth observation instruments SAR, MERIS and
GOMOS are defined
SAR and MERIS user requirements are defined
Choice of main computer
The making of the 13.8 MNOK quotation
Taking out SAR Global mode
The making of the 11.9 MNOK quotation
The making of the 10.1 MNOK quotation
Access to test data has to be arranged
The making of the 8.2 MNOK quotation
Attempts to negotiate the price down to 7 MNOK are blocked
Taking care of EU11 rules and regulations
Conceptualization of the basic system comprising SAR Image and Wide Swath Modes
Conceptualization of the extra system comprising SAR Alt Polarization mode
Contracts are drawn up and signed
The complete system has been organized and funded, and can be started

It is the stages, or a subset of them, which will be analyzed by the employment of the
analytical framework. The choice of which stages to analyze is discussed in the beginning of
the analysis chapter.

2.6 Development of analytical framework
The data in terms of the story has been analyzed by the employment of an analytical
framework based on the resource-related 4R model of the IMP school.
I did the choice of perspective, theoretical concepts, and the framework for the analysis as
follows. Before I ended up with the IMP school, I tried to adopt project-related theory, actornetwork theory, and concepts related to price setting in order to analyze the data. It did not
give any constructive answers. In relation to project-related theory, I think the reason has to
10
11

The acronym UK stands for United Kingdom.
The acronym EU stands for European Union.
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do with its focus on rationality and linearity related to a single actor, who acts whereas other
actors react only. These features should be incompatible with the data. Actor-network theory
focuses on the application of power to create strong actor networks, which can out-compete
other actor networks, and less on cooperation between actors. This should also be
incompatible with the data. Regarding the use of concepts related to price setting in a network
context, I found out that the data was insufficient to make a proper analysis. Worth
mentioning here is that I did not have a network view when I did the data collection.
After having written the first version of the data in terms of the story during the autumn of
2005, it soon became apparent that I should opt for the IMP school as theoretical perspective.
It was so because many of the characteristics of the data in terms of the story such as longlasting and close cooperation, interdependencies, and technological and organizational
adaptations between a set of companies, which together was assumed to constitute an
industrial network, seemed to fit the key features of the IMP school. For instance, the IMP
school is based on the ideas of markets-as-networks, economic embeddedness, and resource
heterogeneity (Baraldi, 2003). Central concepts within the IMP school are actor, resource,
activity, and relationship between a pair of actors (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). Actors
perform activities in cooperation with other actors, and they do it by drawing not only on
internal but also on external resources. The cooperation and access to resources are enabled
by relationships. The relationships are close, lasting, and linked together to form a network.
The relationships, which are called business relationships, are based on enduring interaction
in terms of actions and counteractions or as a sequence of events and episodes over time
directed towards identifiable counterparts (Ford et al., 1998). Over time, the actors belonging
to the network have developed complementarities and interdependencies.
During the winter of 2006, I made a preliminary interpretation of the data. My understanding
became that the data in terms of the story concerned technology development, in which
different resources such as technological artifacts in terms of products and facilities and a
number of companies possessing knowledge, finances, or other resource-related items, were
brought into play, adapted to each other, and eventually connected together to form a solution
to an innovation problem in terms of a viable techno-economic concept. I could have decided
to employ the resource layer of the industrial network approach to construct an analytical
framework for the analysis of the data. However, the industrial network approach focuses on
business relationships, which would imply a focus on the resource layer, resource ties, and
resource collections tied together through actors when analyzing technology development.
The activity layer would become less visible in the analysis. This situation did not seem to fit
the data (in terms of a case story) with its emphasis on process related to embedding of a new
resource in a resource-related context consisting of an intricate web of organizational actors
and technological artifacts. On the other hand, the 4R model conceptualizes technological
innovation or development as a cumbersome and intricate process of interaction between
different resource items, some of which already exists, some of which can be brought into
play, or some of which can be modified during the interaction. More specifically, the
interaction between resource items, or resource interaction, assumes that resource items in
terms of products, facilities, business units, and business relationships are changed or created
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through interaction between different resources items in a resource structure. In addition, the
resource interaction may account for technical, economic, strategic, and social aspects related
to the different resource items. Lastly, the different resource items may become tied together
at specific contact points by the use of resource interfaces, implying that a new resource item
may become embedded in its resource-related context by the means of resource interfaces. To
conclude, the 4R model seemed to fit the data (in terms of a case story) better than the
resource layer of the industrial network approach. Besides, the basic concepts such as
products, facilities business units, and business relationships of the 4R model can be
identified in the data (See chapter 4.5.5 for examples). Consequently, I went for the 4R
model12.
During the autumn of 2006, a first version of an analytical framework based on the 4R model
became ready for use thanks to theory developments and their use in analyzing logistic
phenomena (Jahre et al., 2006).
During the winter of 2007, and when a first version of the analysis had been carried out, it
became clear that resource interfaces should be a central element in this thesis, as there
seemed to be many hundreds of resource interfaces and some problematic resource interfaces
in the data. By taking into account the latest developments, for instance concerning the depth
of resource interfaces, the analytical framework was developed further. Eventually, the
analysis was completed during the spring of 2007.
During the summer of 2007, the interpretation of the data in terms of the story and its analysis
by the use of the analytical framework suggested that the topic of the thesis should be
adjusted to become the embedding process. The refinement of the research question began
immediately, and continued throughout the autumn of 2007.
The here above said should imply that the research process seems to be an interplay between
data and theory, more or less. This includes also the refinement of the research question, the
data in terms of a story, and the analytical framework.
How the analysis was conducted is outlined at the end of the analytical framework chapter
and described in detail at the beginning of the analysis chapter.

2.7 Credibility and trustworthiness of the study
When assessing the trustworthiness of research within most sciences, the two most commonly
applied measurements are the concepts of validity and reliability. In qualitative case studies,
these measurements become somewhat awkward. Therefore, it is often argued that other
12

In qualitative inquiry, the notion of actor is central. In the 4R model, he is called business unit, and placed side
by side with other resource items such as technological artifacts. The reason why the business unit, or actor, is
still central is because it is actually the business unit, who makes the other resource items interact. One could
also say that the 4R model is for analytical purposes.
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criteria or interpretations of the original measurements are needed when assessing the
trustworthiness of qualitative case studies (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The most commonly
applied trustworthiness criteria used in qualitative case studies seems to be four concepts
developed by Lincoln and Guba (1985), i.e. credibility, transferability, dependability, and
confirmability. I have chosen to base the discussion of the credibility and trustworthiness of
this case study on these concepts. It should be worth noting that the measurements discussed
here below are relative in nature.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 301-315), credibility is the level of confidence that the
material has from the respondent’s perspective. The credibility of a study can be improved by,
for example, prolonged engagement, persistent observation, triangulation, referential
adequacy materials, peer debriefing, and member checks. Regarding the credibility criteria in
this case study, the data collection was done as participant observation, unstructured
interviews, and document analysis. In other words, I used triangulation when the data was
constructed. I have also had the ambition to select respondents representing different views
within the different companies, thereby extending the perspective to more than just the
management view. Since I was employed at one of the central companies mentioned in the
case from 1989 until 2001, it should be fair to say that prolonged engagement was in place.
The data in terms of a story has been presented and discussed among close research
colleagues, and the story has also been used in a course concerning project.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 301-315), transferability is the extent of applicability
of the findings and how they can be translated or transferred to other settings or cases.
Compared to generalizability, transferability relates to how findings from one study can be
applied in other and related contexts. Stake (1995: 85-88), discussing the relevance of
generalizability in qualitative case study research, discusses naturalistic generalizability as the
process of taking findings from one study and applying them in order to understand similar
circumstances and situations in other cases. Regarding the transferability criteria in this case
study, I believe it is up to others to assess and comment. Further research based on the
findings from this case study would certainly strengthen this criterion.
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 301-315), dependability is the extent of
trustworthiness the material can demonstrate in terms of minimizing researcher
idiosyncrasies. In qualitative research, this becomes important since both the interpretation of
individual respondent accounts of a setting and the interpretation of a setting in its totality are
essentially subjective operations. Lincoln and Guba (1985: 316-318) discuss the relationship
between dependability and credibility as the relationship between validity and reliability, i.e.
that there can be no validity in a study without an acceptable degree of reliability. As a way to
reach dependability, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that the researcher use an external
auditor to authenticate both the progress and process of a research project. Regarding the
credibility criteria in this case study, I will first say that I did my research under the guidance
from my supervisor. Besides, this case study has been discussed among close research
colleagues. Second, when I did employ an analytical framework to theorize, I believe I
removed the most of my subjective idiosyncrasies from this case study.
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According to Lincoln and Guba (1985: 301-315), confirmability refers to the findings of a
study and the level of confirmation and corroboration by others. Regarding the credibility
criteria in this case study, I believe it is up to others to assess and comment.
The fact that I have not been alone but have had a lot of support in my work should increase
the credibility, confirmability, and dependability of this case study.
Conclusively, measures have been taken to increase the credibility, confirmability, and
dependability of this case study. However, in the end I believe it is up to other researchers to
assess and comment on the credibility and trustworthiness of this case study.
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3 The data in terms of a story about development of new
technology and its embedding into a resource-related
context
In this chapter, I will present the data in terms of a story about technology development, in
which the embedding process took place.
The contact points having problems being imagined as realizable, or, alternatively, the
problematic resource interfaces, and which are identified during the analysis, are also
mentioned in the text by their unambiguous codes.

3.1 The setting
3.1.1 Envisat launch and commissioning

3.1.1.1 The European Space Agency (ESA)
The European Space Agency (ESA) is an organization, whose aim is to promote and develop
the space industry in Europe. The member states of ESA make annual monetary
contributions, which the Agency uses to carry out activities such as space-related technology
development, satellite operations, and other space operations. Depending on size, complexity,
and a so-called fair-return principle13, the activities may involve industrial companies from
many member states. Normally, the activities, which may last for many years, are organized
as programs or projects.
ESA owns and operates a number of earth observation satellites such as the ERS-2 satellite. It
is from such a satellite that ground stations located anywhere on the Earth can receive raw
instrument data and process them into data products for sales and distribution worldwide.
However, the reception and processing can only be done as long as the satellite is in
operation. For instance, the lifetime of the ERS satellites are specified to be only three years.
The company Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) has been operating a ground station for the
ERS-2 satellite and its predecessor ERS-1 during a number of years. These operations have
been done on a commercial basis.
Satellites, instruments, ground stations, and other types of space-related systems and
equipment have to be specified, designed, developed, manufactured, assembled, integrated,
and tested thoroughly before being put into space or operation. ESA conducts these kinds of
13

Briefly, the fair-return principle of ESA states that industrial contracts shall be distributed nationwise in
proportion to the financial contribution from each member state.
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activities together with industrial
industrial companies from its member states. Both the ERS-1
ERS and
ERS-22 satellites and their associated ground stations are results of such technology
development, in which the company Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT) has been participating.
participating

3.1.1.2 The Envisat program

Figure 1:: The picture displays the ESA Envisat earth observation satellite in flight with
its solar panel (right of the satellite) and SAR antenna (under the satellite) expanded
(Source: http://envisat.esa.int/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=3768).
http://envisat.esa.int/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=3768
The Envisat program is a big, complex, and costly technological undertaking by ESA. The
Envisat program comprises the specification, design, development, and materialization of
both a space segment and a ground segment as well as the operations of these segments. The
space segment consists of the Envisat earth observation satellite. The Envisat satellite is made
up of a platform, which carries ten different instruments such as the
the advanced SAR (Synthetic
Aperture Radar) and the MERIS (Medium
(Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer)
Spectrometer instruments for
the measurement of properties related to the Earth as well as an antenna system for
transmission of the measurement data to ground stations1415. The ground segment consists of
the flight operation system and the payload data system. The flight operation system is used to
monitor and control the Envisat satellite. The payload data system, which consists of a
handful of ground stations scattered worldwide,
worldwide, is used to receive and process the
14

SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a radar instrument directed primarily to measuring features of the sea
surface such as waves, wind, ice, coastlines, and ship traffic.
traffic
15
MERIS (Medium
Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer)
Spectrometer is an optical instrument directed primarily to measuring
features of the sea surface such as temperature and chlorophyll.
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measurement data from the earth observation instruments into data products, and to
disseminate and archive the generated products. Besides, the payload data system provides
technical interfaces to users ordering data products, and to national and foreign stations, who
want to acquire regional measurement data from the instruments onboard the Envisat satellite.
Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) is in this context a national and foreign station, and is
consequently a part of the ESA Envisat network of ground stations.

Figure 2: The picture shows a ground station with its buildings and antennas from an
aerial perspective. It is actually Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) that is pictured (Source:
http://www.ksat.no/AboutUs.htm).

3.1.1.3 Launch of the Envisat satellite
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite:

The launch and operations of satellites in space is a risky business. This was so because of the
relatively high possibility of satellite or instrument malfunctioning in space and the high
possibility of failure during the launch of the Envisat satellite. On March 1, 2002, however,
ESA successfully launches its earth observation satellite Envisat into orbit. The orbit is sunsynchronous with an inclination of 98 degrees and an altitude of 800 km above the Earth. The
launch takes place in Kourou, French Guiana. The launcher used is Ariane 5, and its launch
mass is approximately 8200 kg.
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Figure 3: The picture displays the European launcher Ariane 5 when it soars into Earth
bound orbit from its launch pad in Kourou, French Guiana (Source:
http://www.esa.int/esaEO/ ESAVOUU9EYC_index_0.html).

3.1.1.4 Envisat commissioning
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg:

Nearly a month after the launch of Envisat, ESA officially publishes the first data from the
Envisat satellite after an intensive period of satellite commissioning, testing of instruments
and data evaluation. The European technicians and scientists are thrilled because the analysis
of the processed data from the advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the Medium
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) instruments proves that both the satellite and the
two advanced and most important instruments are working properly and producing data
according to the quality requirements defined many years ahead of the launch.
Although the duration of the commissioning phase of the entire Envisat system is set to six
months, ESA soon starts to release data products generated on its ground segment systems to
users in a staggered manner. For instance, approximately a month after having published the
two images shown here and thereby proved that the corresponding instruments are working
according to the expectations, ESA makes SAR and MERIS instrument data and derived
products available for some of its customers and their use. It means that any ground station
belonging to the ESA Envisat network of ground stations, to which Tromsø Satellite Station
(TSS) belongs, can start to receive and process Envisat raw instrument data into data products
for delivery to their customers. During the commissioning phase, however, only customers
entitled by ESA to be among the so-called principal investigators are allowed access to data.
After the commissioning phase has been terminated, any customer can buy the products he
wants providing he is willing to pay the stated price for the products. In addition, he has to
sign a contract, in which he agrees to comply with some restricting rules regarding the use
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and distribution of the products derived from data gathered by the Envisat earth observation
instruments.
Subsequent to the commissioning period, ordinary Envisat satellite and ground segment
operations commence. These operations were assumed to last for 5 years, which is as long as
the specified lifetime of the satellite.

Figure 4: The two pictures show two scenes processed from Envisat data, respectively.
The MERIS scene (left) from 22 March 2002 is a space view of a part of Africa. The
SAR scene (right) displays the collapse of the Larsen B ice shelf observed on 18 March
2002 (Source: http://www.mfb-geo.com/text_e/news_old_e9.html).

3.1.2 Start of production at Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS)

3.1.2.1 Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS)
Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) is an industrial company, which was founded in 1967 as a
spin-off from the local university. The company is located in Tromsø. TSS was back in 1997
owned by the Norwegian Space Centre (NSC)16 and The Swedish Space Corporation (SSC)17,

16
The Norwegian Space Centre (NSC) is a governmentally owned organization located in Oslo. NSC aims to
coordinate Norwegian space industry and to develop profitable industrial companies in Norway. One mechanism
used by NSC to coordinate and develop Norwegian space industry is to fund technology development activities.
For instance, NSC has funded over the years a major part of the technology development activities at Tromsø
Satellite Station (TSS) and some of the technology development activities at Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT).
Another mechanism has been to utilize the membership with the European Space Agency (ESA), with whom
NSC has been coordinating the Norwegian space activities in Europe. For instance, NSC has helped Norwegian
industrial companies such Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) and Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT) to get involved in
international space activities.
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each with fifty per cent of the shares in the company. TSS is part of a global space industry,
though a tiny part. More specifically, TSS has been operating during all the company’s
lifetime within the business area, which has to do with earth observation. In 2002, the
company made an annual revenue of approximately 45 MNOK along with satisfactory profits.
The business activities are based on an advanced use of information and communication
technology embedded in equipment, systems, and applications, which are normally found in
satellite ground stations. TSS has over the years developed two major business areas. The first
business area deals with providing ground station services in terms of command and control
of polar-orbiting satellites to satellite owners and operators such as the European Space
Agency (ESA).
The second business area, to which the data (in terms of a case story) of this thesis can be
associated, concerns the development, manufacturing, and sales of image data products and
associated monitoring services. These products are based on the reception of data originally
acquired by instruments onboard earth observation satellites. Over the years, TSS has been
using two types of earth observation data in its operations. It is optical data and radar data.
Optical data comes from optical instruments, such as the MERIS instrument onboard the
Envisat satellite. Radar data comes from radar instruments, such as the ERS SAR instrument
and the Envisat advanced SAR instrument. TSS has established the company as one of the
foremost in the world in producing and delivering near real-time SAR data products to
customers worldwide. One example of a national customer is the Norwegian Defense
Research Establishment (NDRE)18. One example of an international customer is the European
Space Agency (ESA). Some examples of use of the products are weather forecasting, sea-ice
monitoring, wave state reporting, coastal management, pollution detection, oil slick detection,
and ship traffic monitoring.

3.1.2.2 Description of the Envisat production system at TSS
Data from earth observation instruments needs to be processed in order to become useful. For
the data acquired by the Envisat earth observation instruments, the processing has to be done
on ground. One reason for this is that the data volume is too high for space-based processing.
This processing, which results in a range of earth observation products, is normally done on
specially designed production systems.

17

The Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) is the Swedish counterpart of the Norwegian Space Centre (NSC).
Back in 1997, the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) owned fifty per cent of the shares in Tromsø Satellite
Station (TSS).
18
The Norwegian Defense Research Establishment (NDRE) is a research organization located outside Oslo.
Among other things, NDRE has worked during many years with technology development related to earth
observation satellites and in particular basic technology related to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instruments.
Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT) has used NDRE developed SAR technology in the development of its processing
systems, which Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) has purchased for use in its production of SAR products. In
addition, Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS) has employed the knowledge possessed by NDRE when new products
were to be specified, designed, and developed. Worth mentioning as well is that NDRE usually plays the role as
a pilot customer of earth observation products from Tromsø Satellite Station (TSS).
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In brief, a production system at TSS consists of an antenna, data reception equipment, a
powerful general-purpose computer installed with software for processing of the raw earth
observation data into image data products, a product archiving subsystem, data
communications equipment, and a control subsystem (See figure here below). Normally, new
reception equipment has to be developed for every new earth observation satellite. For every
new instrument, from which TSS chooses to receive and process data, new software for
processing of the raw earth observation data into image data products has to be developed and
put into operations. This new software requires in most instances a new and powerful
computer. The antenna, the product archiving subsystem, and the data communications
equipment can be shared among several other production systems at TSS.

Envisat
satellite

Envisat ground segment
(payload data system)

Control
subsystem

Display

Product archiving
subsystem
X-band
antenna

Data reception
equipment

Data processing
software
Computer

Data communications
equipment

Customers’ facilities

Figure 5: A schematic view of the Envisat production system at TSS and the external
production facilities (Envisat satellite, Envisat ground segment, and customers’
facilities) that are connected to this system.
By the use of a large x-band antenna, the Envisat production system receives its raw data
from the ESA Envisat earth observation satellite while the satellite is in sight from the Station.
The data reception equipment converts in real time the raw data to an electronic format, which
is readable for a general-purpose computer, and stores the converted raw data intermediately
on a high-speed disk-based medium. The earth observation data is thereafter ingested into the
general-purpose computer and processed into image data products by the use of complex
algorithms. This processing results in various kinds of products depending on factors such as
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instrument19, operating mode of instrument20, processing level21, and which product format to
use22. Since it is assumed that the some of the major customers of TSS require product
deliveries shortly after data reception, and the data volume is substantial, the general-purpose
computer must be a powerful one. The processed products are stored in the product archiving
subsystem. Due to the electronic format of the image data products, they can be transmitted to
the facilities of the customers by the use of data communications equipment. A control
subsystem, which is interfaced to the ESA Envisat ground segment, is used to monitor and
control the Envisat production system. A detailed schedule running on the control subsystem,
and set up by an operator in advance, makes the operations automatic. When running the
schedule, the operator’s task becomes to monitor what happens with the Envisat production
system using a display terminal, and take necessary actions when errors and malfunctions
occur. If the production system fails, the manufacturer of the system may be called to make
repairs. In most situations, the manufacturer will be the industrial company Kongsberg
Spacetec (KSPT), because the company has delivered most of the production systems, which
are in use at the premises of TSS.

3.1.2.3 TSS starts production of SAR image data products
On May 1, 2002, and as part of the ESA Envisat network of ground stations, TSS starts to
receive Envisat raw instrument data and process them into formatted data products for
delivery to the Station’s customers. During the first months, only customers among the
principal investigators are given allowance to order and receive products from TSS. These
products are based on raw data from the SAR instrument only.
During this first period at TSS, the processed SAR products turn out to be in accordance with
the expectations of the company’s customers. In addition, TSS demonstrates through the
deliveries that the belonging Envisat production system operates with the required stability
and ease.
TSS, the Station’s owners, i.e. NSC and SSC, and the Station’s customers, especially NDRE,
become satisfied with the situation. The most important issue seems to be that TSS can
continue to serve the company’s customers with high-quality SAR products for at least five
new years after the ERS satellite has been phased out. The rationale behind this is to continue
the hitherto successful business operations with respect to sales of image data products and
associated monitoring services, all based on earth observation data from polar-orbiting
satellites.

19

Two out of a number of instruments onboard the Envisat earth observation satellite is the Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) and the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS).
20
The SAR instrument onboard the Envisat satellite can switch between image, wave, alternating polarization,
wide swath, and global monitoring modes.
21
The processing levels are 0, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, and so on.
22
An example of a earth observation related product format is the so-called CEOS-format (CEOS is an
international standardization committee).
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData:
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS:
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust:

In addition, the Envisat product and process development activities did run quite smoothly
from its start in July 1998, to its termination in 200223. The project costs had been under
control, i.e. no major overruns did occur. The production system was purchased from
Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT), the systems supplier. The delivery of the production system was
delayed with a few months, but the delay did not cause any critical effects as the Envisat
launch was delayed even further. What mattered was that the Envisat production system did
become ready for operations when raw data from the Envisat satellite instruments became
available.

3.1.3 Start of marketing of system product at Kongsberg Spacetec
(KSPT)

3.1.3.1 Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT)
Kongsberg Spacetec (KSPT) is an industrial company, which was founded in 1984 as a spinoff from TSS. The company is located right aside of TSS in a common housing. The company
operates also within the same business area as TSS, i.e. the business area of KSPT has to do
with earth observation. However, KSPT develops, manufactures, and sells equipment,
systems, and applications to be used as production systems in companies or ground stations
such as TSS. In 2002, the company made an annual revenue of approximately 70 MNOK. The
Kongsberg Corporation, one of Norway’s biggest industrial actors, owns KSPT. The business
activities are based on an advanced use of information and communication technology
embedded in equipment, systems, and applications, which are normally found in satellite
ground stations.
Of specific interest to TSS has been the capability KSPT has in designing, manufacturing,
installation, and maintenance of computer based systems used for reception and processing of
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) earth observation data. KSPT has through the company’s
cooperation with TSS, NDRE, NSC, and ESA developed so-called generic system modules.
The KSPT generic modules together with modules from other companies can be assembled
and integrated into a complete ground station capable of serving different satellites and a
versatility of instruments. Price, advanced solutions, flexibility, operational simplicity, and
23

TSS encountered a few problems though. For instance,
(i) the facilities of the customers had to be upgraded to receive the largest image data products,
(iii) the Envisat production system became more expensive than expected, and
(iv) the SAR image data products proved to be difficult as well as costly to rectify and validate (The reason was
the magnitude, complexity, cooperative character, and time-consuming aspect of the product rectification and
validation work, which by the way was resolved in cooperation between the business units TSS, KSPT, NDRE,
and ESA).
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quality have made KSPT the preferred supplier of ground stations to TSS through many
years. An example of an international long-time customer for KSPT is ESA.

3.1.3.2 Description of the system product marketed by KSPT
The Envisat production system, viewed as product, consists of hardware module products and
software module products. The reason for this separation is due to the characteristics of the
involved technology, i.e. information technology (IT).
The hardware module products, which can be classified as standard, off-the-shelf, semifinished, and existing, are (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) direct ingest system (DIS)
Computer platform as hardware
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Router

The software module products, which can be classified as standard, off-the-shelf, semifinished, new software module products, and algorithms, are (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR data by using x-band
antenna, HR demodulator and HR direct ingest system
Software libraries for ingestion of HR data by using HR direct ingest system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Unix add-on utilities and commands for handling of CD-RW drive, e.g. burn-file
Monitoring and control
Data reception
Data ingest
SAR processing
Archiving
Product dissemination
SAR algorithms
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Data reception
X-band antenna

HR Demodulator

HR DIS

Computer platform
Display
Main computer
Ethernet
Array
processor

High-volume disk

Product dissemination
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Internet

Router

Figure 6: A schematic view of the hardware modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator
• HR DIS

SAR
algorithms

Archiving
• High-volume
disk

Monitoring and
control
• Display
SAR Processing
• Array
processor

Software
library for
array
processing

Software
libraries for
reception and
intermediate
storage of HR
data by using
x-band
antenna,
demodulator
and DIS

Product dissemination:
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Data ingest
• HR DIS

Software
libraries
for
ingestion
of HR
data by
using DIS

Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
for external
communication via
Ethernet

Unix addon utilities
and
commands
for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
Computer platform (hardware):
• Computer (powerful)
• Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod
• HR DIS

Product dissemination
(hardware):
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor

Figure 7: A schematic view of the software modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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3.1.3.3 KSPT starts to market a new system product
A year or so before the point of time when TSS starts production of SAR image data products,
KSPT, the systems supplier24, had commenced its marketing efforts concerning making sales
and deliveries of system products similar to the Envisat production system delivered to TSS.
However, no real progress had been achieved so far concerning reaching agreements about
development, production and delivery of any Envisat based systems product except for TSS.
Although the potential customers had bought similar systems from KSPT previously and had
excellent experiences with the company’s products and services, they did not want to commit
themselves yet. In particular, the potential customers seemed unconvinced whether KSPT was
in command of the technology related to Envisat SAR data processing. In a way, the potential
customers were right since the mastery of the Envisat SAR technology until now had been the
responsibility of NDRE under subcontractor frameworks. It did help KSPT little to claim that
the company had acquired the necessary Envisat SAR technology during the development of
the Envisat production system for TSS, which was done in cooperation with NDRE.
With the event of TSS starting production of SAR image products with seemingly great
success on May 1, 2002, KSPT can demonstrate a pilot installation of an Envisat production
system in a satellite ground station setting. Eventually, KSPT can start to market a new
ground station product, in whole or separated into subsystems, and may thereby look forward
to profitable sales contracts.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg:
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest:
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT:

KSPT is satisfied so far. For quite a long time, it has been considered critical that KSPT can
continue to build and deliver earth observation based production system products as the
company has done for a decennium or more. In addition, the Envisat production system
development and delivery to TSS had run quite smoothly from the start in July 1998 to the
termination in 200225. The project costs had been under control, more or less. The delay of the
delivery of the production system to the customer, i.e. TSS, did not have any serious effects.

24

A systems supplier takes usually the responsibility for designing, developing, assembling, integrating, testing,
and delivering of a complete and ready-to-operate system to be used at the premises of the customer for
production purposes.
25
KSPT encountered a few problems during the development work. For instance,
(i) the SAR algorithms had not been specified correctly and in sufficient details by NDRE due to the complex
nature of the algorithms (The problem was resolved when the product was rectified and finalized by KSPT and
NDRE in cooperation),
(ii) the SAR test data product had to be developed by KSPT itself, because this product, which KSPT did receive
from ESA, was of bad quality and useless, and
(iii) the SAR image data products proved to be difficult as well as costly to rectify and validate (The reason was
the magnitude, complexity, cooperative character, and time-consuming aspect of the product rectification and
validation work, which by the way was resolved in cooperation between the business units TSS, KSPT, NDRE,
and ESA).
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What mattered so far was that the customer, TSS, and that the owner of KSPT, the Kongsberg
Corporation, was satisfied with the development, delivery, and business prospects.
What did these development activities at TSS and KSPT consist of? In order to answer this
question, let us take a look at the development activities as they were carried out back in
1998.

3.1.4 Description of the development activities at TSS and at KSPT
The development activities at TSS and at KSPT had to do with the development of new
technology in terms of products and a production system. Space and information technology,
especially the area concerned with reception, processing, archiving, and dissemination of data
products from earth observation satellites, constituted the technological basis for the
development activities.
The development activities were organized as two projects, one project at TSS, and the other
project at KSPT. For TSS, the main purpose of its project was to make the company capable
of continuing its hitherto successful sales and deliveries of SAR image data products to its
existing and new customers worldwide. This implied that a new Envisat production system
had to be specified and purchased from system suppliers such as KSPT as a replacement of a
soon outdated ERS production system. In a similar way, the main purpose of the project of
KSPT was to make the company capable of continuing its till then successful sales and
deliveries of system products to its existing and new customers worldwide. This implied that
KSPT had to design and develop a new system product, which could serve as production
systems for satellite ground stations such as TSS. In other words, KSPT was assumed to act as
the supplier of the production system TSS needed.
The basic requirement to the new Envisat production system to be used at TSS was that it had
to have the capability to make products similar to those from the soon outdated ERS
production system. This was so because it was assumed that a number of important customers
would continue to make demands for the products they had become used to during the ERS
period. In addition, the new production system should take advantage of the opportunities for
new products and new product features, which were latent in raw data from improved earth
observation instrument or new production technology, and for which there was a rising
demand from several interesting customers. For KSPT, the basic requirement of the new
system product was that it should have the same or better functionality and quality as the
Envisat production systems in the ESA Envisat ground segment26. The reason for this was
that it would increase the chances for KSPT to sell the company’s Envisat system products to
ground stations worldwide.

26

The first version of the system product developed by KSPT did not include processing of all the ten Envisat
earth observation instruments, i.e. only SAR processing was implemented in the system.
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As indicated already, TSS did not have the capability itself to develop the new production
system. Instead, the development of the new system had to be left to a supplier, for which
there were several potential companies in addition to the chosen company KSPT. The offers
from these potential suppliers of a production system, which by the suppliers themselves were
viewed as system products to be marketed worldwide, did embrace many new features
compared to the outdated ERS production system. These features did derive from continuous
development efforts, the use of state-of-the-art technology, and cooperation with sophisticated
sub-suppliers.
KSPT had acted through many years and on several occasions as the supplier of the major
production systems for TSS. In related to the data (in terms of a case story) of this thesis,
KSPT could make an offer for the development and delivery of the new production system,
which did compete with the alternatives. Therefore, KSPT was chosen as the supplier of the
new production system.
The two focal companies, i.e. TSS and KSPT, did realize that the new production system have
to function together with a number of production systems, many of which did exist already
and some of which would be new. These facilities could be located at the premises of TSS,
KSPT and both companies’ suppliers and customers.

NSC

NDRE

TSS

ESA

KSPT

Figure 8: A view of the network formed by the companies TSS and KSPT, the space
organization ESA, the research organization NDRE, and the national space organization
NSC, and their close relationships with each other.
Besides TSS, the buying company, and KSPT, the systems supplier, several other
organizational actors engaged in industrial space activities in Norway and Europe did
participate in the development projects. The most important of these were NSC, NDRE, and
ESA. As already indicated, these organizational actors had cooperated with each other in
various space-related activities during many years. Thus, it might be claimed that these
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organizational actors had formed an organizational or industrial network over the years (See
figure here above).
It was in the pre-project phase, i.e. the period before the development projects were
constituted, that the organizational actors did choose to participate and commit themselves.
The process related to participation and commitment of the different organizational actors,
who did control resources such as adequate technology, competent personnel, and finances
necessary for the execution of the projects, took approximately one year to complete. The
result of the pre-project phase did become concepts for new technology, which could serve as
a feasible27 basis for the project participants in the subsequent development phases.
Before TSS became involved in this innovation endeavor, it was expected that the
development costs of the new production system would amount to more than 30 MNOK.
However, the price TSS had to pay became less than 5 MNOK. This payment figure was
actually based on a profit analysis in relation to TSS. The exact payment figure was
established during negotiations between TSS, KSPT, and NSC. NSC did contribute with some
funding to make the deal profitable for the two focal companies. In order to secure the 5
MNOK payment figure, a firm fixed price contract was negotiated between TSS and KSPT
with NSC functioning as an arbitrator.
The development activities did begin in 1998, and it was completed in 2002. The pre-project
phase lasted approximately one year starting in 1997.
So, where did this technology development related to Envisat begin? In order to answer this
question, we have to go back to 1993. At that time, ESA starts its Envisat phase A/B
development28. This denotes that specification and design of the Envisat program, including
the space and ground segments, is initiated. Norwegian efforts do not lie far behind. The
figure here below may give an impression of what these activities were and when they took
place.

27

Feasible denotes possible to carry through the task with respect to, among other things, technology, market,
strategic factors, available time, and economy.
28
Actually, ESA had commenced its work with the Envisat program a few years previously with several
feasibility studies.
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Figure 9: Gantt chart showing the timeline for the ESA Envisat program and the
Norwegian (mainly TSS and KSPT) technology development activities.

3.2 KSPT conceptualizes an ESA-compatible Envisat production
system and sets its price to 32 MNOK
3.2.1 The creation of the concept and its 32 MNOK price
In 1993, NSC awarded KSPT a contract regarding the development of a concept for a
complete Envisat production system to be purchased by NSC but installed and operated at
TSS. The effort, which KSPT did put in producing a resulting document, was based on
Envisat related documents issued by ESA and made available to KSPT through NSC.
Besides, KSPT relied on the company’s knowledge gained from previous developments and
deliveries of ERS production systems for ESA and TSS.
Based on the assumed knowledge gained from producing the document concerning a concept
for an Envisat production system for NSC and TSS, discussions between ESA, NSC and
KSPT, and the application of the ESA fair-return principle, ESA gave KSPT a role in the
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development of its Envisat ground segment. The participation of KSPT in the ESA Envisat
development program took place in 1994.
In 1996, NSC asked KSPT through a small contract to make a rough estimate of the total
costs related to the development of a complete Envisat production system to be purchased by
NSC but installed and operated at TSS. KSPT did the cost estimate based on the document the
company produced in 1993 and the knowledge obtained through participation in the
development of the ESA Envisat ground segment.

3.2.2 What the price estimate of 32 MNOK did include
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer:

In the resulting document, KSPT estimated the costs for the new Envisat production system to
become 32 MNOK, assuming that KSPT should develop and deliver the system. KSPT had
included a mark-up in this amount, which implied that the amount of 32 MNOK was the
estimated price for NSC to pay of the production system. Seen from a functional and technical
viewpoint, the proposed Envisat production system was almost similar to a single ground
station in the payload data system of the ESA Envisat ground segment. This included a
computer platform, which was complex and unstable, implying that the computer was
complicated and sometimes impossible to operate, support, and maintain in use. However, the
production system proposed by KSPT did include only processing of data from the advanced
SAR instrument and the MERIS instrument, though into a broad range of image data
products. The KSPT conceived system included also a computer-based product archive and
electronic product distribution by geostationary satellites. KSPT had not attempted to adapt
the system to the needs of NSC and TSS. In fact, KSPT did not involve TSS in the company’s
considerations concerning an Envisat production system for TSS.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna:

The price of a new antenna, which could easily amount to 20 MNOK, was not part of the 32
MNOK price for the new Envisat production system because it was assumed that TSS could
use one of its existing x-band antennas. However, this assumption did prove itself wrong due
to later discovered capacity limitations with the existing x-band antennas. Therefore, a new xband antenna meant for Envisat and other earth observation satellites was planned, purchased,
delivered and installed at the premises of TSS as early as 1995. It was NSC, who was
responsible for the purchase of the antenna, though in cooperation with TSS.
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To conclude, the Envisat production system, viewed as product, consisted of hardware
module products. The hardware module products, which can be classified as standard, off-theshelf, semi-finished, and existing, were (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator and low-rate (LR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) high-density digital recorder (HDDR) and low-rate (LR) high-density
digital recorder (HDDR)
High-rate (HR) frame synchronizer (FS) and low-rate (LR) frame synchronizer (FS)
Computer platform as hardware
Two array processors
Tape drive and cassette drive
CD-RW drive (not in the Envisat system as product in 1993)
X.25 card
Router
Broadband satellite communication system
Up-load antenna connected to geostationary telecommunications satellite

In addition, the Envisat production system, viewed as product, consisted of software module
products. The software module products, which can be classified as standard, off-the-shelf,
semi-finished, new software module products, and algorithms, were (See figure here below):
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR and LR data by using
x-band antenna, HR demodulator and LR demodulator, and HR high-density digital
recorder and LR high-density digital recorder
Software libraries for ingestion of HR and LR data by using HR high-density digital
recorder and LR high-density digital recorder, and HR frame synchronizer and LR
frame synchronizer
X.25 related software library and commands for transfer of files to distant recipients
Database system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Unix add-on utilities and commands for handling of CD-RW drive, e.g. burn-file (not
in the Envisat system as product)
Monitoring and control
Data reception and data ingest
SAR processing
Low-rate (LR) processing
Archiving and product dissemination
SAR algorithms and low-rate (LR) algorithms
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Data reception

HR Demodulator

HR HDDR

HR FS

X-band antenna
LR Demodulator

LR HDDR

LR FS

Co-processors
Array
processor

Computer platform

Array
processor

LR processing
computer

Monitoring &
control
computer

SAR
processing
computer

Display
Special LAN

High-volume disk

Archiving
computer

Tape drive

Dissemination
computer

Gateway

Ethernet

Product dissemination
Tape drive
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
X.25 card
Internet

Router
Up-load antenna

Broadband satellite
communication system

Figure 10: A schematic view of the hardware modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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LR algorithms

SAR
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Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator and LR
demodulator
• HR HDDR and LR HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS
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• Array
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• CD-RW drive
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transfer of files to
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Monitoring and
control
• Display

Data ingest
• HR HDDR and LR
HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS

Software
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for
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of HR
and LR
data by
using
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and FSs

X.25
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for transfer
of files to
distant
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Database Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
system
for external
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and
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for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
• Utilities and commands for communication between platform computers on special LAN
Computer platform (hardware):
• Monitoring and control computer, LR processing computer, SAR processing computer, archiving
computer and dissemination computer
• Special LAN, Gateway and Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod and LR
Demod
• HR HDDR and LR
HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS

Product dissemination (hardware):
• Tape drive
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• X.25 card
• Router
• Broadband satellite
communication system
• Up-load antenna

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk
• Tape drive

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor
• Array
processor

Figure 11: A schematic view of the software modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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3.2.3 How KSPT and NSC viewed the 32 MNOK price estimate
KSPT had made some assumptions concerning the price estimate of 32 MNOK. First, KSPT
assumed that the company’s role would be to act as the systems supplier of the Envisat
production system to be developed, manufactured, and delivered to NSC and later to be
installed for operations at TSS. It implied that NSC was assumed to be the customer of this
transaction. Second, KSPT assumed that the price estimate would become the actual price
NSC would pay for the system when it was actually ordered. Third, KSPT thought that NSC
had access to the necessary funds by itself, through its relationship with TSS, and through its
relationship with its owner, i.e. the Ministry of Industrial Affairs (MoIA).
In sum, KSPT viewed this transaction as a favorable deal for the company, and would have no
problems to start development if NSC did approve the scheme and gave the go-ahead signal.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys:

However, what KSPT did not realize was that the customers of an Envisat system product
would focus more and more on price and the use of standards, thus making this 32 MNOK
price for the Envisat system product was less favorable. Fortunately, this problem was
resolved when a revised techno-economic concept was developed at a later point in time.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-NSC:
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-NSC:
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA:

Regarding the assumptions about systems supplier, customer, and actual price, the
understanding of NSC was analogous to KSPT. Regarding funds, NSC had approximately 8
MNOK available. In addition, NSC could command TSS to spend the company’s available 16
MNOK on the gamble. The difference between 32 MNOK and the available funds from NSC
and TSS together, i.e. 8 MNOK, had to come from other sources. NSC did not see any loans
or grants from private financing organizations as legitimate for the Center’s operations. It was
also out of the question to contact the owner of NSC, the Ministry of Industrial Affairs
(MoIA), because this business case was not considered as an undertaking characterized by
positive economical and social impacts, i.e. considerable socio-economic effects. Taking into
consideration that NSC would first purchase the Envisat production system, thereby owning
it, and let TSS operate the system to create revenues based on the company’s customers, it
meant that TSS would have to pay an annual fee to NSC for the use of the property of NSC.
Given that the lifetime of the Envisat satellite was estimated to be five years, thereby making
the deliveries of Envisat products to last for assumingly five years, it implied that the annual
fee TSS would have to pay to NSC amounted to 1.6 MNOK without interests.
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NSC had severe problems with its assumed contribution of 8 MNOK to KSPT. First, it would
drain the Center’s funds, thereby making other space-related activities involving other
Norwegian actors suffer. According to the NSC strategy plan, these other activities had
gained priory compared to the earth observation priority area, which, by the way, NSC had
worked out in collaboration with among others TSS, KSPT, and NDRE. Second, NSC could
contribute with 8 MNOK as part of a new product development gamble. It would require,
however, that KSPT could make profitable sales of this new product in the future. Since
KSPT had not been very successful with the product area, within which this new product did
belong, NSC considered a contribution to this new product development gamble as
uninteresting.
Regarding the relationship with TSS, NSC could drain TSS for the funds of 16 MNOK and
claim in addition an annual fee of 1.6 MNOK plus interests. However, as one of the two
owners of TSS, and, as such, have a responsibility for the company’s profitability, it would be
an action not based on sound economic logic. In addition, the investment analysis did show a
negative interest for TSS, taking into account the expected revenues and running costs over
five years. The Swedish Space Corporation, the other owner of TSS, would most certainly
find this economic scheme unacceptable. In addition, since it is always a significant
possibility of launch, satellite or instrument failure, it was a substantial risk that NSC could
lose the rationale for claiming the annual fee from TSS.
In sum, the economic scheme related to this transaction did seem to be antagonistic with
respect to funds available, strategy, prospects, profitability, financial risks involved, and
chances for creating acceptance for the gamble. Hence, NSC concluded that such a transaction
was out of the question.

3.2.4 TSS becomes involved and makes its considerations regarding the
32 MNOK price
TSS did not become involved in the events described here above. However, TSS did give the
proposed scheme some serious thoughts when the company became involved in 1997.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-TSS:
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-TSS:

Regarding the assumptions about systems supplier, customer, actual price, and the financing
situation, the understanding of TSS was analogous to NSC. TSS also knew that NSC would
first purchase the Envisat production system, thereby owning it, and later let TSS operate the
system to create revenues, provided TSS could pay an annual fee of at least 1.6 MNOK to
NSC. In addition, the raw data to be used in production would have to come from ESA. For
this, TSS would have to pay a fee per product. Regarding customers, TSS expected to keep
the existing customers and maybe make new ones by performing new product development
based on the new instruments and their technical features. The investment analysis for TSS
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did show a negative interest, taking into account the expected revenues from existing and
potential new customers, the fees to be paid to NSC and ESA, and the operational costs, all
over five years. In addition, since it is always a significant possibility of launch, satellite or
instrument failure, it is a substantial risk that TSS could lose the entire investment.
In sum, the economic prospects related to this transaction were not and could not become
beneficial for TSS. Hence, TSS soon rejected the KSPT developed concept of an ESAcompatible Envisat production system to a price of 32 MNOK. Instead, TSS began to look for
other more realistic and feasible concepts concerning the development of an Envisat
production system to be used at TSS.

3.3 TSS makes the initial moves concerning development of a
feasible concept for an Envisat production system
In the beginning of September 1997, when an updated ERS production system developed by
KSPT was delivered and put into operations at TSS, and following a critical ESA meeting
regarding the ESA Envisat program, TSS did start to look for a feasible and possibly
acceptable concept for the development of an Envisat production system. Several actions had
to be done in this respect.
First, TSS needed a justification for these Envisat related investigations.

3.3.1 TSS discovers a rationale for developing an Envisat production
system
During many years, the data from the ERS SAR instrument had been utilized at TSS for
production of SAR image data products and associated services such as ship monitoring, oil
slick detection, wave state reporting, and sea ice warning. Based on ERS SAR data and in
collaboration with the company’s suppliers and customers, TSS had built up a profitable
business area. In relation to these activities, NDRE had served as pilot or lead user during
product development, KSPT had developed and supplied TSS with suitable production
systems, and NSC had contributed significantly with monetary funding.
When the lifetime of the ERS satellite was over, the profitable business area developed by
TSS was in danger of coming to an end. Fortunately, the Envisat program offered a possibility
for TSS to continue these beneficial business operations. This was so because the Envisat
satellite could emulate the ERS satellite and its instruments.
In order to continue the successful business operations at TSS when the ERS satellite was
phased out, it was mandatory that a new production system for processing of Envisat raw data
into image data products had to be developed, preferably by the assistance from KSPT in
terms of a system product development and delivery. KSPT was very interested in such a
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delivery, because it could bring about a promising development activity for a system product
to be marketed worldwide. In turn, this could prolong the KSPT business activities in this
area. However, the TSS related activities and the KSPT related activities had to be completed
in due time before the Envisat launch.
Consequently, both TSS and KSPT had legitimate reasons for pursuing an Envisat related
development gamble. It was also good reasons for the two companies to cooperate in this
matter. Before moving on, however, one of the most important things to sort out for TSS was
to obtain the rights to access Envisat raw data and the rights to distribute the processed
products to the company’s customers.

3.3.2 Obtaining reception and distribution rights related to the Envisat
satellite
ESA had defined the concept of national station in the plans for the Agency’s Envisat
program. It meant that any country, who was a member of ESA, could set up its own national
ground station given that the country and its representative did follow the rules and
regulations for such a station. It implied that TSS had to use NSC to make ESA accept TSS as
a national ground station. It proved to be no problem since it was a close relationship between
TSS and NSC and a close relationship between NSC and ESA, and both relationships were
characterized by cooperativeness. In fact, NSC owned TSS, and Norway was (and is still) one
of the member states of ESA.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage:

When it came to distribution rights, ESA did not intend to issue such rights to single
distributor companies any more. Instead, ESA had decided to use a consortium for the
distribution of all the Envisat products produced by any ground station. It meant that a
distributor company such as TSS had to obtain distribution rights from the ESA appointed
distributor consortium.
Several consortia had been organized for distribution of the ESA Envisat products. For TSS, it
became critical to become member of the winning consortium. During the winter of 1998,
TSS became accepted as member of a consortium, which was lead by the French company
Spot Image. Actually, it was no big surprise that TSS became a member of the Spot Image
lead consortium, because TSS was considered widely as the foremost distributor of ERS SAR
image data products in Europe. During the spring of 1998, the consortium lead by Spot
Image, including TSS, was chosen by ESA to become the consortium for distribution of all
Envisat image data products in Europe.
In parallel with the actions in relation to Envisat reception and distribution rights, the
development of the user or customer needs and requirements for an Envisat production
system at TSS had started.
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3.3.3 Acquisition of ESA documents
During the development activities, be it conceptualization or development, TSS needed
several technical documents regarding the ESA Envisat program and its systems. Originally,
these documents had been created by the system supplier of the ESA Envisat segment, i.e.
Matra Marconi Space (MMS). This company wanted no distribution of these documents to
companies like TSS and KSPT, as it would minimize the possibilities for competitors to come
up with Envisat production systems. In other words, Matra Marconi Space (MMS) intended to
rule out KSPT from the business area concerned with the development and deliveries of
system products to be used as production systems at companies like TSS. This meant that TSS
had to go through its contact person at the ESRIN department of ESA to get hold of the
wanted documents.

3.3.4 Identification of Norwegian user needs and requirements
In late August 1997, NDRE issued a document concerning Envisat SAR instrument and
Envisat MERIS instrument performance. In the document, NDRE had evaluated the
performance of these two instruments in relation to Norwegian user needs and requirements.
This document became important for TSS when the customer needs and requirements were to
be analyzed and prioritized.
By late September 1997, TSS had created its own document, though based on the NDRE
document. The TSS document became open for review by Norwegian users identified by
NDRE. The document did show product possibilities, and assumed needs and requirements of
Norwegian users, be it existing and future. The TSS document did also prioritize among the
many possibilities and users.
It became the responsibility of NSC to assemble Norwegian users to discuss and agree on the
TSS document. It took only one meeting to obtain the agreement on the TSS document, much
thanks to the involvement and influence of NDRE. As this suggests, NDRE is a
knowledgeable and powerful player in earth observation matters in Norway, whom TSS had
played along with when producing its own document.
TSS continued to discuss user needs and requirements, and associated products and services
with NDRE until late 1997. The discussions became more and more detailed as time went by.
However, the basic user needs and requirements were not changed during this detailing
process.
With the clarification and acceptance of the rationale for the continuation of the SAR image
data products operations, the basic user needs and requirements sorted out, and Envisat
reception and distribution rights well underway to come into place, and access to the
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necessary Envisat documents, it was time for the next step. It was that NSC allowed TSS to
start developing a concept for an Envisat production system together with a cost estimate for
it. Preferably, the supplier of the Envisat production system should be KSPT. However, a
choice of KSPT as the supplier of the wanted Envisat production system was not mandatory
at this point in time. Therefore, alternative solutions had to be investigated.

3.4 Alternative technological and organizational concepts are ruled
out
3.4.1 Previous way of organizing collaborative product development
Since 1988, NSC had both funded and carried out all the projects for the development of the
major systems for the generation or production of satellite based image data products, systems
to be installed at and operated by TSS. In these projects, NSC would normally hire the project
manager from TSS because the intention was to develop and utilize relevant project
management knowledge at TSS. When the production system had been developed and was
ready for delivery from the systems supplier, which normally was KSPT, TSS would take
over the responsibility for the project, complete the installation of the system, commission it,
and start operations, i.e. sales, order handling, production, and product dissemination. For the
rights to use the production system to generate revenues, TSS had to pay an annual fee to
NSC. The size of the fee was set by NSC so that TSS had a reasonable chance to make a
profit out of the operations.

3.4.2 Strategy changes implemented by NSC and their consequences
In 1996 and based on instructions from the owner, the Ministry of Industrial Affairs (MoIA),
NSC begins to revise its strategy plan. During this work, NSC makes a number of
consultations with the major actors from the entire Norwegian space related industry. This
involved also the earth observation organizational community in Norway. It meant that TSS,
KSPT, and NDRE contribute to the plan through participation in several meetings and by
issuing comments to the different versions of the strategy document until its finalization. TSS,
KSPT, and NDRE get access to the final strategy document, i.e. NSC distributes the final
document to them as part of the Center’s open policy.
One of the results of the strategy process is that NSC becomes less interested in spending
money on the earth observation area. The reasons for this new position are various. First, the
growth of the earth observation area in Norway has proven not to be in accordance with a
required 15 % annual growth. Second, ESA had just recently decided to put extra effort into
the more promising telecommunications area and less on the earth observation area. Here,
NSC decides to follow ESA concerning this new priority scheme. It means that NSC wants to
spend less of limited funds on the earth observation area and more of the same limited funds
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on the more promising telecommunications area. Third, NSC is unconvinced about the idea
that earth observation will continue to be a profitable business area for TSS. The reason for
the Center’s thoughts is based on the price estimate of 32 MNOK that KSPT did make in
1996 for NSC concerning the development of a complete Envisat production system to be
installed and operated at TSS. This figure of 32 MNOK stands in great contrast to calculations
that suggest that the price of a new Envisat production system must be lower than 5 MNOK to
generate profit for TSS, given the generated income and profits at TSS during the years of
ERS operations and the anticipated income and profits at TSS during the Envisat operations.
Another result of the new strategy plan is that NSC has to be clear regarding the roles the
Centre shall play in relation to the Norwegian space industry. It means that NSC has to
differentiate between the ownership role towards TSS and the funding role in relation to the
Norwegian space industry, which also includes TSS and KSPT. The first implication of this
differentiation becomes that NSC can no longer take responsibility for or carry out any
technology development activities, which could favor a group of industrial companies within
the space area and especially the earth observation area in Norway. This favoritism was what
TSS and KSPT had experienced through many years in terms of extra monetary means to be
used for new technology development. From now on, TSS or KSPT have to initiate, conceive,
plan, and execute technology development activities themselves, i.e. the two companies have
to take full responsibility for their own new technology development activities. NSC will only
provide funding to such activities, given that the endeavors can be seen as profitable for the
companies involved. The second implication becomes that any funding requests from TSS or
KSPT to NSC concerning the development of an Envisat production system to be installed at
and operated by TSS, will be evaluated based on the business potential for the company itself.
In addition, it is important that the development will contribute to fulfilling of the Norwegian
requirement of an annual growth of 15 % within the business area concerned with earth
observation. It implies that TSS has to apply for financial means from NSC on the same terms
and conditions as other industrial actors within the space area in Norway have to do. It also
implies that TSS can no longer expect to receive the same relatively high level of funding as
before from NSC.
Both TSS and KSPT read the new NSC strategy document with great interest. In addition,
supplementary talks concerning strategic issues are arranged. One should therefore expect that
TSS and KSPT get sufficient knowledge of the here above described change in strategy.
However, TSS does not understand the change in strategy properly, and KSPT does neither
understand nor believe the change. Hence, both companies come to realize the strategy
change through the development of the concept for an Envisat production system.
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3.4.3 Appointment of leader company for the activities concerning the
development of a feasible concept for an Envisat production
system
In accordance with the new strategy of NSC, the Centre had decided that TSS was going to
have the sole responsibility from start to end for the activity regarding the development of an
Envisat production system. This meant that any purchase of an Envisat production system
from KSPT would be a decision to be made by TSS.
NSC informed both KSPT and NDRE about its decision. None of the two companies made
any protests. On the contrary, they agreed. This was so mostly due to the choice of a
supposing knowledgeable project manager employed at TSS, who actually had been the
person NSC had hired from TSS to carry out similar projects several times before with
success. Besides, these projects had involved KSPT as supplier.

3.4.4 In-house development at TSS is not possible
When developing the Envisat production system, TSS could take the role as the systems
supplier of the Envisat production system instead of KSPT. This proved to be impossible
since TSS was not allowed by NSC to do this. KSPT was the Norwegian company NSC did
support as systems supplier, because the company had the adequate knowledge in relation to
being a system supplier and because the company already had made deliveries to other ground
stations in the world.

3.4.5 Handling of NDRE
TSS and KSPT were dependent on NDRE for knowledge with respect to basic SAR
technology, identification of customer needs with respect to earth observation products, and
evaluation of developed image data products. In addition, NDRE had been an important
customer of TSS during many years.
NDRE was assumed to have an interest in setting up its own satellite ground station to be
used for military purposes. In fact, NDRE with support from KSPT had designed a concept
for a mobile system to be used for several satellites, and not for the Envisat satellite only. TSS
interpreted the plans of NDRE to be in competition with TSS.
Based on this understanding, TSS decided to try to act in a way that should lead to that NDRE
did continue to be a customer and a useful collaborator rather than becoming a competitor to
TSS. Even though NDRE had bought far less data products than promised several years ago,
TSS viewed it important to keep NDRE as a close collaborator. It meant that the contact with
NDRE was set to a minimum by TSS. For instance, TSS tried not to involve NDRE in the
concept development work. However, any possible applications, associated user needs, and
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products specifications had to be worked out in collaboration between TSS and NDRE. In
addition, KSPT became heavily involved in the development of SAR alternating-polarization
mode processing for land applications. Lastly, TSS could not control the situation that KSPT
and NDRE cooperated on the development of the Envisat SAR algorithms.

3.4.6 Handling of ESA
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA:
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA:

In relation to the development of the ground segment for the Envisat satellite, ESA intended
to rule out as many national stations as possible in order to minimize competition. It meant
that ESA was reluctant to a Norwegian Envisat ground station in Tromsø when NSC on
behalf of TSS approached ESA and introduced the Agency for the Norwegian plans.
Subsequent to an intense period of interaction in terms of formal and informal meetings,
phone calls, letters and e-mails, ESA did accept the plans of NSC and TSS to develop a
Norwegian ground station for Envisat. There were several major and interrelated reasons for
this. First, ESA activities must be accepted, supported, and funded by its member states. By
threatening to withdraw the Norwegian support to future earth observation missions lead by
ESA, ESA could get less money for earth observation in the future. This stood clear even
though the Norwegian monetary contribution through NSC was minor relative to ESA budget.
Second, Norway by NSC and TSS had played significant roles in developing the use of earth
observation data in Europe. This applied to both technology development and user
development, especially in relation to SAR. No longer having the Norwegian support meant
less development, which clearly was not in the interests of ESA. Last but not least, several
relatively powerful member states, such as United Kingdom, Germany and Canada, went
together and made ESA create and issue in October 1997 a document, which in its essence
allowed national ground stations for Envisat data reception and processing to be set up
anywhere in the ESA member states. However, ESA had put into the document a sentence
that their generic ground station system was mandatory for the use in relation to Envisat. It
was not until April 1998 that ESA took out this sentence from the document. Instead, ESA put
into the document a sentence, which stated that national systems delivering products to ESA
should have a product quality similar to or better than the ESA generic system. The quality
specifications were, however, impossible to acquire from ESA. TSS did not take any action
with respect to this point, because TSS knew from previous experiences that when the Envisat
ground segment were declared operational by ESA, another ESA department called ESRIN
would take over the responsibility of the generic system. This ESA department had always
had a cooperative stance with national stations such as TSS.
Before TSS could take the risk and start planning the development of the Envisat production
system, ESA had to approve it formally or at least have no major objections to the Norwegian
undertaking. At a national meeting involving TSS, NSC, KSPT, and NDRE, just to mention a
few organizational actors attending, the Norwegian delegation member to ESA told the
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attendees, among others the TSS managing director, that the company could start the
development work. Nevertheless, it was not until June 1998, that ESA confirmed in a
document, which had been revised several times after input from the Agency’s member states,
that any member state could set up its own national Envisat ground station and receive full
technical and operational support from ESA. However, any such stations had to be in
accordance with certain technical requirements defined by ESA.

3.4.7 The use of Kiruna station is ruled out
TSS could become capable of distributing Envisat related image data products to the
company’s customers by receiving data from the ESA Envisat ground stations. In this respect,
the ESA Satellite Station in Kiruna was especially interesting. It had nearly the same coverage
area as TSS, which meant that almost the same satellite raw data could be received in Tromsø
as in Kiruna. The Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) and ESA favored such a solution, which
they clearly signaled to both NSC and TSS. However, NDRE wanted a national ground
station, which they had made known for NSC, TSS, and KSPT. The NDRE interests were in
development of a Norwegian infrastructure to be integrated with future NATO infrastructure
and operations. Lastly, both KSPT and NDRE made a point regarding a unique SAR
algorithm, which was necessary in order to cover the needs and requirements of NDRE.
NSC and NDRE could accept to use Kiruna provided the Norwegian user requirements could
be satisfied through the development of a suitable production system. TSS, on its side,
demanded that such a system had to be economically feasible. NSC got the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC) to accept these two viewpoints. Through collaborative efforts between
TSS, KSPT, and the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC), it was discovered that a technical
solution would have to be based on a costly telecommunications link between Kiruna and
Tromsø. TSS made economic calculations based on production systems in Kiruna and
Tromsø, respectively. The background data was provided by KSPT and NDRE on request
from TSS as KSPT had previously been working for ESA on a similar activity. TSS compared
the resulting figures, and found out that a complete ground station system installed at TSS
was favorable in economic terms. The assumptions for the calculations and the calculations
were later communicated to and accepted by NSC and the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC).
This was as TSS, KSPT and NSC wanted as none of them did like to use the Kiruna solution,
as it could be devastating for the Norwegian gamble on earth observation.

3.4.8 The ESA based system proves to become too expensive
ESA did offer its solution for an Envisat related production system to TSS. However, it soon
became clear through informal meeting between TSS and KSPT that a system equal to the
systems in the ESA Envisat ground segment would be too expensive to establish and operate.
A rough estimate based on information from ESA suggested a figure of approximately 20
MNOK for such a production system.
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3.4.9 Other suppliers than KSPT are contacted and ruled out
A few other potential suppliers than KSPT were contacted by TSS. Among several supplier
companies, an option provided by a United Kingdom (UK) company seemed to be the most
promising to investigate further. Despite objections from NSC, TSS approached the
alternative supplier located in United Kingdom. However, the interaction with the UK based
company revealed that it did not believe that TSS would go to them and buy a system. The
company thought so because it did know of the existence of the close relationship between
TSS and KSPT. Consequently, the company did not enter into talks with TSS, and sent a
polite letter to TSS explaining its understanding. However, the company signaled an interest
in the development activity, but only by having NSC heavily involved and by being paid
generously for a feasibility study, which the UK based company wanted to keep away from
KSPT. Both NSC and TSS found this proposal less interesting and decided not to follow it up.

3.4.10
Agreeing on the development of an Envisat production
system for TSS
In March 1998, TSS, KSPT, NDRE, and NSC concluded that TSS should establish a ground
station for Envisat data reception and processing in Tromsø. This should include an Envisat
production system to be installed and operated at TSS. Both the Swedish Space Corporation
(SSC) and ESA went along with this decision.
KSPT was supposed to become the supplier of the system. In fact, TSS viewed KSPT as the
preferred supplier as early as in beginning of September 1997. The two companies TSS and
KSPT had namely been cooperating successfully on many occasions over the years. NSC, the
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC), and ESA did go along with this solution as well.
In order to have a simpler purchasing project to manage for TSS, KSPT was assigned the role
as systems supplier with the responsibility to handle the development resources needed from
any sub-suppliers.

3.4.11

How KSPT viewed the development activities

KSPT intended to use newly developed system modules when the new Envisat production
system was going to be developed. However, the algorithms had to be developed by NDRE,
which possessed the sufficient knowledge on how to convert scientifically based SAR
knowledge to industrial use. In addition, TSS would act as a pilot customer for the
development of an Envisat production system product, which later could be sold to other
customers worldwide.
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The implication of this was that the technological and organizational aspects of the
transaction between TSS and KSPT were sorted out and agreed upon quite easily. What
became difficult was to negotiate and agree upon a reasonable price for the new Envisat
production system and to develop a feasible financing plan.

3.5 The making of a feasible concept for the development of an
Envisat production system
3.5.1 KSPT wants to use generic system modules
Approximately a year before the development of a concept for the Envisat production system
was started, KSPT had finalized the modularization of its technology. It meant that future
ground station systems would be built on so-called generic modules, i.e. system modules that
needed only minor modifications for each new delivery. One consequence would be that the
costs for developing a new system to be developed to a customer would be decreased
compared to the old scheme. This would make KSPT more competitive on the international
market. The only modules, which needed redesign and re-implementation, would be the SAR
and MERIS algorithm modules for each new satellite. In the testing this new concept scheme,
TSS had acted as a pilot customer for KSPT when an updated ERS production system was
developed and delivered to NSC for later installation and operations at TSS.
KSPT assumed that a new Envisat production system for TSS would be based on these
generic system modules.

3.5.2 An initial system concept is formed
Originally, it was envisaged by KSPT, NDRE, NSC, and TSS that an Envisat production
system should include processing of data from SAR into a broad range of radar image
products, MERIS data processing into sea surface temperatures, and processing of data from
an atmospheric instrument (GOMOS). The system should also include a computer-based
product archive and product distribution by satellite. In other words, KSPT and NDRE did not
attempt to adapt the functional requirements of the new production system to the needs of
TSS.
Quite soon, TSS and NSC realized that this alternative would become too costly to embark
on. A so-called descoping exercise had to be performed, and, as the leader company, TSS
took the responsibility for this descoping activity.
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3.5.3 Reduction of Envisat earth observation instruments
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg:
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest:

TSS found out that the business potential of Envisat GOMOS atmospheric related products
were long-term and uncertain, mostly due to not a small amount of science still to be done by
ESA concerning development of functional algorithms and valuable applications. In addition,
a willingness-to-pay user community for Envisat GOMOS image data products had to be
developed.

Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustMERIS:

The business potential of Envisat MERIS instrument sea surface data products was assumed
to be more promising. However, NSC required that potential Norwegian customers should
make an up-front investment in technology development if MERIS product development
should be carried out in Norway. After a number of meetings with several potential customers
in Norway, it became clear that none of them were willing to make any financial contributions
up-front. One reason for their position was that they did not see any wide use of MERIS
image data products. Another reason was that the technology with respect to MERIS data
processing had to be developed. In addition, ESA could provide tentative versions of the
MERIS sea surface and GOMOS atmospheric products through their ground stations. An
attempt to develop a MERIS level one product did prove to be less interesting because
potential customers of the product did not see much use of them, and that the payment, which
the customers of these products were willing to pay, did not match the prices that TSS did
require for the products. Hence, TSS considered the business potential of MERIS sea surface
image data products to be minor.
Consequently, MERIS sea surface and GOMOS atmospheric processing were excluded from
the TSS Envisat production system. Following a round of discussions, NSC, NDRE, and
KSPT did agree with TSS on this viewpoint.

3.5.4 Reduction of SAR instrument modes
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode:

The Envisat SAR instrument could emulate the ERS SAR instrument. This feature was
utilized in such a manner that the concept for the new Envisat production system would be
based on the emulation of the ERS SAR instrument. In this way, the existing business
operations at TSS could be continued with a minimum of investments.
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The Envisat SAR instrument had a wide variety of operational modes, which implied that the
product possibilities were numerous. An investment in all these would be costly, difficult to
argue for, and, hence, difficult to obtain funding for. TSS did therefore go for the ERS SAR
emulation only.
However, both KSPT and NDRE did not like this, because they had major interests in having
a number of SAR products and product features developed. They used their relationships with
NSC to make NSC influence TSS to include three instrument modes, namely the mode that
emulates the ERS SAR, the wide-swath mode wanted in particular by NDRE for sea related
applications, and the alternating-polarization mode for land related applications. In
discussions between the parties, it was concluded that all three modes were necessary in order
to cover their interests with respect to development of technology and useful applications.
At a later point in time, TSS, NDRE, and NSC did agree that the SAR global mode product
could not be included in the concept for the new Envisat production system. The reason was
that ESA did not envisage to operate the Envisat satellite according to the needs and
requirements, which the customers of SAR global mode data products had, and that the
payment, which the customers of the SAR global mode data products were willing to pay, did
not match the prices that TSS did require for the products.

3.5.5 Operations feasibility investigations
What made the investigations concerning operations feasibility a quite simple task was that
the operations were supposed to be similar to ERS operations. This was so because the
operational interface of the Envisat production system was designed by KSPT to be similar to
the ERS production system.
Moreover, the existing antennas and the main building with its facilities could be used
without any major changes. Based on the acquired Envisat documents, TSS realized that no
specific measures were needed concerning order handling, production orders, reception of
satellite position data, generation of production reports, and product distribution. Maintenance
had to be sorted out in collaboration between TSS and the supplier of the Envisat production
system, presumably KSPT.

3.6 Development of sound business cases
3.6.1 Sound business cases as a basis for the project
In general, without a sound business case as a basis for an investment project, funding may be
difficult to obtain. This condition was valid for both TSS and KSPT as well. Consequently, if
TSS was to make an investment in a new Envisat production system, a sound business case
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had to be created and accepted by its Board of Directors. The same situation applied to KSPT.
The company’s investment in the development of a system product for Envisat data
processing had to look promising, taking into account expected sales in the future.

3.6.2 TSS learns from NSC that a sound business case is essential
TSS began the conceptual work by assuming that NSC would be responsible for the
development of an Envisat processing system to be installed at and operated by TSS. This
implied that TSS started writing a document for NSC, in which NSC would argue for the
development using notions such as national interests, and socio-economic effects.
It took some time until TSS realized that the company had an entirely different view of the
situation than NSC, i.e. TSS had not understood the change of strategy by NSC. TSS,
however, learnt through several meetings that the company should focus on its own interests
instead of those of NSC. It meant that TSS should try to create a sound business case out of
the development of an Envisat production system to be installed at and operated by TSS.
Thereafter, TSS could apply for financial means from NSC using this assumingly sound
business case.
KSPT did go along with the scheme of TSS and NSC, although reluctantly and after some
intense discussions.

3.6.3 Forming of sound business concepts
Based on studies of documents written by ESA and NDRE, TSS suggested that the baseline
business concept should consist of two parts in order to have a feasible development venture,
especially with respect to profitability, funding, and risk. After several meetings, NSC, KSPT,
and NDRE agreed to this two-part concept.
Regarding the first and basic part, the concept comprised the development of a production
system, which should replace the ERS SAR production system though be adapted to Envisat
SAR, thereby prolonging the profitable SAR business operations at TSS. The SAR wideswath mode was included in this first and basic part. Thus, TSS could provide better SAR
coverage to their customers and a backup solution if some of the other satellites or their SAR
instruments should fail. This first part seemed feasible with respect to economy taking into
account expected profits and risk.
The development of SAR alternating-polarization mode processing for land related
applications was seen as a business development project with longer time horizon and greater
business risk. It was essential that the development could be done in cooperation between
TSS and NDRE.
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Given this division of the Envisat production system into two parts, the costs concerning the
development and delivery of the production system could be estimated. In turn, this would
lead to a price quotation from KSPT.

3.7 The series of price quotations concerning an Envisat
production system
3.7.1 Making and disagreeing on the first price quotation of 13.824
MNOK
In a meeting between TSS and KSPT in the beginning of October 1997, the two companies
did agree to embark upon a so-called conceptualization process similar to the one carried out
for the ERS SAR processor upgrade, i.e. work out a system concept and a tentative price
quotation without all the details in place. It was agreed that the system should comprise
processing of SAR image, wide swath, and alternating polarization modes, plus SAR global
mode and MERIS instrument processing as an option. In addition, the user requirements
developed by TSS and NDRE in collaboration were to be used to detail the basic system
requirements. In short, TSS wanted a production system, which could satisfy defined and
agreed upon Norwegian needs and requirements, and KSPT could provide this production
system as a system product development and delivery.
To conclude, the Envisat production system, viewed as product, consisted of hardware
module products. The hardware module products, which can be classified as standard, off-theshelf, semi-finished, and existing, were (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator and low-rate (LR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) direct ingest system (DIS) and low-rate (LR) direct ingest system
(DIS)
Computer platform as hardware (standard hardware from a well-qualified supplier)
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Router

In addition, the Envisat production system, viewed as product, consisted of software module
products. The software module products, which can be classified as standard, off-the-shelf,
semi-finished, new software module products, and algorithms, were (See figure here below):
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR and LR data by using
x-band antenna, HR demodulator and LR demodulator, and HR direct ingest system
and LR direct ingest system
Software libraries for ingestion of HR and LR data by using HR direct ingest system
and LR direct ingest system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Unix add-on utilities and commands for handling of CD-RW drive, e.g. burn-file
Monitoring and control
Data reception
Data ingest
SAR processing
Low-rate (LR) processing
Archiving
Product dissemination
SAR algorithms
Low-rate (LR) algorithms

TSS held the standpoint that the contract regarding a transaction between TSS and KSPT had
to be in accordance with a fixed price format. It had to be so in order to make the investment
more predictable for TSS. In previous transactions between NSC or TSS and KSPT, such
fixed price formats had been the rule. In order to get KSPT to enter into such a contract
format, the responsibility of a risky part of the work, e.g. acquisition of test data, was
transferred to TSS. In addition, TSS signaled that the company wanted to get a price of
maximum 12 MNOK for the development and delivery. On the other hand, KSPT wanted a
price that could cover all the costs of the development and delivery of the production system.
At November 20, 1997, KSPT delivered the first quotation, which stated a price of 13.824
MNOK. The system included the SAR image, wide swath and alternating polarization modes
plus the SAR global mode. KSPT showed no interest in negotiating this price, even though
TSS several times had signaled that such a price was too high to make the investment
profitable for TSS, and thus, to get acceptance for it at NSC and the Swedish Space
Corporation (SSC).
When concluding the analysis of costs and benefits for the important actors in relation to this
proposed transaction, it shows that KSPT viewed the transaction as a favorable deal for the
company as all its costs concerning the development and delivery of the system would be
covered. The problem of obtaining funding for the development and delivery work was left to
TSS. In fact, KSPT believed that TSS would get such funding quite easily, either from own
sources or from NSC.
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Data reception

HR Demodulator

HR DIS

X-band antenna
LR Demodulator

LR DIS

Computer platform
Display
Main computer
Ethernet
Array
processor

High-volume disk

Product dissemination
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Internet

Router

Figure 12: A schematic view of the hardware modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator and LR
demodulator
• HR DIS and LR DIS

LR algorithms

SAR
algorithms
LR processing

Monitoring and
control
• Display

SAR Processing
• Array
processor

Software
library for
array
processing

Software
libraries for
reception and
intermediate
storage of HR
and LR data
by using xband antenna,
demodulators
and DISs

Archiving
• High-volume
disk

Product dissemination:
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Data ingest
• HR DIS and
LR DIS

Software
libraries
for
ingestion
of HR
and LR
data by
using
DISs

Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
for external
communication via
Ethernet

Unix addon utilities
and
commands
for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
Computer platform (hardware):
• Computer (powerful)
• Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod and LR
Demod
• HR DIS and LR DIS

Product dissemination
(hardware):
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor

Figure 13: A schematic view of the software modules of the system product meant for
Envisat data processing.
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Problematic resource interface S2-EP-BU-NSC:
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-NSC:
Problematic resource interface S2-EP-BU-TSS:
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-TSS:

TSS, on the other hand, did not view the economic prospects related to this transaction as
being beneficial for the company. Given that funding was going to be obtained from NSC,
TSS would have to pay NSC an annual fee of a certain size. In addition, the raw data to be
used in production would have to come from ESA. For this, TSS would have to pay a fee per
product. Regarding customers, TSS expected to keep the existing customers and maybe make
new ones by performing new product development based on the new instruments and their
technical features. The investment analysis for TSS did show a negative interest, taking into
account the expected revenues from existing and potential new customers, the fees to be paid
to NSC and ESA, and the operational costs, all over five years. In addition, since it is always a
significant possibility of launch, satellite or instrument failure, it is a substantial risk that TSS
could lose the entire investment.
Based on similar reasoning as for TSS, the owner of TSS, NSC, considered the proposed
transaction as economically unfeasible with no chance of getting funding from them. This
veto-like viewpoint was communicated to TSS, and further from TSS to KSPT.
I sum, a gamble based on this first 13.824 MNOK concept had no chance of becoming a
reality. Hence, TSS rejected this concept of an Envisat production system. Instead, TSS began
to look for ways to get the price down.

3.7.2 Attempting to negotiate the price down
Only a few days after the price quotation of 13.824 MNOK, TSS and KSPT had a meeting in
which the two parties discussed the quotation. First, the parties discussed several technical
issued related to the quotation. After concluding these issues, TSS came to their main
concern, namely the price. TSS clearly said to KSPT that the price of nearly 14 MNOK was
too high. KSPT responded that they could not reduce the price since it had been calculated
based on the expected development costs and a minor profit. Despite several meetings the
following days, KSPT did refuse to negotiate the price. For instance, TSS mentioned that such
a price made the investment unprofitable for TSS, and that NSC would not fund such a
project under any circumstances.
KSPT took the points about profitability and no funding, and soon the company became
willing to negotiate. The result was that the two companies, i.e. TSS and KSPT, started to
discuss descoping possibilities related to the quotation. Points that came up were a less
powerful main computer, adaptation of existing data ingest systems, reuse of a small
computer, reuse of an existing electronic network, and not to include SAR global mode in the
delivery, just to mention some of the points.
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3.7.3 Descoping the system concept which made the price came down
to 12 MNOK
In cooperation, TSS and KSPT performed the descoping actions, and this time the price came
down to 12 MNOK. Still, TSS and NSC considered the price too high. This was
communicated to KSPT.

3.7.4 Negotiating the price down to 10.141 MNOK
In December 1997, TSS received a revised quotation from KSPT. The price KSPT now
quoted was 10.141 MNOK for the system. It this quotation, it was assumed that some risk
elements such as delivery period, and test data was the responsibility of TSS.
Still, the price was too high. For instance, NSC did refuse to fund a project on these economic
conditions. Based on advice from TSS, NSC stated through a meeting among its Board of
Directors that any financial contribution had to be justified based on KSPT sales to customers
other than TSS. It meant that KSPT had to take into account any future sales when calculating
the price of the company’s development and delivery of an Envisat production system for
TSS. Besides, TSS would act as a pilot customer of KSPT, and this should have a substantial
value for KSPT.

3.7.5 Making KSPT to distribute the development costs on future
deliveries
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT:

During the years as a close collaborator with TSS and NSC, KSPT had managed to get
coverage for all the costs concerning system deliveries, which included technology
development as well. However, the opportunity had now come for NSC and TSS to change
this practice, especially with respect to development costs.
After some hard bargaining between TSS, NSC, and KSPT, KSPT did accept that the
development costs of the new system had to be distributed among several future deliveries to
other customers than TSS. It meant that KSPT had to fund a major part of the company’s
work by using the company’s own monetary resources. By taking into account coverage of
development costs on future sales to existing customers, this became possible. In addition,
TSS stated clearly that the company would continue to act as a cooperative pilot customer for
KSPT, which was viewed as beneficial by KSPT. The point that KSPT was dependent of an
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Envisat production system related contract with TSS in order to be able to sell systems to
customers worldwide, was used by both NSC and TSS to get the outcome they wanted.

3.7.6 Final quotation from KSPT stating a price of 8.25 MNOK
In March 1998, TSS received an updated quotation from KSPT. The quotation stated a price
of 8.25 MNOK for the Envisat production system.
NSC still wanted to negotiate the price down. The Centre suggested a price of 7 MNOK. TSS
thought this would be this difficult. After talks between TSS, NSC, and KSPT, NSC accepted
the price of 8.25 MNOK.
Having agreed on the price for an Envisat production system to be developed by KSPT, to be
delivered to TSS, and to be operated by TSS, the next step became to secure funding for the
investment.

3.8 Funding of the technology development activities at TSS and
KSPT
3.8.1 NSC changes strategy with respect to funding of TSS and KSPT
technology development activities
Shortly after September 1, 1997, TSS asked NSC to put up a sum in the Center’s 1998 budget
to be used for funding of the development of an Envisat production system. TSS soon learned
that such a request was not in line with the revised strategy of NSC.
Actually, NSC was withdrawing funds from the earth observation area, and intended to spend
them on other more promising areas such as telecommunications. It took some time for TSS,
and especially KSPT and NDRE to accept these new funding conditions. In this respect,
several meetings were held by NSC in order to reach a common understanding. KSPT, in
particular, protested against these new funding conditions. However, the protests did not help.
This common understanding regarding funding of TSS and KSPT technology development
activities had been an important factor for pushing TSS and KSPT to come up with the
approved price of 8.25 MNOK for an Envisat production system. Now, NSC was willing to
contribute with financial means to this investment.
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3.8.2 Creating a funding plan
The forming of the funding plan was carried out as talks and meetings between NSC and TSS,
between NSC and KSPT, and partly between TSS and KSPT. NSC did have the decisive
saying in this matter. One point that NSC made clear was that the Center would not provide
funding for the entire investment of 8.25 MNOK. After a few weeks time of discussions, an
agreement was reached on how to fund the investment. In brief, this agreement comprised a
division of the investment in two parts, i.e. one amounting to 7.5 MNOK, based on the
continuation of TSS SAR deliveries to existing customers, and another amounting to 0.75
MNOK, and based on product development for land related applications carried out by TSS.
The first part of the investment, i.e. the one based on the continuation of TSS SAR deliveries
from TSS to existing customers, was funded by NSC through a monetary grant of 3.5 MNOK
to new product development at KSPT and the use of available financial means at TSS
amounting to 4 MNOK for delivery of a production system. The total amount of 7.5 MNOK
was forwarded to KSPT by the way of a development contract of 3.5 MNOK negotiated and
agreed upon between NSC and KSPT and by the way of a delivery contract of 4 MNOK
negotiated and agreed upon between TSS and KSPT. In addition, KSPT used quite a large
amount of own monetary means to fund the development work the company had to perform
in order to develop the Envisat system product. Lastly, TSS paid its own man-hours used in
the development and delivery activities over the ordinary payroll system.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-NATO:

Regarding the second part, i.e. the one based on product development for land related
applications carried out by TSS29, NSC was unwilling to fund it due to its insecure and risky
product and user development characteristics. Other financing sources had to be searched and
arranged, which TSS did indeed do. In brief, this second part was funded by TSS, NDRE, and
the National Foundation for Funding of Rural Development (SND)30 in collaboration. TSS
contributed with man-hours from the ordinary payroll system. NDRE contributed with manhours, which came from an activity carried out by NDRE itself though funded by NATO31.
Actually, NDRE was needed in the development work related to this second part, as the
organization possessed the required knowledge for this new application. The participation of
NDRE was agreed on in a meeting between TSS and NDRE. Lastly, the National Foundation
for Funding of Rural Development (SND) provided a monetary grant of 0.5 MNOK.
Regarding SAR test data, both TSS and KSPT expected that ESA could provide such an item.
Actually, ESA did so, but the quality of the test data proved to be of bad quality. TSS, and
29

The second part was based on the utilization of the Envisat SAR alternating-polarization mode.
The National Foundation for Funding of Rural Development (SND) is a state-owned financing organization in
Norway. Traditionally, SND has funded company start-ups and small firms in rural areas. Today, SND funds
technology development in any companies anywhere in Norway.
31
The North-Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is an international defense organization aimed at securing its
member states security by the means of military resources. In this respect, NATO carries out space-related
technology development activities to enhance its capability.
30
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KSPT agreed during a meeting that KSPT had to develop its own SAR test data, which the
company did in fact.
The funding scheme presented here above made the investment TSS had to do in the Envisat
production system profitable. In addition, KSPT could start product development of a system
product, which was considered promising economically.

3.8.3 A new funding organization is brought into play
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND:

The National Foundation for Funding of Rural Development (SND) was well known from
other settings for both TSS and KSPT. It took, however, some time and not a few talks and
discussions to find out the amount of funding available from SND, how to adapt to the rules
and regulations of SND, and whether funding from SND could be applied in a profitable
manner. It turned out that it was not a matter of course to create a feasible solution, and a
positive answer was a result of quite intense communication between TSS and SND over a
four months period. Among other things, TSS did present the development and delivery of the
Envisat production system as a new product development, which was actually accepted by
SND. In addition, SND had to make changes to its own rules and regulations. What made the
efforts have such a positive outcome was that SND had wanted to support TSS and KSPT for
a long time since both companies were considered prosperous and with great potential for
further growth.

3.8.4 Adapting to the rules and regulations of the European Union (EU)
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU:

The European Union (EU) rules and regulations concerning public procurements prescribe
open bidding when public money of some proportion is used. These rules and regulations
were circumvented by NDRE, KSPT, and TSS by agreeing that the financial contribution
from NSC would go directly to KSPT as funding of technology development, which is
considered as an exception from the EU public procurement rules and regulations.
Furthermore, the price TSS paid to KSPT was considered as technology development, which
also is considered as an exception from the European Union (EU) public procurement rules
and regulations. TSS and KSPT adapted their documents concerning the development and
delivery of the Envisat production system in such a way that the entire development endeavor
became congruent with the European Union (EU) rules and regulations.
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3.9 Technology development begins
3.9.1 The owners of TSS and KSPT accept the business plans
Both TSS and KSPT had to get acceptance from their owners to start the development
activities. This meant that the development activities had to be feasible with respect to for
instance economy, strategy, and technology.
In fact, the Board of Directors of both TSS and KSPT had no problems in approving the
business plans for the development gambles. The only problem encountered was that it took a
month or two to complete the decisions from the two Boards of Directors.
Shortly after the Board meetings, KSPT was enabled through a so-called authorization-toproceed letter to start the technology development work. However, the contracts, including
contracts with the sub-suppliers, were not signed until August 1998 after several rounds of
discussions to sort out contractual details.
By the means of the here above described actions, the making of a feasible concept for the
development and delivery of an Envisat production system was completed, and the
development, or the materialization of the techno-economic concept, did begin. As described
previously, we should know already in what way the materialization efforts were carried out
and the outcome of them.
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4 Analytical framework
This chapter discusses and presents the analytical framework employed in this thesis together
with the framework’s theoretical foundation.
The embedding process in the data (in terms of a case story) of this thesis takes place in a
particular setting. This setting is constituted by technology development, which is carried out
by cooperating companies in a network context comprising an intricate web of organizational
actors and technological artifacts. The organizational actors are or may be buyers, suppliers,
customers, and various third parties such as research organizations and financing institutions.
The technology or the technological artifacts are or can be products, facilities, and various
infrastructure components located at the premises of these actors. Two of the organizational
actors are central in the embedding process, namely the company that needs to buy the new
production facility and the company that can supply the new facility as a system product. This
means that the embedding process presupposes relationships between companies, which
comprise of a lot more and last much longer than pure market transactions. In other words, the
embedding process may be inclined to occur in a network of close relationships between
companies and hardly ever in a setting where market-based or loose relationships between
companies are predominant.
The here above said should imply that the analytical framework to be used in this study
should be based on a perspective, which assumes that there can be close relationships between
various companies and other kinds of organizations. Here, it is assumed that the companies
perform ordinary business operations. In addition, the perspective should allow for a resourcerelated study of technology development in a network context. This means among many
things that the perspective must be able to take into account both technological and
organizational issues during the analysis. Finally, the perspective must allow for two
organizational actors, i.e. the buyer and the supplier, which both can be taken to be focal
during the analysis. The IMP school constitutes such a perspective.

4.1 The IMP school
The IMP or Uppsala school is based on the notions of markets-as-networks, economic
embeddedness, and resource heterogeneity (Baraldi, 2003).
The notion of markets-as-networks (Snehota, 1990; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995) stresses
how resources are utilized and exchanged within organized behavioral systems. These are
networked structures emerging from social, economic, and technical interactions among
heterogeneous elements, i.e. humans, collectives, materials, and immaterial elements such as
information and knowledge. Within such structures, economic activities are organized
according to three governance modes (Richardson, 1972), i.e. internal hierarchy, market
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exchange, and business relationships. These three modes coexist within business networks
meaning that they are applied depending on the specific socio-technical interplay between
resources and activities (Richardson, 1972; Dubois, 1994).
Within these network contexts, social interaction matters for resource utilization and
exchange (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Baraldi, 2003). Granovetter (1985) suggested such
an embedded view of economic behavior, which did account for the one-to-one interaction
between actors. Whereas Granovetter (1985) embeds economic behavior within social
interaction, the markets-as-networks approach shows how embedding happens in both
directions, i.e. the social involves the economic and vice versa. This interplay takes place in
business relationships developed between actors. Business relationships can be seen both as
structures where social, economic, and technical elements are embedded and as themselves
embedded in a network of other relationships. Network structures are stable but also dynamic,
as witnessed by studies of technology development based on the notion of markets-asnetworks (e.g. Håkansson, 1987; Laage-Hellman, 1989; Waluszewski, 1990). Håkansson and
Waluszewski (2002) recognize in particular the heaviness of network structures, though at the
same time, also their variety, leading to change according to non-deterministic dynamics.
Technology development is viewed as non-predictable yet path dependent (Rosenberg, 1994),
i.e. the development follows patterns that can be made sense of in retrospective. Path
dependency considers the diachronic aspects of embeddedness, i.e. a specific history of
resource interaction opens or closes development paths.
The notion of resource heterogeneity (Penrose, 1959) stresses that the value of a resource is
not given by the resource itself, but by how it is combined with other resources. Knowledge
about resources is therefore always limited in front of new emerging features. So, alongside
such limitations as bounded rationality (Cyert and March, 1992) and knowledge dispersion
(Snehota, 1990), resource heterogeneity entails further limits to what can be known about
resources. Bringing together the notions of embeddedness and resource heterogeneity,
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 225-228) introduce the notions of resource interaction
and resource embeddedness. These notions reflect the fact that interaction in business
networks concerns also physical, technical, and economic elements. In other words, firms do
not interact in a techno-economic vacuum. Besides, resources interact with each other, and
they are embedded in business networks.
Central concepts within the IMP school are actor, resource, activity, and relationship between
a pair of actors (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). Actors perform activities in cooperation with
other actors, and they do it by drawing not only on internal but also on external resources. The
cooperation and access to resources are enabled by relationships. The relationships are close,
lasting, and linked together to form a network of relationships. The relationships, which
normally are called business relationships, are based on enduring interaction in terms of
actions and counteractions or as a sequence of events and episodes over time directed towards
identifiable counterparts (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). Over time, the actors belonging to
the network will have developed complementarities and interdependencies. In other words,
business relationships are characterized by ongoing processes and interdependence between
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the pair of companies belonging to the business relationships. This means, among other
things, that activities and resources of the two involved companies in a business relationship
are interlocked, and together they produce something that one company could not achieve
alone.
From its origin such as Johanson (1966), Håkansson and Østberg (1975, and Håkansson et al.
(1977), the development of the IMP school has resulted in, among other things, four models,
or approaches, which can be used to create frameworks for the analysis of technological or
technology innovation. Given a historic order, it is the interaction approach (Håkansson,
1982), the ARA model (Håkansson, 1987), the industrial network approach (Håkansson and
Snehota, 1995), and the 4R model (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002).
Here below, I will make a review of these four models or approaches together with their basic
assumptions. Special attention will be given to the 4R model, because the analytical
framework has been based on this model.

4.2 The interaction approach
The interaction approach is one of the earliest theoretical contributions developed by the IMP
school.
The interaction approach takes the relationship as its unit of analysis, rather than single
transactions. It relies on the assumption that most business purchases are not individual events
and cannot be understood if they are examined alone. Moreover, business purchases are not
the action of one party and reaction (or not) of the other, and that what characterizes business
purchases is that they involve two active parties interacting with each other (Håkansson,
1982).
The basic assumptions of the interaction approach are as follows (Håkansson, 1982). First,
buyer and seller are active participants in the market. Second, the relationship between buyer
and seller are frequently long term, close, and involve a complex pattern of interaction
between and within each company. Third, the links between buyer and seller often become
institutionalized into a set of roles that each party expects the other to perform. Fourth, close
relationships are often considered in the context of continuous raw material or components
supply. The importance of previous purchases, mutual evaluation, and the associated
relationship between the companies in the case of infrequently purchased products is
emphasized.
The focus and unit of analysis of the interaction approach is a dyad, i.e. two companies in
terms of a buyer and a seller. The model includes four groups of variables that influence the
interaction between buyer and seller. These variables describe the parties involved, the
elements, and process of interaction, the environment where interaction takes place, and the
atmosphere influencing the interaction (Håkansson, 1982).
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In later works by the IMP school, the interaction approach has been extended to take into
consideration the larger network, in which a dyad is situated.

4.3 The ARA model
According to Håkansson (1987), single dyadic relationships are interrelated into wider
structures. The ARA-model conceptualizes this interrelatedness.
In Håkansson (1987), the three concepts of actors, resources and activities (hence the acronym
ARA) are introduced and systematically related to each other. These are considered three
conceptually separated analytical layers, although the three concepts are tightly related.
Actors are individuals or collectives, which may have individuals as spokesmen, and they aim
to increase their control of other actors. Actors control resources, perform activities, and have
knowledge about both these layers. Resources, e.g. human or physical, tangibles or
intangibles, are heterogeneous and mutually dependent. They are controlled by one or more
actors and are linked to each other by means of activities that change or exchange them.
Activities are transformation or transaction acts performed by actors on resources.
The interaction approach and the ARA model have been advanced into a network approach.

4.4 The industrial network approach
Håkansson and Snehota (1995: 28-36) distinguish the three layers denoted as actors, resources
and activities by breaking down the substance of a dyadic business relationship into activity
links, resource ties, and actor bonds. During the development of a relationship, the companies
are successively bound together in several layers. First, their activities can be more or less
integrated. Secondly, their resources are more or less extensively combined. Thirdly and last,
the people in the organizations interact more and in more subtle ways, which in turn tend to
glue them together. This means that any business relationship consist of a combination of
activity links, resource ties and actor bonds.
In addition to the substance, the concept of function concerning business relationship is
introduced. A relationship between two companies has different functions. It means that the
relationship affects and is affected by different parties and other relationships (Håkansson and
Snehota, 1995). First, a relationship has effects for the dyad in itself or the single relationship.
Secondly, a relationship has effects for each of the two companies connected to the
relationship. Thirdly and last, a relationship affects and is affected by third parties connected
to the relationship. This means that any business relationship has several effects, which are
closely interwoven, and which can be more or less pronounced in a certain relationship.
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This development in theory of relationships and networks is called the industrial network
approach. Although the focus of the network approach is a larger network instead of a single
dyad, interaction is still one of the core concepts.
Interaction is here understood as being directed towards clearly identified counterparts, and
the interaction is assumed to result in different strata, affecting social, economic, and
technical features. Long lasting exchange relationships are seen as something that
characterizes business life, i.e. interaction is seen to take place recurrently within exchange
relationships. Interaction is seen as a fundamental part of development, meaning that without
interaction, nothing is achieved and with little interaction, something can be achieved, and
with a lot of interaction, even great things can be created (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995).
Focusing on the resource layer of the industrial network approach, Håkansson and
Waluszewski presented in 2000 a manuscript, which became a book in 2002, about
development of resources through interaction. In this respect, the 4R model was introduced as
a tool that could be used to analyze resource interaction.

4.5 The 4R model
Technology development can be studied based on the resource layer of the industrial network
approach, as for instance Holmen (2001) has done. However, through the introduction of the
4R model, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) suggest that this framework can constitute an
alternative basis for the study of technology development. Central in the 4R model is
resources, resource interaction, and, thus, resource development.

4.5.1 Technology development in relation to the 4R model
Resources can be categorized in different ways such as tangibles and intangibles. Examples
here are raw materials, semi-finished goods, financial means, knowledge, and man-hours.
According to the 4R model devised by Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002), resources can be
categorized into four resource items. The four resource items are products, facilities, business
units, and business relationships. Products and facilities are physical resources, while business
units and business relationships are organizational resources.
The 4R model focuses on resources, resource interaction, and resource development. It means
that the 4R model assumes that resource items in terms of products, facilities, business units,
and business relationships are changed or created through interaction between different
resources items in a resource structure. The different resource items become tied together
through resource interfaces. More specifically, the 4R model conceptualizes technological
innovation as a cumbersome and intricate process of interaction between different resource
items, some of which already exists, some of which can be brought into play, or some of
which can be modified during the interaction (Gressetvold, 2004: 35-37). The interaction
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between the different resource items involves the coupling and matching of the resource
items. Due to its cumbersome character, the interaction process normally entails extensive
trial and error, which may be time-consuming as well. In addition, learning is an essential
element in technology development an interactive perspective is adopted (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002: 12). This means that no one can predict beforehand in which direction
the technology development process will go (Gressetvold, 2004: 37).
By taking into account business relationships and business units as important and constituent
parts of technology development, it hints to the importance of resource mobilization as a
combined technical, economic, and social process (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002;
Gressetvold, 2004). Besides, the interaction among the resource items creates patterns, which
connect the resource items including the new ones to previous solutions in terms of for
instance existing resource structures (Gressetvold, 2004).
It is actually organizational resources and in particular business units that perform the
‘discovery and organizing’ of resources, especially physical resources. For instance,
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 38) hold that it is individuals, who interpret, develop, and
precede all the four resource items. The 4R model allows, however, all the four resource items
the possibility to interact. In other words, all the four resource items are subject to interaction.
One might say that it is for analytical purposes.
The 4R model and its associated developments provide concepts, which can be used to
develop analytical tools or frameworks to be used in business research and in particular
studies of technology development. This means that these frameworks can be used to
investigate how different resource items interact to become what they are, or phrased
differently, how different resource items are developed through interaction (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002; Wedin, 2001; Baraldi, 2003).
With respect to the embedding process, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) claim that during
technology development, a new resource, social or technical, becomes embedded in other
resources, and that this resource is related to and built into other resources through interaction
processes. In addition, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 18) contend that during
embedding, “[each resource] is used in a context where it is combined with other resources.
One consequence is that the resources are adapted to each other – the features of one resource
become embedded into other resources; technological resources are embedded into each other
as well as into social and economic ones.”
The embedding process, which takes place in a setting where cooperating companies carry out
technology development, concerns how a new resource item through different courses of
actions based on interaction is connected to and integrated with a set of different resources in
terms of facilities, products, business units, and business relationships in such a way that they
can work or function together. It could call for the use of the resource layer of the industrial
network approach. However, because interaction between resource items is central in the
embedding process, because the interaction takes place between all types of resource items
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and not only between business units, and because resource interfaces are the means by which
the new technology is connected to its resource-related context, I found the 4R model more
suitable for the provision of the analytic framework to be used in this thesis.
I will discuss next the resource concept. For instance, one of the most central assumptions
about resources in the IMP school is the notion of resource heterogeneity (Holmen 2001:
142).

4.5.2 Resource heterogeneity
Whether resources are considered as homogeneous or heterogeneous is of importance when
they are to be combined. According to Gressetvold (2004: 38), the value of homogeneous
resources would be independent of how they are combined. In other words, a homogeneous
resource would be of constant value irrespective of the combination of other resources it is
part of. It implies that to experiment with new combinations of resources would by of less
interest from an economic viewpoint (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995). On the other hand,
when resources are understood as heterogeneous, the value of them depends on how they are
combined with other resources (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972).
Penrose (1995: 25) claims, “Strictly speaking, it is never resources themselves that are the
inputs in the production process, but only the services that they can render. The services
yielded by resources are a function of the way in which they are used.” This implies that the
same resource can have different value if used for a different purpose and in different
combinations. When resources are modified and developed, new values emerge as a result.
Penrose’s notion of resource heterogeneity has been adopted by the industrial network
approach, assuming that resource features are created when resources are combined with other
resources (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 32). An implication of this is that resources
always have hidden qualities, since there are always new ways of combining resources and
discover new qualities in them. By being combined or activated in a new way, an existing
resource can exhibit new features.
Håkansson and Snehota (1995) state that the value of a resource does not lie in their provision
but in their use, i.e. a resource can only be regarded as a resource when use can be made of it,
i.e. when it is related to a use setting. If resources are considered heterogeneous in the sense
that their value depends on which other resources they are combined with, it means that
resources need to be evaluated in different constellations and combinations, i.e. as embedded
and not as given elements.
To sum up, the 4R model is grounded on the concept of resource heterogeneity, i.e. the value
of a resource varies depending on which other resources it is combined with (Penrose, 1995:
75). More precisely, the 4R model investigates how resources affect each other’s value and
features (Baraldi, 2003: 15). The model extends the heterogeneity idea outside the firm’s
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boundaries, i.e. the four resources items are seen as located in networks where each resource
and its features are shaped through interaction with other resources with respect to social,
economic, and technical aspects (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 34-38). Resource
features are thus not given, insofar as resource interaction implies that resources dynamically
affect each other.

4.5.3 Resource interaction
The heterogeneity of resources makes the value of a resource dependent on how it is
combined. Attention is therefore drawn to the combining of resources than viewing them in
isolation. This combining takes place through interaction between different resources items.
This means that it is through interaction and in particular resource interaction that knowledge
about resources, their features, and their potential combinations may increase, which through
implementation may lead to improved resource utilization and eventually increased value.
To understand interaction and its consequences for resource utilization and development,
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 33) claim that it is not enough to look at the interplay
between the participating actors, but to also understand the interplay between every resource
item involved. It means that interaction is not only social exchange, but involves adaptation of
for instance the products exchanged and influences both the requirements and the solutions
offered. The exchanged products are in this sense not given, but a result of the interaction
process. (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 27).
In recent industrial network studies with a resource focus, the 4R model has been used for the
analysis of resource interaction and its outcome. This thesis puts weight on the resource layer
of networks by relying on the so-called resource interaction perspective (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002) and the associated 4R model. Despite the focus on resources, activities
are not neglected, i.e. any resource is viewed as an activated resource, meaning that its value
emerges only if it is used in some activity by some actors. Håkansson and Snehota (1995),
however, emphasize the double-faced nature of resources, i.e. one can see them as having
both a provision side and a use side.

4.5.4 Resource features
Resource items have or appear to have certain properties or characteristics. These are called
resource features (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002), and they are assumed to endure over
some time. The features are, however, neither given nor permanent, and they are subject to
formation and changes because of interaction between the resource items involved.
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 15) hold that it is through interaction a resource is
confronted with other resources and through this process is given specific features.
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Consequently, the features of resource items appear when they are combined with other
resource items. This combining and appearance happens when the resource items are put to
use, i.e. are put into a use setting. Moreover, when a specific resource item is combined
through interaction with different resource items residing in different use settings, the
resource item will receive different features.
The foregoing means that a resource item gets its features through interaction with other
resources. For instance, the features of a product can be adapted to suit the product the buyer
is producing, or be based on specifications provided by the buyer, or sometimes even a result
of the involvement of several actors. Alternatively, the other resources that the product is
combined with, for instance the facilities, its features and other products produced, may affect
how the product is perceived and which features receive emphasis in each resource context.
The ways in which interaction can create imprints on the product in terms of resource features
can thus be varied.
In this thesis, the resource features have been categorized as technical, economic, strategic, or
social.

4.5.5 Resource interfaces
To understand the value of a specific product or facility, the 4R model penetrates deep into
how each resource is related to the surrounding ones (Baraldi, 2003: 17-19). The 4R model
performs this analysis based on the notion of resource embeddedness (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002: 225-226). This concept suggests that each resource is surrounded by
others, that is, it is situated in a socio-technical interaction space. Thus, a resource cannot be
analyzed in a vacuum, as a stand-alone element, because the other relevant surrounding ones
must also be taken into account. In fact, by virtue of interactions at social, technical, and
economical levels, resources mutually define each other’s value and socio-technical features.
The 4R model investigates how this happens by means of another core concept, namely
resource interface (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 190-200). This concept penetrates
into the texture of resource interactions by pointing at the specific contact points between two
resources, defined along relevant technical (shapes, weights, materials, etc.), economic (costs,
prices, etc.) and social (skills, preferences, power, etc.) dimensions. Tracing these interfaces
helps to understand how two specific resource items affect each other. For instance, two
products may be related by a simple input-output relation or in a systemic way, such as in a
complex design hierarchy, and a business unit may be dependent for almost all its revenues
from a single product or a single business relationship.
Resource interfaces do not appear out of nowhere, but they emerge through interaction
processes that may stretch far back in time when resources were being confronted and
recombined with each other. For instance, two products have assumed certain technical
features because they have been progressively adapted to each other, or a business unit has
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obtained a certain output rate from a facility only after it has been interacting with it and has
learned how to use it specifically. In addition, between any couple of resource items that have
interacted with each other under a certain time, many interfaces can be identified (Baraldi,
2003: 17-19).
According to Baraldi (2003: 19), many resource interfaces are normally required in order to
develop a new resource item. In addition, the creation of resource interfaces is essential for
the creation of value and features of new resource items. This means that if a resource
interface between two resource items cannot be formed or is broken, it signals that the two
resource items cannot be embedded into the resource structures of each other. Moreover, if
the two resource items with the lacking resource interface are necessary for the establishment
of a resource structure in relation to the development of a new resource, it means that the
resource structure cannot be formed. Hence, the new resource cannot be developed and put
into a use setting. In this thesis, both created, existing and non-existing resource interfaces
have been identified.
Following the here above review of resources, resource heterogeneity, resource interaction,
resource features, and resource interfaces, it is time to present the four resource items.

4.5.6 Types of resource items
As mentioned here above, there are four types of resource items. It is product, facility,
business unit, and business relationship. Product and facility are physical resource items,
while business unit and business relationship are organizational resource items.

4.5.6.1 Physical resource items
4.5.6.1.1 Product
Products are any physical artifacts exchanged between business units (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002: 35; Wedin, 2001: 38-39). These can be raw materials, components, semifinished products, full products, or systems that are ready for use. Products may also include
services. In the data (in terms of a case story), we will find products such as computer
platform, SAR algorithms, SAR test data, Envisat documents, raw data, mission data,
production data, earth observation image, application system, and Envisat system.
Every product has some distinctive resource features (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 35;
Wedin, 2001: 38-39). The features are created when the product is specified and designed.
The features of the product appear, however, when it is combined with other products. Given
that different buyers of a product use different sets of products in combination the exchanged
product, it will normally result in the forming of different features of the same physical
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artifact. It is because features are formed because of the interaction that occurs during the
exchange. The product features may also be modified during the lifetime of the product. This
would also be a result of interaction. For the analysis of the data, two categories of product
features have been discerned. It is technical and economic features.

4.5.6.1.2 Facility
Facilities are also physical artifacts, whose function is not that of being exchanged, but that of
transforming input products to output products (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 35-36;
Wedin, 2001: 39). In other words, facilities are used to make or manufacture output products
based on some input products. Facilities are controlled by business units, who normally are
concerned about their utilization. In the data (in terms of a case story), we will find facilities
such as computer platform, development system, satellite, ground segment, facilities, and
Envisat system.
Facilities will have resource features (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 35-36; Wedin,
2001: 39). The specification and design of a facility may be regarded as an attempt to freeze
certain features. Most facilities have features that are latent, which sometimes are well known
and sometimes are hidden. Interaction may serve to bring latent features forward and into use.
For the analysis of the data, two categories of facility features have been defined. It is
technical and economic features.

4.5.6.2 Organizational resource items
4.5.6.2.1 Business unit
In the industrial network approach (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995), an actor may be an
individual, a group of individuals, parts of a firm, a firm or a company and even a group of
firms. Business units may be conceived in a similar way (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002:
36-37; Wedin, 2001: 39-40). It means that a department or a division within a company may
well be conceived as a business unit. It also means that a business unit is not necessarily a
legal entity such as the concept of firm normally is understood. In the data (in terms of a case
story), we will find business units such as NDRE, ESA, TSS, KSPT, NSC, Spot Image, and
MoIA.
As for products and facilities, business units have resource features (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002: 36-37; Wedin, 2001: 39-40). The features are, however, more intangible
in their character. Features of business units are developed during the lifetime of the business
units, and they are an outcome of interaction. The features appear, for instance, in the actions
of individuals representing a business unit. For the analysis of the data, four categories of
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business unit features have been distinguished. It is strategic, economic, technical, and social
features.

4.5.6.2.2 Business relationship
Business relationships can be understood as the sediments resulting from enduring interaction
between business units (Håkansson & Snehota, 1995). The sediments can, for example,
appear as adaptations of facilities and routines between the two involved companies,
expectations concerning future that are common among the pair of firms, first-class data about
the counterparts or memories of what has taken place during the interaction (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002: 37-38; Wedin, 2001: 40). Relationships may also be called quasiorganizations, because they, among other things, can be said to occur in the interface between
business units (Håkansson & Snehota, 1995). In the data (in terms of a case story), we will
find business relationships between TSS and KSPT, TSS and NSC, TSS and NDRE, TSS and
ESA, KSPT and NSC, KSPT and ESA, and NDRE and ESA, just to mention a few.
As for business units, business relationships have features that are either tangible or intangible
in their character (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 37-38; Wedin, 2001: 40). For the
analysis of the data, four categories of business relationship features have been differentiated.
It is strategic, economic, technical, and social features.

4.5.7 Resource structure
A resource structure can be understood as a combination of different resource items, i.e. the
different resource items in terms of products, facilities, business units, and business
relationships are interrelated to form a resource structure (Håkansson and Waluszewski,
2002). The notion of resource structure is comparable with the notion of resource
constellation, which is a structure of interrelated resources in a network of firms, with blurry
boundaries, involved in connected relationships. Phrased differently, given that a resource
collection refers to the resources tied together and used by a company (Håkansson and
Snehota, 1995:133), a resource constellation comprises resource collections of single firms
interrelated through resource ties.
It is through resource interaction that a resource structure is formed and gains value. This also
means that the different resource items, which are included in or related to the resource
structure, are affected through interaction, either directly or through their features. In the
resource structure, the resource interfaces are the interaction points between pairs of resource
items.
Resources have value in combination with other resources. Resource interaction, affecting
resource items, resource features and resource interfaces, are the vehicle for gaining of such
value. In other words, the value of a new resource is a result of how it is related to and
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embedded in existing resources through creating and managing many and diverse resource
interfaces between resources. For instance, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 4) claim that
it is the resource interfaces, which determine the use and the value of the involved resources
items.

4.5.8 Idea structure
According to Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002: 80-85), any new resource items, such as
new products and new production systems, have to be related to both an existing structure of
ideas and an existing activated structure of resources. The existing activated structure of
resources concerns the actual or material world such as production systems in use, the
different products used and made by the same production systems, and the companies
controlling and having access to these physical artifacts. The existing structure of ideas is an
interpretation of the activated structure, providing an analysis of why it works as it does,
including an interpretation of the technology involved. The idea structure, or the pattern of
different logic, includes also knowledge of different technical solutions and possibilities as
well as different actors’ problems, goals and ambitions. This structure is never stable, due to
both the development of new knowledge and the development of the problems perceived by
different actors as being important to solve.
The idea structure can be seen as a source for making conscious changes in the activated
structure (Ibid: 80-85). It can provide a basis, from which changes to the activated structure
can be made. It is also much easier to make changes in the idea structure compared to the
activated structure, as actors are able to cope with incompleteness, inconsistencies, and
irrationalities related to ideas. In an existing activated structure of resources, or the actual,
physical and organizational world, however, any changes in the structure become much
harder to implement, as it must also include the technical and economic dimensions, i.e. the
involved resources and how they are activated. The characteristics of the idea structure
compared to the real and existing structure means that there is never a simple one-to-one
relationship between the two structures. There will always be differences, some important and
some less important, which will arise as good or bad surprises for the actors involved when
the two structures are being related.
In the process of considering new ideas, a number of hypothetical solutions are brought
forward and discussed (Ibid: 80-85). These may include ways of changing the production
processes, development of existing products, the creation of new technical solutions, the
establishment of new laws, and the creation of voluntary agreements. It is always difficult to
predict how forceful the effects on the activated structure will be. This is partly a question of
how much support will be created for the new idea. However, support in itself is not enough.
How the new idea can be related to the existing activated structure would seem to be even
more important. One critical question is to what extent the idea can build on and take
advantage of existing resources and solutions. This means that an important clue in judging
the outcome of a new idea seems to be how well it fits into the existing resource structure, or
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how well it is connected with the different resource items in the existing activated resource
structure.

4.5.9 Image of a resource structure
One way for an idea to materialize is to build it into the existing structure of activated
resources (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002: 82). For this to happen, the idea must be put,
first, into a clear-cut and precise interpretation, and second, be suitable for translation into
action. In not a few cases, such materialization requires adaptations of the existing resource
structure, which may require a great deal of struggle to achieve. However, the adaptation of
an activated structure to meet a new idea is probably only one side of the coin. Another way
for an idea to materialize is that the idea structure is adapted to existing problems and
opportunities in the activated structure. Adapting an existing idea structure or an existing
activated structure is a process no single actor can carry out independently, but rather a
process, in which all the affected actors have to be involved. This implies that the creation of
a new physical object have to be of interest to a number of different actors. As these actors
need to benefit from the new resource item, it implies that the new idea and its materialization
must be connected to an existing resource structure in one way or another. As claimed here
above, this connecting has to be done through the creation of resource interfaces between the
new and the existing structure.
I will call the new idea structure, into which the idea about a new resource item is to be
embedded, which by the way is realized through resource interfaces, for the image of the new
resource structure. I choose to make this dubbing because the new idea structure is supposed
to be an image of the new activated resource structure, be it under making or the concluding
one. In addition, I want to distinguish between the sometimes vague and loose idea structure
less suitable for materialization and the image of a new resource structure, which is on its way
to become the clear-cut and precise idea structure suitable for translation into action.
The embedding process investigated in this thesis takes mainly place in the idea world and in
relation to the image of a new resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be
embedded.
The embedding process is based on the making of resource interfaces between a new resource
item and its image of a new resource structure and/or the associated activated resource
structure. Hence, I have to describe and discuss a few aspects of the concept of resource
interface.

4.5.10

Categorization of resource interfaces

Resource interfaces can be categorized in several ways (Håkansson, 1987; Araujo et al., 1999;
Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002; Baraldi, 2003; Baraldi and Strømsten, 2005; Baraldi and
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Waluszewski, 2007). A first distinction is based on the involved resource items, meaning that
technical resource interfaces involve only physical resources, that organizational resource
interfaces involve only social resources, and that mixed resource interfaces connect social and
technical resource items. A second distinction signifies heaviness, indicating how difficult it
is to break the resource interface. A third distinction concerns variety, indicating how openended or versatile a resource interface is. A fourth distinction tells whether resource interfaces
are standardized, negotiated, interacted, or translated. A fifth distinction tells whether a
resource interface is direct or indirect. Direct denotes that the effects between two resource
items are transmitted directly from one resource item to the other. Indirect means that the
effects are mediated by a third resource item. A sixth distinction concerns to which degree a
resource interface can be quantified. Finally, a distinction can be made depending on the
depth of resource interfaces. This distinction indicates how much two resource items are
mutually adapted, their reciprocal importance, and the time and money invested in the making
the resource interface. It is the notion of depth I will be applying in this thesis.

4.5.11

Technical, organizational, and mixed resource interfaces

There are three sub-types of resource interfaces. It is technical resource interfaces,
organizational resource interfaces, and mixed resource interfaces (Jahre et al., 2006). A
physical resource interface denotes a resource interface between a pair of products, between a
pair of facilities, or between a product and a facility. An organizational resource interface
denotes a resource interface between two business units, between two business relationships,
or between a business unit and a business relationship. A mixed resource interface denotes a
resource interface between an organizational resource item and a physical resource item. For
instance, the resource interface between a product and a business unit is a mixed resource
interface.
Resource interfaces between physical resource items are mainly characterized by technical
and functional features, while organizational resource items are characterized by their social
and administrative features (Jahre et al., 2006: 59-63). Mixed resource interfaces are more
complex and difficult to analyze because they involve a combination of technical and
social/administrative issues. Moreover, when technical and administrative issues are
confronted, economic considerations emerge as additional factors because innovation efforts
within, and between, firms are strongly determined by economic logic.

4.5.12

Depth of resource interfaces

According to Baraldi and Waluszewski (2007), the depth of resource interfaces are measured
on a four-level scale, ranging from zero (no depth) through one (minor depth) and two
(moderate depth) to three (maximum depth). However, the levels are defined differently
depending on the three types of resource interfaces, i.e. physical (involving products and
facilities), organizational (involving business units and business relationships), and mixed
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(connecting physical to organizational resources). This means that the notion of depth is
relative. The table here below can be used to get an understanding of the levels for the
different types of resource interfaces.

0
(none)

1
(minor
depth)

2
(moderate
depth)

Technical interface
(e.g. product-product)
No adaptation. Totally
standard resources with
minimal functional or
economic importance
for each other.

Organizational interface
(e.g. two business units)
No interaction and
minimal financial,
commercial, learning
effects on each other.

Minor adaptations
(unilateral or
reciprocal) and some
functional/economic
importance for each
other.
Strong adaptations
(reciprocal). Strong
functional/economic
impact on each other.

Some interaction with
minor adaptations. Basic
reciprocal trust, but no
real business relationship.

Continuous interaction
with strong
behavioral/organizational
adaptation. High trust and
a real business
relationship.
Very intensive interaction
with total adaptation and
trust. A very strong
business relationship, for
which no substitutes could
be found.

Mixed interface
(e.g. facility-relationship)
No adaptation in function,
structure, knowledge or
behavior. Low reciprocal
importance in working,
utilization or goal
achievement.
Some modification in
above features to fit the
other resource. Relatively
important for each other.

Resources modified to
work better together.
Substituting one damages
the other due to high
reciprocal importance.

3
Perfect matching in
One resource cannot work
(maximum functional needs due to
without the other. No
depth)
being designedsubstitute exists + strong
engineered together.
reciprocal effect: machine
Hard to use the
cannot be used by others,
resources in any
or building is suited to
different combination.
only one firm.
Table 1: Measuring the depth of resource interfaces (Baraldi and Waluszewski, 2007).
In the above definition of the scale levels, the basic dimensions along which we measure
depth are adaptation/coordination, reciprocal importance/dependence, and substitutability
among the couple of resources involved in each interface. Depth increases when the first two
dimensions increase and when the third decreases: we have maximum depth in the interface
between two resources if they are well adapted to and dependent on each other and for each
one of the two there are no substitutes. These three dimensions do not overlap, even if they
partly affect each other. For instance, adaptation between two components can be low even if
they are highly functionally dependent on each other. Substitutability is related, but different,
from both adaptation and dependence: two very adapted and reciprocally important
components can be substituted by others, depending on the availability and flexibility of
substitutes.
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4.6 Revised research question
The analysis of the data is based on the adoption of the 4R model in terms of the analytical
framework discussed here above.
The analytical framework can be used to depict a resource structure, be it as image or as the
activated version. In order to take care of the longitudinal component of the research related
to this case study, several resource structures can be put together in a representation to stand
for a number of successive events or stages of the embedding process. Thus, an analysis
model of the embedding process is formed. What remains for the analysis is to identify events
in the case story, and transform the event-related data to resource structures or, more
precisely, successive images of the new resource structure, into which into which the new
resource item in terms of product or facility is to be embedded. The analysis model is
illustrated in the two figures here below.
An important aspect when analyzing resource interaction is the choice of the focal resource
item. A single and specific resource item is chosen to function as the centre of the resource
structure. This means that it is between this focal resource item and all the different resource
items in terms of products, facilities, business units, and business relationships that the
resource interaction occurs. In addition, the resource interaction takes into account technical,
economic, strategic, and social features of the resource items. In other words, the resource
interaction occurs along the many resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all
the different resource items surrounding the focal resource item.
In this study, the focal resource item will be the Envisat system. As the analysis covers both
the provision side and the use side, the focal resource item becomes a combined
product/facility. Phrased differently, for the buying company or use side, the focal resource
item becomes the new Envisat facility, and for the supplying company or the provision side,
the focal resource item becomes the new Envisat system product. This means that the analysis
model must contain both the provision side and the use side of the embedding process.
I will be concerned in the analysis with both the image of the new resource structure and the
activated resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be embedded. However, it is
the image of the new resource structure, which is in focus in the analysis. It is so because it is
in the phase where the image of a new resource structure is created that the embedding
process is most intense, because the major part, if not all, of the resource interfaces are
imagined and maybe designed as well. The activated structure, which is supposed to be the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item has
been embedded on the idea level, has been used to find out how the imagined or even
designed resource interfaces turned out to be, i.e. problematic or unproblematic to materialize
or realize.
The embedding process concerns the courses of actions, which the involved companies do
employ over successive stages when new technology is connected to and integrated with its
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resource-related context. The process is based on resource interaction, which occurs along the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the different resource items assumed
to be connected to the focal resource item. This implies that the courses of actions are related
to these resource interfaces. I have tried to depict this relationship in the figure here below.

Facilities
(with technical and economic
features)

Business Units
(with strategic, economic,
technical, and social features)

Technical resource
interfaces (with
depth)

Mixed resource
interfaces (with
depth)

Courses
of
actions
Envisat system
product/facility
(Focal resource item)

Technical resource
interfaces (with
depth)

Mixed resource
interfaces (with
depth)

Business Relationships
(with economic, technical,
and social features)

Products
(with technical and
economic features)

Figure 14: The resource structure related to the focal resource item (Envisat system
product or facility), be it the image or the activated version. One should be able to
identify the two focal resource items, which are to be embedded by the means of
technical, organizational, and mixed resource interfaces into their resource-related
context constituted by products, facilities, business units, and business relationships,
which all have resource features attached. Besides, the courses of actions together with
their relationships with resource interfaces are depicted.
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Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system
product/facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system
product/facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 2

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system
product/facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 3

Figure 15: The analysis model comprising of three following images of the new resource
structure aimed to depict three successive stages in the embedding process.
Given the 4R model, the analytical framework, the analysis model, the focal resource item,
and the notions of image of a new resource structure and the activated resource structure, it
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could be appropriate to rephrase the research question, which has been put forward in the
introductory chapter.
The first part of the research question concerns how the embedding process can be conceived
and described given an interactive perspective. Applying the 4R model and the analytical
framework, it implies that the first part of the research question becomes in a rephrased
version:
How can the embedding process be conceived and described in the form of courses of
actions, which are performed to connect and integrate by the use of imagined resource
interfaces new resource items in terms of a facility and its associated products into a
viable image of a new resource structure?

The second part of the research question concerns how characteristics of the contact points
between the new technology in terms of a product and/or a facility and its resource-related
context affects the embedding process. Applying the 4R model and the analytical framework,
it implies that the second part of the research question becomes in a rephrased version:
How does the depth of the resource interfaces between the new resource item and the
resource items in image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item
is to be embedded, affect the courses of actions in the embedding process?
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5 Analysis of the data
In this chapter, I will present the results of the analysis of resource interfaces, be it
unproblematic or problematic.
First, however, I will discuss why only a subset of the stages of the embedding process could
be analyzed and what characterized the chosen stages.

5.1 Choice of stages to be analyzed
Three different stages have been chosen for analysis from the over twenty stages, which can
be identified in the data in terms of a story. The reduction of stages to be analyzed was done
in order to reduce the work in relation to the analysis to a manageable proportion within the
available time frame for the carrying out of this thesis. However, I consider the three chosen
stages as important steps on the way to create a viable image of the new resource structure,
into which the new resource item in terms of product and/or facility was to be embedded. In
addition, the chosen stages are assumed to cover the bulk of the problematic resource
interfaces in the data (in terms of a case story)32. Hence, the chosen stages became:
•
•
•

Stage 1: The initial techno-economic concept, i.e. KSPT conceptualizes an ESAcompatible Envisat production system and sets its price to 32 MNOK
Stage 2: The first offer for an Envisat production system, i.e. the 13.8 MNOK
quotation
Stage 3: The development of a concept for an Envisat production system is completed
and has resulted in a feasible and agreed upon concept

The first stage chosen concerns the initial techno-economic concept, i.e. the concept that
KSPT developed in 1993 and priced in 1996. Both tasks were under contract with NSC. In
addition, the first stage includes the considerations made by of KSPT and NSC in relation to
or shortly after the pricing exercise as well as the thoughts TSS gave the concept when the
company got involved in 1997. The concept was assumed to be compatible with the
production systems, which ESA did develop and manufacture for the use in its Envisat
program. The price of 32 MNOK, which KSPT had attached to the conceived production
system, was considered by NSC and TSS to be much too high for a development project to be
launched. With respect to the embedding process, the first stage should cover the initial
courses of actions taken to embed the new resource items in terms of products and facilities
32

In other words, there are problematic resource interfaces in the data, which have not been analyzed. Some of
these problematic resource interfaces such as those related to the stages concerning the ruling out of other
technological and organizational options would have been interesting to analyze. However, I do not think this
lack of coverage of stages and, thus, problematic resource interfaces should harm the results and conclusions in
this thesis but rather strengthen them.
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into their resource-related context, which here is represented by an image of a new resource
structure. The emphasis in the embedding process is on the technical features of the involved
resource items, and less on the economic features, strategic features, and social features. In
addition, it is the system supplier’s interests and less the system buyer’s interests, which are in
focus.
The second stage concerns the first offer for an Envisat production system, which KSPT made
for TSS late in 1997, and which was based on a mutual agreement concerning needs and
requirements to be satisfied by the new production system. The suggested price was 13.8
MNOK. In addition, the second stage includes the considerations made by of KSPT, TSS, and
NSC in relation to the offer. The concept was no longer assumed to be compatible with the
production systems, which ESA did develop and manufacture for the use in its Envisat
program. Instead, the concept was based on so-called generic system modules, which together
with system modules from other companies could be assembled and integrated into a
complete ground station production system capable of serving different satellites and a
versatility of earth observation instruments. However, the output products generated by the
proposed production system were assumed to be compatible with their ESA equivalents. The
price of 13.8 MNOK, which KSPT had attached to the conceived production system, was
considered by TSS and NSC to be too high, i.e. unprofitable, for a development project to be
launched. With respect to the embedding process, the second stage should cover the courses
of actions taken as a serious attempt to embed the new resource items in terms of products
and facilities into their resource-related context, which here is represented by an image of a
new resource structure. The emphasis in the embedding process is now on the technical
features and economic features of the involved resource items, but still less on the strategic
features, and social features. In addition, it is now both the supplier’s interests and the buyer’s
interests, which are in focus.
The third stage concerns the final and conclusive offer for an Envisat production system,
which KSPT made for TSS in 1998, and which was based on a mutual agreement concerning
needs and requirements to be satisfied by the new production system. The suggested price
was 8.25 MNOK. In addition, the second stage includes the considerations made by of KSPT,
TSS, and NSC in relation to the offer. The concept was not compatible with the production
systems, which ESA did develop and manufacture for the use in its Envisat program. Instead,
the concept was based on so-called generic system modules, which together with system
modules from other companies could be assembled and integrated into a complete ground
station production system capable of serving different satellites and a versatility of earth
observation instruments. However, the output products generated by the proposed production
system were assumed to be compatible with their ESA equivalents. The price of 8.25 MNOK,
which KSPT had attached to the conceived production system, was considered by TSS and
NSC to be acceptable for two development projects to be launched, a development project at
KSPT and a purchasing project at TSS. Important for the acceptance of the offer was that
suitable funding could be arranged, which, by the way, made the price TSS had to pay for the
Envisat production system to become 4 MNOK. With respect to the embedding process, the
third stage should cover the final and conclusive courses of actions taken to embed the new
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resource items in terms of products and facilities into their resource-related context, which
here is represented by an image of a new resource structure. The emphasis in the embedding
process is now on all the resource features. In addition, both the supplier’s interests and the
buyer’s interests are taken into account.
Given these three stages, the next section describes how the stages were analyzed in detail.

5.2 The analysis scheme for the different stages
The analysis of each of the three stages was done in a systematic way as the analysis did
follow a more or less fixed scheme.
During the analysis, the three chosen stages were transformed one-by-one to an image of a
new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
transformation was done in accordance with the analytical framework and the associated
analysis model. In the following, I will describe this transformation.
First, the focal resource item had to be set. According to the data, the focal resource item was
the Envisat system product when the provision side was in focus and the Envisat facility when
the use side was in focus. This means that the analysis discerns between the focal resource
item as a product and as a facility. In the first situation, the focal resource item is a product to
be developed. In the other situation, the focal resource item is a facility to be used in
production. Also worth mentioning, the focal resource item is owned by two different
business units for these two situations.
Second, the resource items in terms of products, facilities, business units, and business
relationships belonging to the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource
item was to be embedded, had to be identified. The choice of which resource items to include
in the image of a new resource structure, except for the focal resource item, was very much
based on how and to what degree the resource items affected or were affected by the focal
resource item.
Third, the resource interfaces were identified between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource items in the image of a new resource structure, into which the new
resource item was to be embedded. When identifying the resource interfaces between the
focal resource item, be it product or facility, and the affected or affecting secondary resource
items in the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be
embedded, I first identified the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all
presumably affected or affecting products. Second, I identified the resource interfaces
between the focal resource item and all presumably affected or affecting facilities, then the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all presumably affected or affecting
business units, and finally the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all
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presumably affected or affecting business relationships. As the focal resource item could be
both a product and a facility, each of these four steps had to be done twice, respectively.
The considerations described here above gave me the following scheme for identifying the
resource interfaces during the three stages. This scheme is reflected in the structure of this
chapter.
•

•

•

•

The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with products
o The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with other products
o The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with products
The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with facilities
o The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with facilities
o The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with other facilities
The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with business units
o The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with business units
o The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with business units
The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with business relationships
o The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with business
relationships
o The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with business
relationships

Thereafter, each identified resource interface was defined as either problematic or
unproblematic to materialize33. If a resource interface was considered problematic, or became
problematic to materialize during the materialization of the image of a new resource structure,
into which the new resource item was to be embedded, the problem has been described34. In
this respect, the activated resource structure, which was assumed to be the result of the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure, was also used.
Each problematic resource interface is given a code. First, the stage where the problematic
resource interface occurs is denoted with S1, S2, or S3, i.e. stage 1, 2, or 3, respectively.
Second, it is shown whether the Envisat system as focal resource item is a product or a facility
by using the code EP or EF, respectively. Third, it is shown which type of resource item the
secondary resource item is, i.e. P for product, F for facility, BU for business unit, and BR for
business relationship. Fourth and last, a shorthand description of the secondary resource item
33

Each resource interface could have, but have not, been analyzed by using three assumingly vital questions,
which the organizational actors found in the data applied in their analysis. The first question was about the
access to the involved resource items for this resource interface. For instance, ownership and resource items
following a standard would give access. The second question was about quality of the involved resource items,
and the third question was whether the involved business units had the necessary knowledge, or at least the
required absorptive capacity to acquire the necessary knowledge, about the provision and use of the involved
resource items.
34
Resource interfaces may differ widely in complexity and difficulty when they are to be created, be it in the
image of the new resource structure or in the activated resource structure (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002). I
have chosen to call resource interfaces, which are complex, difficult, and problematic to create during the
different stages of the embedding process, for problematic resource interfaces.
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is given. For instance, the problematic resource interfaces denoted S1-EP-P-Computer means
that the resource interface was problematic in stage 1 of the embedding process, that the focal
resource item was the Envisat system product, that the secondary resource item was a product,
and that this product can be described as a computer.
The here above described choice of stages together with the analysis model and the analysis
scheme for the three chosen stages results in the analysis described here below.

5.3 Analysis of resource interfaces
In this section, the resource interfaces between the focal resource item, be it the Envisat
system product or the Envisat system facility, and the different secondary resource items in
terms of products, facilities, business units, and business relationships and belonging to the
image of a new resource structure are analyzed.
I will begin to analyze the resource interfaces between the focal resource item, i.e. the Envisat
system as both product and facility, and all the presumably relevant secondary resource items,
under the assumption that the secondary resource items are products.
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5.3.1 The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with products

5.3.1.1 The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with other
products

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1
Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 2
Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 3

Figure 16: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system product and the secondary resource items are
products (See figure here above).
The Envisat system as product can be claimed as to consist of system module products
(Dubois and Araujo, 2005). Due to the characteristics of the technology involved, the system
module products can be divided further into hardware system module products and software
system module products (Baraldi, 2003: 11). This implies that he Envisat system as product or
focal resource item had resource interfaces with a number of secondary resource items in
terms of hardware system module products and software system module products. In addition,
the Envisat system as product or focal resource item had resource interfaces with several
secondary resource items in terms of external products.
The discussion here below takes into consideration this categorization. I will begin with the
hardware system module products.

5.3.1.1.1 Hardware system module products
In stage 1, the Envisat system, viewed as product, consisted of the following hardware system
module products (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator and low-rate (LR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) high-density digital recorder (HDDR) and low-rate (LR) high-density
digital recorder (HDDR)
High-rate (HR) frame synchronizer (FS) and low-rate (LR) frame synchronizer (FS)
Computer platform as hardware
Two array processors
Display terminal
Tape drive and cassette drive
X.25 card
Router
Broadband satellite communication system
Up-load antenna connected to geostationary telecommunications satellite
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Data reception

HR Demodulator

HR HDDR

HR FS

X-band antenna
LR Demodulator

LR HDDR

LR FS

Co-processors
Array
processor

Array
processor

Computer platform
LR processing
computer

Monitoring &
control
computer

SAR
processing
computer

Display
Special LAN

High-volume disk

Archiving
computer

Tape drive

Dissemination
computer

Gateway

Ethernet

Product dissemination
Tape drive
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
X.25 card
Internet

Router
Up-load antenna

Broadband satellite
communication system

Figure 17: Hardware system module products in stage 1. The standard products are
grey-filled rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semi-
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finished products are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are
existing products. The complexity of the computer platform is indicated by showing its
many components. The arrows show the different data flows between the products and
their direction.

Data reception

HR Demodulator

HR DIS

X-band antenna
LR Demodulator

LR DIS

Computer platform
Display
Main computer
Ethernet
Array
processor

High-volume disk

Product dissemination
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Internet

Router

Figure 18: Hardware module products in stage 2. The standard products are grey-filled
rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semi-finished products
are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are existing products.
The computer platform is depicted by showing its main components. The arrows show
the different data flows between the products and their direction.
In stage 2, the Envisat system, viewed as product, had undergone several changes from stage
1. The high-density digital recorders and the frame synchronizers had been replaced with
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direct ingest systems, and the two array processors were no longer needed. Instead, the
computer platform included a fully integrated array processor. Besides, the design of the
computer platform was significantly simpler than in stage 1. Furthermore, the tape drive, X.25
card, the broadband satellite communication system, and the up-load antenna connected to
geostationary telecommunications satellite had been taken out of the system because there
were no functional requirements for them. Finally, a CD-RW drive had been added to the
system. Hence, the Envisat system, viewed as product, consisted of the following hardware
system module products (See figure here above):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator and low-rate (LR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) direct ingest system (DIS) and low-rate (LR) direct ingest system
(DIS)
Computer platform as hardware
Display terminal
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Router

In stage 3, the Envisat system, viewed as product, had undergone a few changes from stage 2.
The low-rate demodulator and direct ingest system were no longer needed due to no
functional requirements for them. Hence, the Envisat system, viewed as product, consisted of
the following hardware system module product s (See figure here below):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites
High-rate (HR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) direct ingest system (DIS)
Computer platform as hardware
Display terminal
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Router
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Data reception
X-band antenna

HR Demodulator

HR DIS

Computer platform
Display
Main computer
Ethernet
Array
processor

High-volume disk

Product dissemination
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
Internet

Router

Figure 19: Hardware system module products in stage 3. The standard products are
grey-filled rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semifinished products are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are
existing products. The computer platform is depicted by showing its main components.
The arrows show the different data flows between the products and their direction.
The hardware system module products can be categorized as standard, off-the-shelf (standard
but from one supplier only), semi-finished, and existing (Baraldi, 2003; Dubois and Araujo,
2005). The analysis of the resource interfaces between the Envisat system product and the
hardware system module products (secondary resource items) is based on this classification,
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because it says something about the access to the involved resource items. In addition, a
number of interfaces between the hardware system module products have to be considered.
Secondary resource item
Standard hardware system module
products
Low-rate (HR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) demodulator
High-rate (HR) high-density digital
recorder and low-rate (LR) high-density
digital recorder
Display terminal
Tape drive
Cassette drive
CD-RW drive
X.25 card
Router
Up-load antenna
Off-the-shelf hardware system module
products
Computer platform as hardware
Two array processors
Semi-finished hardware system module
products
High-rate (HR) frame synchronizer and
low-rate (LR) frame synchronizer
Broadband satellite communication
system
Low-rate (LR) direct ingest system (DIS)
High-rate (HR) direct ingest system (DIS)
Existing hardware system module
products
X-band antenna capable of tracking polarorbiting earth observation satellites
Technical interfaces between hardware
system module products
Standard technical interfaces

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

S1-EP-PAntenna

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

S1-EP-PComputer
X

X
X

Table 2: The table shows each one of the identified hardware system module products as
secondary resource items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in
which stage some of them together with the focal resource item formed problematic
resource interfaces (marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the
stage, EP and EF denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility,
respectively, P, F, BU, or BR denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a
facility, a business unit, or a business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand
description of the secondary resource item is given at last).
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The standard hardware module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of highrate and low-rate demodulators, high-rate and low-rate high-density digital recorders, display
terminal, tape drive, cassette drive, X.25 card, router, and up-load antenna. In stage 2, the
standard hardware module products comprised of high-rate and low-rate demodulators,
display terminal, cassette drive, CD-RW drive, and router. In stage 3, the standard hardware
module products comprised of high-rate demodulator, display terminal, cassette drive, CDRW drive, and router. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary
resource items had a resource feature, which said that they each followed a standard. Besides,
the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource
items.
The off-the-shelf hardware module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of
computer platform as hardware and two array processors. In stage 2 and 3, the off-the-shelf
hardware module products comprised of computer platform as hardware. The business unit
KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. The
reason for this was mainly that the secondary resource items had a resource feature, which
said that they each followed a standard, though held by a single supplier. Besides, the focal
resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which the business unit KSPT
had over one of these resource interfaces.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer: The resource interface between the
Envisat system, viewed as product, and the computer platform as hardware product could be
or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the computer platform as hardware
was a complex and unstable product, implying that it was complicated and sometimes
impossible to operate, support, and maintain. The problem occurred in stage 1, and it was
resolved when the product was replaced by the business unit KSPT and the business unit TSS
with a less complex and more reliable one in due time before stage 2.
The semi-finished hardware module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of
high-rate and low-rate frame synchronizers as well as broadband satellite communication
system. In stage 2, the semi-finished hardware module products comprised of high-rate and
low-rate direct ingest systems. In stage 3, the semi-finished hardware module products
comprised of high-rate direct ingest system. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal
resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise
during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
secondary resource items were owned or controlled by the business unit KSPT, who was the
owner of the focal resource item as well. Besides, the focal resource item and the secondary
resource items had been or could quite easily be adapted to each other.
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The existing hardware module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1, 2, and 3
of X-band antenna capable of tracking polar-orbiting earth observation satellites. The business
unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT could get access to the secondary
resource items through the cooperative business relationship with the business unit NSC, who
on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit TSS, who was the
owner or had control of the secondary resource items. Besides, the focal resource item had
been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items. There were, however,
problems that undermined the control, which the business unit KSPT had over one of these
resource interfaces.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the x-band antenna product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit TSS did not own nor had access to the xband antenna product. The problem occurred in stage 1, and it was resolved when the product
was acquired by the business unit NSC and the business unit TSS as a cooperative effort in
due time before stage 2.
The resource interfaces between the hardware system module products were many in stage 1,
2 and 3. Examples of these resource interfaces are RG coax between x-band antenna and
high-rate (HR) demodulator, DMA between high-rate (HR) frame synchronizer (FS) and
computer platform, RS-232 between computer platform and demodulators, GP-IB between
computer platform and high-density digital recorders, and Ethernet between computer
platform and router. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the hardware system module
products. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the resource interfaces between the
hardware system module products were purely technical, and that each did follow a universal
standard (see table here above).
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did consist of software system module products in
addition to hardware system module products.
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5.3.1.1.2 Software system module products
LR algorithms

SAR
algorithms

Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator and LR
demodulator
• HR HDDR and LR HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS

LR processing
• Array
processor
SAR Processing
• Array
processor

Software
library for
array
processing

Software
libraries for
reception and
intermediate
storage of HR
and LR data
by using xband antenna,
demodulators
and HDDRs

Archiving
• Highvolume
disk
• Tape drive
Product dissemination:
• Tape drive and
Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• X.25 card
• Router
• Broadband
satellite
communication
system including
commands for
transfer of files to
distant recipients

Monitoring and
control
• Display

Data ingest
• HR HDDR and LR
HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS

Software
libraries
for
ingestion
of HR
and LR
data by
using
HDDRs
and FSs

X.25
related
software
library and
commands
for transfer
of files to
distant
recipients

Database Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
system
for external
communication via
Ethernet

Unix addon utilities
and
commands
for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
• Utilities and commands for communication between platform computers on special LAN
Computer platform (hardware):
• Monitoring and control computer, LR processing computer, SAR processing computer, archiving
computer and dissemination computer
• Special LAN, Gateway and Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod and LR
Demod
• HR HDDR and LR
HDDR
• HR FS and LR FS

Product dissemination (hardware):
• Tape drive
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• X.25 card
• Router
• Broadband satellite
communication system
• Up-load antenna

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk
• Tape drive

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor
• Array
processor

Figure 20: Software system module products in stage 1. The standard products are greyfilled rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semi-finished
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products are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are the
hardware system modules, on which the software system modules run. The arrows show
the different data flows between the products and their direction.
In stage 1, the Envisat system, viewed as product, was assumed to consist of the following
software system module products (See figure here above):
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR and LR data by using
x-band antenna, HR demodulator and LR demodulator, and HR high-density digital
recorder and LR high-density digital recorder
Software libraries for ingestion of HR and LR data by using HR high-density digital
recorder and LR high-density digital recorder, and HR frame synchronizer and LR
frame synchronizer
X.25 related software library and commands for transfer of files to distant recipients
Database system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Monitoring and control
Data reception and data ingest
SAR processing and low-rate (LR) processing
Archiving and product dissemination
SAR algorithms and low-rate (LR) algorithms

In stage 2, the Envisat system, viewed as product, had undergone several changes from stage
1. The X.25 related software library and the database system were no longer needed because
there were no functional requirements for them. The other software system module products
remained in the Envisat system product but had been subject to some changes. For instance,
the Unix operating system and the set of software libraries had been changed due to
significant hardware changes. The low-rate processing module and the low-rate algorithms
had undergone major changes due to changes in functional requirements. The other modules
had been reduced due to some reductions in functional requirements. Hence, the Envisat
system, viewed as product, consisted of the following software system module products (See
figure here below):
•
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR and LR data by using
x-band antenna, HR demodulator and LR demodulator, and HR direct ingest system
and LR direct ingest system
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software libraries for ingestion of HR and LR data by using HR direct ingest system
and LR direct ingest system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Unix add-on utilities and commands for handling of CD-RW drive, e.g. burn-file
Monitoring and control
Data reception
Data ingest
SAR processing
Low-rate (LR) processing
Archiving
Product dissemination
SAR algorithms
Low-rate (LR) algorithms
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Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator and LR
demodulator
• HR DIS and LR DIS

LR algorithms

SAR
algorithms
LR processing

Monitoring and
control
• Display

SAR Processing
• Array
processor

Software
library for
array
processing

Software
libraries for
reception and
intermediate
storage of HR
and LR data
by using xband antenna,
demodulators
and DISs

Archiving
• High-volume
disk

Product dissemination:
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Data ingest
• HR DIS and
LR DIS

Software
libraries
for
ingestion
of HR
and LR
data by
using
DISs

Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
for external
communication via
Ethernet

Unix addon utilities
and
commands
for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
Computer platform (hardware):
• Computer (powerful)
• Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod and LR
Demod
• HR DIS and LR DIS

Product dissemination
(hardware):
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor

Figure 21: Software system module products in stage 2. The standard products are greyfilled rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semi-finished
products are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are the
hardware system modules, on which the software system modules run. The arrows show
the different data flows between the products and their direction.
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Data reception:
• X-band antenna
• HR demodulator
• HR DIS

SAR
algorithms

Archiving
• High-volume
disk

Monitoring and
control
• Display
SAR Processing
• Array
processor

Software
library for
array
processing

Software
libraries for
reception and
intermediate
storage of HR
data by using
x-band
antenna,
demodulator
and DIS

Product dissemination:
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Data ingest
• HR DIS

Software
libraries
for
ingestion
of HR
data by
using DIS

Tcp/ip with
ftp and telnet
for external
communication via
Ethernet

Unix addon utilities
and
commands
for
handling of
CD-RW
drive, e.g.
burn-file

Computer platform (software):
• Unix operating system including utilities and commands
• Utilities for communication and synchronization of application software modules
• User commands, e.g. copy-file, write-file, read-file
Computer platform (hardware):
• Computer (powerful)
• Ethernet
• Display (for operator)
Data reception (hardware):
• X-band antenna
• HR Demod
• HR DIS

Product dissemination
(hardware):
• Cassette drive
• CD-RW drive
• Router

Archiving
(hardware):
• High-volume
disk

Co-processors
(hardware):
• Array
processor

Figure 22: Software system module products in stage 3. The standard products are greyfilled rectangles, the off-the-shelf products are dot-filled rectangles, the semi-finished
products are blank-filled rectangles, and the dark-grey-filled rectangles are the
hardware system modules, on which the software system modules run. The arrows show
the different data flows between the products and their direction.
In stage 3, the Envisat system, viewed as product, had undergone a few changes from stage 2.
The software libraries for handling of low-rate data were no longer needed because there were
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no functional requirements for them. The other software system module products remained in
the Envisat system product but had been subject to some changes. For instance, some of the
modules had been reduced due to minor reductions in functional requirements. Hence, the
Envisat system, viewed as product, consisted of the following software system module
products (See figure here above):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer platform furnished with the Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Software library for array processing
Software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of HR data by using x-band
antenna, HR demodulator, and HR direct ingest system
Software libraries for ingestion of HR data by using HR direct ingest system
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet
Unix add-on utilities and commands for handling of CD-RW drive, e.g. burn-file
Monitoring and control
Data reception
Data ingest
SAR processing
Archiving
Product dissemination
SAR algorithms

The software system module products can be categorized as standard, off-the-shelf (standard
but from one supplier only), semi-finished, new, and algorithms (Baraldi, 2003; Dubois and
Araujo, 2005). The analysis of the resource interfaces between the Envisat system product
and the software system module products (secondary resource items) is based on this
classification, because it says something about the access to the involved resource items. In
addition, a number of interfaces between the software system module products have to be
considered.
Secondary resource item
Standard software system module
products
Computer platform furnished with the
Unix operating system, which is a de-facto
industrial standard
Tcp/ip with ftp and telnet for external
communication via Ethernet
X.25 related software library and
commands for transfer of files to distant
recipients
Database system
Off-the-shelf software system module
products
Software library for array processing

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Secondary resource item
Software libraries for reception and
intermediate storage of HR and LR data
by using x-band antenna, HR demodulator
and LR demodulator, and HR high-density
digital recorder and LR high-density
digital recorder
Software libraries for ingestion of HR and
LR data by using HR high-density digital
recorder and LR high-density digital
recorder
Software libraries for reception and
intermediate storage of LR data by using
x-band antenna and LR demodulator
Software libraries for reception and
intermediate storage of HR data by using
x-band antenna and HR demodulator
Semi-finished software system module
products
Software libraries for ingestion of HR and
LR data by using HR frame synchronizer
and LR frame synchronizer
Software libraries for reception and
intermediate storage of LR data by using
LR direct ingest system
Software libraries for reception and
intermediate storage of HR data by using
HR direct ingest system
Software libraries for ingestion of LR data
by using LR direct ingest system
Software libraries for ingestion of HR data
by using HR direct ingest system
Monitoring and control
Data reception
Data ingest
Archiving
Product dissemination
New software system module products
SAR processing
Low-rate (LR) processing
Algorithms module products
SAR algorithms product
Low-rate algorithms product
Technical interfaces between software
system module products
Unix based mechanisms, utilities and
commands

Stage 1
X

Stage 2

Stage 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

S1-EP-PSARAlg
S1-EP-PLRAlg

S2-EP-PSARAlg
X

S3-EP-PSARAlg

X

X

X
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Secondary resource item
Unix add-on mechanisms, utilities and
commands
Unix related software source code
interface components

Stage 1
X

Stage 2
X

Stage 3
X

X

X

X

Table 3: The table shows each one of the identified software system module products as
secondary resource items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in
which stage some of them together with the focal resource item formed problematic
resource interfaces (marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the
stage, EP and EF denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility,
respectively, P, F, BU, or BR denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a
facility, a business unit, or a business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand
description of the secondary resource item is given at last).
The standard software module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of
computer platform furnished with the UNIX operating system, TCP/IP with ftp and telnet for
external communication via Ethernet, X.25 related software library and commands for
transfer of files to distant recipients, and database system. In stage 2 and 3, the standard
software module products comprised of computer platform furnished with the UNIX
operating system and TCP/IP with ftp and telnet for external communication via Ethernet.
The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary resource items had a resource feature,
which said that they each followed a standard. Besides, the focal resource item had been or
could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
The off-the-shelf software module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of
software library for array processing, software libraries for reception and intermediate storage
of high-rate and low-rate data, and software libraries for ingestion of high-rate and low-rate
data. In stage 2, the off-the-shelf software module products comprised of software library for
array processing and software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of high-rate and
low-rate data. In stage 3, the off-the-shelf software module products comprised of software
library for array processing and software libraries for reception and intermediate storage of
high-rate data. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee
any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization
of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary resource items
had a resource feature, which said that they each followed a standard, though held by a single
supplier. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items.
The semi-finished software module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 of
software libraries for ingestion of high-rate and low-rate data, monitoring and control, data
reception, data ingest, archiving, and product dissemination. In stage 2, the semi-finished
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software module products comprised of software libraries for reception and intermediate
storage of high-rate and low-rate data, software libraries for ingestion of high-rate and lowrate data, monitoring and control, data reception, data ingest, archiving, and product
dissemination. In stage 3, the semi-finished software module products comprised of software
libraries for reception and intermediate storage of high-rate data, software libraries for
ingestion of high-rate data, monitoring and control, data reception, data ingest, archiving, and
product dissemination. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary
resource items were owned or controlled by the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of
the focal resource item as well. Besides, the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items had been or could quite easily be adapted to each other.
The new software module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 and 2 of SAR
processing and low-rate processing. In stage 3, the new software module products comprised
of SAR processing. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary
resource items were owned or controlled by the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of
the focal resource item as well. Besides, the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items had been or could quite easily be adapted to each other.
The algorithms module products (see table here above) comprised in stage 1 and 2 of SAR
algorithms and low-rate algorithms. In stage 3, the algorithms module products comprised of
SAR algorithms. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource items. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT
could get access to the secondary resource items through the cooperative business relationship
with the business unit NDRE, who was the owner or had control of the secondary resource
items. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items. There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which
the business unit KSPT had over two of these resource interfaces.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product, and the SAR
algorithms product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the
business unit NDRE found it difficult to specify the SAR algorithms correctly and in
sufficient details due to the complex nature of the algorithms. The problem occurred in stage
1, 2, and 3, and it was resolved when the product was rectified by the business unit NDRE
and the business unit KSPT as a cooperative effort during materialization.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the low-rate algorithms product could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that a useful and reliable technology was missing.
The problem occurred in stage 1, and it was resolved when the product was replaced by the
business unit KSPT, the business unit TSS, and the business unit NDRE with a less complex
one in due time before stage 2.
The resource interfaces between the software system module products were many in stage 1,
2 and 3. The resource interfaces can be classified as standard and off-the-shelf as well as
being purely technical. The standard technical interfaces between the software system module
products were the Unix based and the Unix add-on mechanisms, utilities and commands, and
the off-the shelf technical interfaces between the software system module products were a
number of Unix related software source code interface components (see table here above).
The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interfaces between the software system module products. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the interfaces between the software system module products
were purely technical, and that each did follow a standard held by one or several suppliers.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have resource interfaces with a number of
external products.

5.3.1.1.3 External products
The external products (See table here below) were in stage 1 the Envisat document package
product, the Envisat SAR test data product, the Envisat low-rate test data product, the
portfolio of system products, and the value-added system products. In stage 2 and 3, the
external products were the Envisat document package product, the Envisat SAR test data
product, the portfolio of system products, and the value-added system products. The Envisat
system, viewed as product, did have resource interfaces with these external products
(secondary resource items).
Secondary resource item
Envisat document package product
Envisat SAR test data product
Envisat low-rate test data product
Portfolio of system products
Value-added system products

Stage 1
X
S1-EP-PSARTest
S1-EP-PLRTest
X
X

Stage 2
X
S2-EP-PSARTest

Stage 3
X
S3-EP-PSARTest

X
X

X
X

Table 4: The table shows each one of the identified external products as secondary
resource items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage
some of them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource
interfaces (marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP
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and EF denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU,
or BR denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business
unit, or a business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the
secondary resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the Envisat document package product as
input for specification and design activities. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal
resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise
during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit KSPT could get access to the secondary resource item through the cooperative
business relationship with the business unit NSC, who on its side had a cooperative business
relationship with the business unit ESA, who was the owner or had control of the secondary
resource item.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the Envisat SAR test data product as input
for system testing activities. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item,
did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit
KSPT could get access to the secondary resource item through the cooperative business
relationship with the business unit NSC, who on its side had a cooperative business
relationship with the business unit ESA, who was the owner or had control of the secondary
resource item. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to
the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product, and the SAR test data
product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the SAR test data
product, which the business unit KSPT did receive from the business unit ESA, was of bad
quality and useless. The problem was resolved when the product was developed by the
business unit KSPT itself after consulting the business unit TSS and the business unit NDRE.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the Envisat low-rate test data product as
input for system testing activities. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource
item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit KSPT could get access to the secondary resource item through the cooperative
business relationship with the business unit NDRE, who was the owner or had control of the
secondary resource item. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be
adapted to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the
control, which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the low-rate test data product could be or became problematic
to materialize. The reason was that the low-rate test data product was not requested as the
business unit KSPT did not foresee any use of it. The problem was resolved when the product
was taken out of the system product by the business unit KSPT and the business unit TSS
before stage 2.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, had to deal with the portfolio of system products that
were handled by the same facility and the same business unit. The business unit KSPT, the
owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource
interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither would
any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for
this was that the secondary resource items were owned or controlled by the business unit
KSPT, who was the owner of the focal resource item as well. Besides, sufficient capacity was
available.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, interacted indirectly with value-added system
products that would be made based on the Envisat system product or system products that
would take the output products from the Envisat system product as input products to
themselves. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization
of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the new Envisat system
product had external technical interfaces, which did follow a standard, and that the output
products from the new Envisat system product had a resource feature, which said that they
each could be understood as a standard product.
The Envisat system could also be viewed as facility, which did have resource interfaces with
products.
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5.3.1.2 The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with
products

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 2

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 3

Figure 23: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system facility and the secondary resource items are
products (See figure here above).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did require several input products and did generate a
number of output products. The input products comprised the raw data product, the mission
data product, and the production data product. The output products comprised the image data
products. This implied that the Envisat system, viewed as facility, had resource interfaces
with these input and one output products. In addition, the Envisat system, viewed as facility,
had resource interfaces with portfolio of data products and value-added data products. This
situation lasted for stage 1, 2, and 3. See table here below for a summary.
Secondary resource item
Raw data
Mission data
Production data
Image data
Portfolio of data products
Value-added data products

Stage 1
X
X
X
S1-EF-PImageData
X
X

Stage 2
X
X
X
S2-EF-PImageData
X
X

Stage 3
X
X
X
S3-EF-PImageData
X
X

Table 5: The table shows each one of the identified products as secondary resource
items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage some of
them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource interfaces
(marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP and EF
denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU, or BR
denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business unit, or a
business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the secondary
resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, required the raw data product as input for production.
The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on
behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS could get access to the secondary
resource item through the cooperative business relationship with the business unit NSC, who
on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit ESA, who was the
owner or had control of the secondary resource item. Besides, the secondary resource item
had a resource feature, which said it followed a standard, though held by a single supplier.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, required the mission data product as input for
production. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning
the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item.
Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item.
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The reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS could get access to the secondary
resource item through the cooperative business relationship with the business unit NSC, who
on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit ESA, who was the
owner or had control of the secondary resource item. Besides, the secondary resource item
had a resource feature, which said it followed a standard, though held by a single supplier.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, required the production data product as input for
production. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning
the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item.
Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item.
The reason for this was that the secondary resource item was owned or controlled by the
business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item as well. Besides, the
secondary resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the focal resource item.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did generate the image data product. The business unit
TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business
unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between
the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was that the
secondary resource item was owned or controlled by the business unit TSS, who was the
owner of the focal resource item as well. Besides, the secondary resource item had a resource
feature, which said it followed a standard. There were, however, problems that undermined
the control, which the business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-PImageData: The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product, and the
image data product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was the
magnitude, complexity, cooperative character, and time-consuming aspect of the product
rectification and validation work. The problem was resolved in cooperation between the
business units TSS, KSPT, NDRE, and ESA during materialization.
The Envisat facility to be used at the premises of TSS was not assumed to process any other
products than the Envisat image data products . It implied that the Envisat system, understood
as facility, did not interact with other products that shared the same facilities at the premises
of business unit TSS. However, the Envisat system facility interacted with a portfolio of data
products that were handled by the business unit TSS. The business unit TSS, the owner of the
focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1,
did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was that the secondary resource
item was owned or controlled by the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal
resource item as well. Besides, sufficient capacity was available.
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The Envisat system, viewed as facility, interacted indirectly with value-added data products
that would be made based on the Envisat image data products. The business unit TSS, the
owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS
in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during
the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the output
product from the new Envisat system facility, i.e. image data product, had a resource feature,
which said that it could be understood as a standard product.
Having discussed the resource interfaces between the focal resource item, i.e. the Envisat
system as both product and facility, and all the presumably relevant resource items, under the
assumption that these resource items are products, it is now time to assume that these resource
items are facilities.
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5.3.2 The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with facilities

5.3.2.1 The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with
facilities
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Relationships
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Business Units
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Stage 3
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the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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The Envisat system, viewed as product to be developed by the business unit KSPT, had
resource interfaces with the development system facility at the premises of KSPT and a
number of facilities indirectly affecting the Envisat system product yet important. These were
the production system for semi-finished hardware module products, the production system for
semi-finished software module products, the production system for new software module
products, and the production systems for Envisat SAR and low-rate test data products. This
situation lasted for stage 1, 2, and 3, except for the production system for the Envisat low-rate
test data product, which was needed in stage 1 only (See table here below).
Secondary resource item
Development system
Production system for semi-finished
hardware module products
Production system for semi-finished
software module products
Production system for new software
module products
Production systems for Envisat SAR test
data product
Production systems for Envisat low-rate
test data product

Stage 1
X
X

Stage 2
X
X

Stage 3
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 6: The table shows each one of the identified facilities as secondary resource items,
in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage some of them
together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource interfaces (marked
with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP and EF denote
whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU, or BR denote
whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business unit, or a
business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the secondary
resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the development system facility at the
premises of KSPT for its production. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource
item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during
the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was that the secondary
resource item was owned or controlled by the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the
focal resource item as well.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the production system for semi-finished
hardware module products, the production system for semi-finished software module
products, and the production system for new software module products at the premises of
KSPT for its production. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did
not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item
and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
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materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was that the secondary resource
items were owned or controlled by the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the focal
resource item as well.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required the production system for Envisat SAR test
data product at the premises of the business unit ESA for its production. The business unit
KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit ESA was the owner or had control of both
the facility and its output products.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, required in stage 1 the production system for Envisat
low-rate test data product at the premises of the business unit NDRE for its production. The
business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit NDRE was the owner or had
control of both the facility and its output products.
The Envisat system could also be viewed as facility, which did have resource interfaces with
other facilities.
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5.3.2.2 The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with other
facilities

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
(Focal resource item)
Business
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Products
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Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system facility
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Relationships

Products
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Figure 25: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system facility and the secondary resource items are
facilities (See figure here above).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility to be used by the business unit TSS, had resource
interfaces with the Envisat satellite, the Envisat ground segment, facilities at the premises of
TSS, and facilities at the premises of the customers of TSS. Besides, the Envisat system had
resource interfaces with facilities indirectly affected by the generated products yet important
(See the figure here below). This situation lasted for stage 1, 2, and 3. The table here below
summarizes this.

Envisat ground segment
(payload data system)

Envisat
satellite

Envisat system facility

Control
subsystem

Display

Product archiving
subsystem
X-band
antenna

Data reception
equipment

Data processing
software
Computer

Customers’ facilities

Data communications
equipment

TSS’ facilities

Figure 26: A schematic view of the Envisat system facility at TSS, TSS’ other facilities,
and the external facilities (Envisat satellite, Envisat ground segment, and customers’
facilities) that are connected to the Envisat system facility.

Secondary resource item
Envisat satellite
Envisat ground segment

Stage 1
S1-EF-FSatellite
S1-EF-FGroundSeg
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Stage 2
S2-EF-FSatellite
S2-EF-FGroundSeg

Stage 3
S3-EF-FSatellite
S3-EF-FGroundSeg

Secondary resource item
Facilities at the premises of TSS
Facilities at the premises of the customers
of TSS
Facilities indirectly affected by the
generated products yet important

Stage 1
X
S1-EF-FPremisCust
X

Stage 2
X
S2-EF-FPremisCust
X

Stage 3
X
S3-EF-FPremisCust
X

Table 7: The table shows each one of the identified facilities as secondary resource items,
in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage some of them
together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource interfaces (marked
with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP and EF denote
whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU, or BR denote
whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business unit, or a
business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the secondary
resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the Envisat satellite
facility. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning
the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS could get access to the secondary
resource item through the cooperative business relationship with the business unit NSC, who
on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit ESA, who was the
owner or had control of the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that
undermined the control, which the business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the Envisat
satellite facility could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the
Envisat satellite facility could fail to operate in accordance with specifications given in the
Envisat document package product issued by the business unit ESA. This was so because of
the relatively high possibility of satellite or instrument malfunctioning in space and the high
possibility of failure during the launch of the satellite. The problem was resolved when the
business unit TSS and the business unit NSC gambled that the Envisat satellite would launch
and commission successfully, which it eventually did.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the Envisat ground
segment facility. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business
unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS could get access to the
secondary resource item through the cooperative business relationship with the business unit
NSC, who on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit ESA, who
was the owner or had control of the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems
that undermined the control, which the business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-FGroundSeg: The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the
Envisat ground segment facility could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason
was that the business unit ESA did not have access to the Envisat ground segment facility at
this point in time. The problem was resolved when the facility was delivered to the business
unit ESA and commissioned, which was around the time of the Envisat satellite launch.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with facilities at the
premises of TSS. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business
unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
item. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary resource items were owned or
controlled by the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item as well.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the facilities at the
premises of the customers of TSS. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource
item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee
any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource items. The reason for this was mainly that the output product from the
new Envisat system facility, i.e. image data product, had a resource feature, which said that it
could be understood as a standard product. Besides, the secondary resource items could be
adapted to some extent. There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which
the business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-FPremisCust: The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the
facilities at the premises of the business units acting as customers of TSS could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that some of the image data products were too
large for these facilities. The problem was resolved when the customers of TSS upgraded
their facilities after consulting the business unit TSS and the business unit ESA.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces indirectly affected by the
generated products. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the secondary resource items were not
important.
Having discussed the resource interfaces between the focal resource item, i.e. the Envisat
system as both product and facility, and all the presumably relevant resource items, under the
assumption that these resource items are facilities, it is now time to assume that these resource
items are business units.
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5.3.3 The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with business units

5.3.3.1 The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with
business units

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 2

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 3

Figure 27: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system product and the secondary resource items are
business units (See figure here above).
The Envisat system, viewed as product to be developed by KSPT, had direct resource
interfaces with the business unit KSPT. It was like this because the business unit handled the
Envisat system product directly during the development stage. Besides, the Envisat system
had indirect resource interfaces with several other business units, i.e. NSC, ESA, TSS, NDRE,
suppliers of the standard hardware and software module products, suppliers of the off-theshelf hardware and software module products, and customers of Envisat system product. The
term indirect denotes that the business units did the resource interaction through their own
products or facilities. This situation lasted for stage 1 and 2. In stage 3, the business units
NATO, SND, and EU were added. See table here below for a summary of this secondary
resource items.
Secondary resource item
Direct interfaces
KSPT
Indirect interfaces
NSC
ESA
NDRE
TSS

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

X

X

S3-EP-BUKSPT

S1-EP-BUNSC
S1-EP-BUESA
X
S1-EP-BUTSS

S2-EP-BUNSC
X

X

X
S2-EP-BUTSS

X
X

NATO

X

X

S3-EP-BUNATO
S3-EP-BUSND
S3-EP-BUEU
X

X

X

X

S1-EP-BUCustSys
S1-EP-BUMoIA

X

X

SND
EU
Suppliers of the standard hardware and
software module products
Suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware
and software module products
Customers of Envisat system product
MoIA

X

Table 8: The table shows each one of the identified business units as secondary resource
items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage some of
them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource interfaces
(marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP and EF
denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU, or BR
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denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business unit, or a
business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the secondary
resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
KSPT. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that it was the business unit KSPT, who was the
owner of the focal resource item. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite
easily be adapted to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that
undermined the control, which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to
materialize in stage 3. The reason was that KSPT had a strategy, which said that any
customers had to pay for all development costs, whereas the business unit TSS wanted KSPT
to take into account the benefits coming from TSS being a pilot customer. The problem was
resolved when the business unit KSPT did change its strategy after combined pressure from
the business units NSC and TSS.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
NSC, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit NSC. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC: The resource interface
between the Envisat system, viewed as product, and the business unit NSC could be or
became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the investment to be done by the
business unit NSC was against the strategy, not economically sound, and bigger than the
available funds. The problem was resolved when NSC vetoed the entire techno-economic
concept related to stage 1 and 2, and a revised concept had to be worked out.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
ESA, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit ESA. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as facility, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit ESA had changed strategy with respect to
supporting the business unit TSS with the acquisition of the Envisat system facility. The new
strategy said that technical support would no longer be given without certain restrictions, and
that no reception rights would be granted to the business unit TSS unless certain rigid
technical requirements were met by the new Envisat system facility. The problem was
resolved when TSS engaged NSC to influence ESA to change strategy in favor of TSS. NSC,
on its side, cooperated with other national space agencies concerning its influencing efforts.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
NDRE. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who was the
owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the business
unit NDRE. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource item.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
TSS, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit TSS. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS: The resource interface
between the Envisat system, viewed as product, and the business unit TSS could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit
NSC was not economically sound for the business unit TSS. The problem was resolved when
NSC and TSS vetoed the entire techno-economic concept related to stage 1 and 2, and a
revised concept had to be worked out.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as suppliers of the standard hardware and software module products and business units
acting as suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware and software module products. The business
unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the products produced by the secondary resource items had a
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resource feature, which said that they each followed a standard held by one or several
suppliers, implying the secondary resource items did matter less.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as customers of the Envisat system product. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the
focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between
the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that
the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative
business relationships with the business units acting as customers of the Envisat system
product. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA.
There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which the business unit KSPT
had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys: The resource interface between the
Envisat system, viewed as product, and the business units acting as customers of the Envisat
system product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the
business units acting as customers of the Envisat system product would focus more and more
on price and the use of standards, whereas the price for the Envisat system product was less
favorable. The problem was resolved first by the business unit KSPT by neglecting it, and,
second, when a revised techno-economic concept was worked out before stage 2.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
MoIA, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit NSC, who on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the business
unit MoIA. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which
the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit MoIA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit MoIA did not see the development of the
Envisat system product as a development activity, which could have considerable socioeconomic effects. The problem was resolved first by the business unit KSPT, the business unit
NSC, and the business unit TSS by not approaching MoIA, and, second, when a revised
techno-economic concept was worked out before stage 2.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
NATO, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did
not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item
and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT,
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who was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with
the business unit NDRE, who on its side had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit NATO. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be
adapted to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the
control, which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-NATO: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit NATO could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit NATO was involved late in the
development effort, and was used to cross-fund development activities. The problem was
resolved when the business unit NDRE did become more involved in the development effort.
In fact, NDRE engaged NATO in an indirect way after a meeting between the business unit
TSS and the business unit NDRE.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
SND, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit SND. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit KSPT had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit SND could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit SND was involved late in the development
effort, and was used to fund research-oriented activities. The problem was resolved when the
business unit TSS did become more involved in the development effort, i.e. arranged for
funding by accommodating the concept to the rules of SND and vice versa. In fact, TSS
engaged SND based on information about a KSPT-SND relationship. However, the rules had
to be bent to accommodate funding from SND, and SND had to change their rules with
regards to who can be funded.
The Envisat system, viewed as product, did have a resource interface with the business unit
EU, though indirect. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not
foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and
the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the
business unit NSC, who on its side had adapted its rules and regulations with respect to
monetary grants for development projects to the rules and regulations, which the business unit
EU did enforce on all governmental organizations in Europe. Besides, the focal resource item
had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource item. There were,
however, problems that undermined the control, which the business unit KSPT had over this
resource interface.
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Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit EU could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit EU was involved late in the development
effort. The problem was resolved when the business unit TSS did become more involved in
the development effort, i.e. arranged for funding by accommodating the concept to the rules
of EU. In fact, the contribution from NSC was adapted to the rules of EU.
The Envisat system could also be viewed as facility, which did have resource interfaces with
business units.
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5.3.3.2 The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with
business units
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Figure 28: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system facility and the secondary resource items are
business units (See figure here above).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility to be operated by TSS, had a direct resource interface
with the business unit TSS. Besides, the Envisat system had indirect resource interfaces with
several other business units, i.e. NSC, ESA, KSPT, NDRE, suppliers of the standard hardware
and software module products, suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware and software module
products, and customers of Envisat image data products. The term indirect denotes that the
business units did the resource interaction through their own products or facilities. This
situation lasted for stage 1. In stage 2, the customers of SAR global mode products and
customers of MERIS level one data products were added. In stage 3, the business unit Spot
Image was added, and the customers of Envisat image data products were replaced with SAR
image and wide-swath data products customers and SAR alternating-polarization data
products customers. See table here below for a summary of this secondary resource items.
Secondary resource item
Direct interfaces
TSS
Indirect interfaces
NSC
KSPT
NDRE
ESA

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

S1-EF-BUTSS

S2-EF-BUTSS

S3-EF-BUTSS

S1-EF-BUNSC
X

S2-EF-BUNSC
X

X
S1-EF-BUESA

X
X

S3-EF-BUKSPT
X
X

X

S3-EF-BUSpotImage
X

X

X

Spot Image
Suppliers of the standard hardware and
X
software module products
Suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware
X
and software module products
Customers of Envisat image data products X
Customers of SAR global mode data
products
Customers of MERIS level one data
products
Customers of SAR image data products
SAR image and wide-swath data products
customers
SAR alternating-polarization data products
customers

S2-EF-BUCustGlobMode
S2-EF-BUCustMERIS
X
X
X

Table 9: The table shows each one of the identified business units as secondary resource
items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage some of
them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource interfaces
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(marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP and EF
denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU, or BR
denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business unit, or a
business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the secondary
resource item is given at last).
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the business unit
TSS. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC,
on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that it was the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal
resource item. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to
the secondary resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control,
which the business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS: The resource interface
between the Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the business unit TSS could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit
NSC was not economically sound for the business unit TSS. The problem was resolved when
NSC and TSS vetoed the entire techno-economic concept related to stage 1 and 2, and a
revised concept had to be worked out.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as facility, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was the disregard of the relative magnitude and complexity of the
materialization effort. In addition, the demand for image data products turned out to be less
than assumed. The problem was resolved by ignoring it.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the business unit
NSC, though indirect. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS, who was the owner
of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit NSC.
Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary
resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which the
business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC: The resource interface
between the Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the business unit NSC could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit
NSC was against the strategy, not economically sound, and bigger than the available funds.
The problem was resolved when NSC vetoed the entire techno-economic concept related to
stage 1, and a revised concept had to be worked out.
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The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the business unit
KSPT. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC,
on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal
resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit KSPT.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as product, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to
materialize during materialization. The reason was the disregard of the relative magnitude and
complexity of the materialization effort, which turned out to be difficult, time-consuming, and
costly to complete. The problem was resolved by ignoring it.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the business unit
NDRE. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning
the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item.
Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item.
The reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal
resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit NDRE.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have a resource interface with the business unit
ESA, though indirect. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS, who was the owner
of the focal resource item, had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit ESA.
Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary
resource item. There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which the
business unit TSS had over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat
system, viewed as facility, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit ESA had changed strategy with respect to
supporting the business unit TSS with the acquisition of the Envisat system facility. The new
strategy said that technical support would no longer be given without certain restrictions, and
that no reception rights would be granted to the business unit TSS unless certain rigid
technical requirements were met by the new Envisat system facility. The problem was
resolved when TSS engaged NSC to influence ESA to change strategy in favor of TSS. NSC,
on its side, cooperated with other national space agencies concerning its influencing efforts.
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The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as suppliers of the standard hardware and software module products and business units
acting as suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware and software module products. The business
unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the
business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces
between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such
problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was
mainly that the products produced by the secondary resource items had a resource feature,
which said that they each followed a standard held by one or several suppliers, implying the
secondary resource items did matter less.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as customers of the SAR global mode data product. The business unit TSS, the owner
of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in
stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative business
relationships with the business units acting as customers of the SAR global mode data
product. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource item in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA.
There were, however, problems that undermined the control, which the business unit TSS had
over this resource interface.
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode: The resource interface between the
Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the business units acting as customers of the SAR
global mode data products could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was
that the business unit ESA did not envisage to operate the Envisat satellite facility according
to the needs and requirements, which the customers of SAR global mode data products had.
The business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NDRE resolved the
problem when the product was taken out.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as customers of the MERIS level one data product. The business unit TSS, the owner
of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in
stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative business
relationships with the business units acting as customers of the MERIS level one data product.
Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary
resource item in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA. There were,
however, problems that undermined the control, which the business unit TSS had over this
resource interface.
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Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustMERIS: The resource interface between the
Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the business units acting as customers of the MERIS
level one data products could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that
the business units acting as customers of the MERIS level one data products did not see much
use in these low-level products, and that the payment, which the business units acting as
customers of the MERIS level one data products were willing to pay, did not match the prices
that TSS did require for the products. The business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the
business unit NDRE resolved the problem when the product was taken out.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as customers of the Envisat image data product. The business unit TSS, the owner of
the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage
1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business
unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative business
relationships with the business units acting as customers of the Envisat image data product.
Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary
resource items in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as SAR image and wide-swath data products customers. The business unit TSS, the
owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS
in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during
the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business
unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative business
relationships with the business units acting as SAR image and wide-swath data products
customers. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business units
acting as SAR alternating-polarization data products customers. The business unit TSS, the
owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS
in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item. Neither would any such problems arise during
the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business
unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, had cooperative business
relationships with the business units acting as SAR alternating-polarization data products
customers. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA.
The Envisat system, viewed as facility, did have resource interfaces with the business unit
Spot Image. The business unit TSS, the owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit
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NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning
the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal
resource item, had cooperative business relationships with the business unit ESA, who on its
side had a cooperative business relationship with the business unit Spot Image. Besides, the
focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource item
in addition to following a standard given by the business unit ESA. There were, however,
problems that undermined the control, which the business unit TSS had over this resource
interface.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage: The resource interface between the
Envisat system, viewed as facility, and the business unit Spot Image could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that the cooperation between the business unit
TSS and the business unit Spot Image became important to establish due to change of which
business unit that was going to issue distribution rights. The problem was resolved when the
business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between
them as well as with the business unit Spot Image and the business unit ESA, involved the
business unit Spot Image through intense interaction.
Having discussed the resource interfaces between the focal resource item, i.e. the Envisat
system as both product and facility, and all the presumably relevant resource items, under the
assumption that these resource items are business units, it is now time to assume that these
resource items are business relationships.
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5.3.4 The Envisat system’s resource interfaces with business
relationships

5.3.4.1 The Envisat system as product and its resource interfaces with
business relationships

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 1

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 2

Facilities

Business Units

Envisat system product
(Focal resource item)
Business
Relationships

Products

Stage 3

Figure 29: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system product and the secondary resource items are
business relationships (See figure here above).
Secondary resource item
Business relationships that entailed
exchanges of the Envisat system product
Business relationship between KSPT and
NSC
Business relationship between KSPT and
TSS
Business relationships between KSPT and
the potential customers of Envisat system
product
Business relationships that directly
affected the resource features of the
Envisat system product through exchanges
of the system module product
Business relationship between KSPT and
NDRE
Business relationship between KSPT and
ESA
Business relationship between KSPT and
TSS
Business relationships that affected the
Envisat system product or its system
module products indirectly
Business relationships between TSS and
the potential customers of the Envisat
image data products
Business relationship between ESA and
the suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware
and software system module products
Business relationship between KSPT and
NSC
Business relationship between KSPT and
SND
Business relationships that did not involve
either the Envisat system product or its
producer yet affected the resource features
of the Envisat system product
Business relationship between TSS and
NSC
Business relationship between NSC and
ESA
Business relationship between NSC and
MoIA
Business relationship between NDRE and

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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X
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X

X

X

X
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X
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Secondary resource item
NATO

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Table 10: The table shows each one of the identified business relationships as secondary
resource items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage
some of them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource
interfaces (marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP
and EF denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU,
or BR denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business
unit, or a business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the
secondary resource item is given at last).
The business relationships affecting the Envisat system, viewed as product, can be put into
several categories.
First, there were the business relationships that entailed exchanges of the Envisat system
product (see table here above). In stage 1, it was the business relationship between KSPT and
NSC and the business relationships between KSPT and the potential customers of the Envisat
system product. In stage 2 and 3, it was the business relationship between KSPT and TSS and
the business relationships between KSPT and the potential customers of the Envisat system
product. The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any
problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization
of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who
was the owner of the focal resource item, was part of the mentioned business relationships,
which had a resource feature that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively, the business
unit KSPT could get access to the mentioned cooperative business relationships through
intermediate business relationships, which had a resource feature that said that they were
cooperative. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the
secondary resource items.
Second, there were the business relationships that directly affected the resource features of the
Envisat system product through exchanges of the system module product (see table here
above). In stage 1, it was the business relationship between KSPT and NDRE, the business
relationship between KSPT and ESA, and the business relationship between KSPT and TSS.
The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the
focal resource item, was part of the mentioned business relationships, which had a resource
feature that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively, the business unit KSPT could get
access to the mentioned cooperative business relationships through intermediate business
relationships, which had a resource feature that said that they were cooperative. Besides, the
focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
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Third, there were the business relationships that affected the Envisat system product or its
system module products indirectly (see table here above). In stage 1, it was the business
relationships between TSS and the potential customers of the Envisat image data products and
the business relationships between ESA and the suppliers of the off-the-shelf hardware and
software module products. In stage 2, the business relationship between KSPT and NSC was
added. In stage 3, the business relationship between KSPT and SND was added. The business
unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems concerning the
resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither
would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource item. The
reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the focal
resource item, was part of the mentioned business relationships, which had a resource feature
that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively, the business unit KSPT could get access to
the mentioned cooperative business relationships through intermediate business relationships,
which had a resource feature that said that they were cooperative. Besides, the focal resource
item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
Fourth and finally, it was the business relationships, which did not involve either the Envisat
system product or its producer, but which affected the resource features of the Envisat system
product (see table here above). In stage 1, it was the business relationship between TSS and
NSC, the business relationship between NSC and ESA, and the business relationship between
NSC and MoIA. In stage 2, the business relationship between NSC and MoIA had been
removed. In stage 3, the business relationship between NDRE and NATO had been added.
The business unit KSPT, the owner of the focal resource item, did not foresee any problems
concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
items. Neither would any such problems arise during the materialization of the focal resource
item. The reason for this was mainly that the business unit KSPT, who was the owner of the
focal resource item, was part of the mentioned business relationships, which had a resource
feature that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively, the business unit KSPT could get
access to the mentioned cooperative business relationships through intermediate business
relationships, which had a resource feature that said that they were cooperative. Besides, the
focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
The Envisat system could also be viewed as facility, which did have resource interfaces with
business relationships.
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5.3.4.2 The Envisat system as facility and its resource interfaces with
business relationships
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Business
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Figure 30: The grey elements in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item (Envisat system product or facility) is to be embedded, depict the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items of stage 1, 2, and 3, which together form
the resource interfaces analyzed here below.
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In this section, the analysis of the resource interfaces is performed under the assumption that
the focal resource item is the Envisat system facility and the secondary resource items are
business relationships (See figure here above).
Secondary resource item
Business relationships that entailed
exchanges of Envisat image data products
Business relationships between TSS and
the potential customers of the Envisat
image data
Business relationships that directly
affected the resource features of the
Envisat image data products through
exchanges of their most important inputs
Business relationship between TSS and
ESA
Business relationships that affected the
Envisat image data products or their
inputs indirectly
Business relationship between TSS and
KSPT
Business relationship between TSS and
NDRE
Business relationship between TSS and
NSC
Business relationships that did not involve
the Envisat image data products or their
producers but affected the resource
features of the Envisat image data
products
Business relationship between TSS and
NSC
Business relationship between NSC and
ESA
Business relationship between NDRE and
ESA
Business relationship between ESA and
Spot Image

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X
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X

X

X
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Table 11: The table shows each one of the identified business relationships as secondary
resource items, in which stage they did occur (marked with an ‘X’), and in which stage
some of them together with the focal resource item formed problematic resource
interfaces (marked with a quite lengthy code where S1, S2, and S3 denote the stage, EP
and EF denote whether the Envisat system is a product or facility, respectively, P, F, BU,
or BR denote whether the secondary resource item is a product, a facility, a business
unit, or a business relationship, respectively, and where a short-hand description of the
secondary resource item is given at last).
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The business relationships affecting the Envisat image data products, viewed as facility, can
be put into several categories.
First, there were the business relationships that entailed exchanges of the Envisat image data
products (see table here above). It was the business relationship between TSS and the
potential customers of the Envisat image data products. The business unit TSS, the owner of
the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage
1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business
unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, was part of the mentioned business
relationships, which had a resource feature that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively,
the business unit TSS could get access to the mentioned cooperative business relationships
through intermediate business relationships, which had a resource feature that said that they
were cooperative. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource items.
Second, there were the business relationships that directly affected the resource features of the
Envisat image data products through exchanges of their most important inputs (see table here
above). It was the business relationship between TSS and ESA. The business unit TSS, the
owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS
in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise
during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, was part of the mentioned
business relationships, which had a resource feature that said that it was cooperative, or,
alternatively, the business unit TSS could get access to the mentioned cooperative business
relationships through intermediate business relationships, which had a resource feature that
said that they were cooperative. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite
easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
Third, there were the business relationships that affected the Envisat image data products or
their inputs indirectly (see table here above). In stage 1 and 2, it was the business relationships
between TSS and KSPT and the business relationships between TSS and NDRE. In stage 3,
the business relationship between TSS and KSPT was added. The business unit TSS, the
owner of the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS
in stage 1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise
during the materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the
business unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, was part of the mentioned
business relationships, which had a resource feature that said that it was cooperative, or,
alternatively, the business unit TSS could get access to the mentioned cooperative business
relationships through intermediate business relationships, which had a resource feature that
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said that they were cooperative. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite
easily be adapted to the secondary resource items.
Fourth and finally, it was the business relationships, which did not involve either the Envisat
image data products or their producers, but which affected the resource features of the Envisat
image data products (see table here above). In stage 1, it was the business relationship
between TSS and NSC, the business relationship between NSC and ESA. In stage 2, the
business relationship between NDRE and ESA had been added. In stage 3, it was the business
relationship between NSC and ESA, the business relationship between ESA and Spot Image,
and the business relationship between NDRE and ESA. The business unit TSS, the owner of
the focal resource item, or the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS in stage
1, did not foresee any problems concerning the resource interfaces between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource items. Neither would any such problems arise during the
materialization of the focal resource item. The reason for this was mainly that the business
unit TSS, who was the owner of the focal resource item, was part of the mentioned business
relationships, which had a resource feature that said that it was cooperative, or, alternatively,
the business unit TSS could get access to the mentioned cooperative business relationships
through intermediate business relationships, which had a resource feature that said that they
were cooperative. Besides, the focal resource item had been or could quite easily be adapted
to the secondary resource items.
The here above said concludes the identification and analysis of the resource interfaces.
It means that three important stages of more than twenty stages in total on the way to create a
viable image of the new resource structure, into which the new resource item in terms of
product and/or facility was to be embedded, have been analyzed. It is assumed that the three
stages cover the bulk of the problematic resource interfaces in the data. The analysis of each
of the three stages did follow a fixed scheme. First, the three chosen stages were transformed
one-by-one to an image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to
be embedded. The transformation was done in accordance with the analytical framework and
the associated analysis model. Second, the focal resource item had to be defined. The analysis
discerned between the focal resource item as a product and as a facility, implying that the
focal resource item was the Envisat system product when the provision side was in focus and
the Envisat facility when the use side was in focus. Third, the resource items in terms of
products, facilities, business units, and business relationships belonging to the image of a new
resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be embedded, had to be
identified. The choice of which resource items to include in the image of a new resource
structure, except for the focal resource item, was very much based on how and to what degree
the resource items affected or were affected by the focal resource item. Fourth, the resource
interfaces were identified between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items in
the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be embedded.
I first identified the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all presumably
affected or affecting products. I identified next the resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and all presumably affected or affecting facilities, then the resource interfaces
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between the focal resource item and all presumably affected or affecting business units, and
finally the resource interfaces between the focal resource item and all presumably affected or
affecting business relationships. As the focal resource item could be both a product and a
facility, each of these four steps had to be done twice, respectively. Afterwards, each
identified resource interface was defined as either problematic or unproblematic to
materialize. If a resource interface was considered problematic or became problematic to
materialize during the materialization of the image of a new resource structure, the problem
has been described in brief and given an unambiguous code.
Next, it is time to analyze the problematic resource interfaces a step further.

5.4 Analysis of problematic resource interfaces
The problematic resource interfaces, which have been identified in the preceding section,
have been analyzed further in two steps. First, their resolutions in terms of courses of actions
have been analyzed in more detail. Second, the depth of each problematic resource interface
has been analyzed.

5.4.1 Problematic resource interfaces and their resolution
The analysis of each problematic resource interface and its resolution in terms of courses of
actions follows a fixed scheme. First, the unique code of the problematic resource interface is
given. Second, the problematic resource interface is described, though in brief, followed by
the reason for the problems and in which stages the problems did occur. Third, it is described
how and in which stage the problematic resource interface is resolved in terms of courses of
actions, which, by the way, may be directed towards the image of the new resource structure
and/or the activated resource structure. The courses of actions, which I have identified, are:
(1) remove a resource item, (2) add an extra resource item, (3) substitute a resource item with
another resource item, (4) adapt the resource items, and (5) ignore the problematic resource
interface. In addition, the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item
is to be embedded, may be changed notably. In this description, it is also mentioned whether
interaction takes place, which resource items that are involved in the interaction, and which
resource features that are affected by the interaction. Fourth, the importance of the secondary
resource item is mentioned. However, the depth of the problematic resource interface, which
is analyzed here below reflects this. Finally, any associations with other problematic resource
interfaces within each of the three stages are stated. Any associations with other problematic
resource interfaces over the three stages are given in the beginning of the presentation of each
problematic resource interface.
Here below, the problematic resource interfaces and their analysis with respect to resolution
are presented in accordance with the scheme presented here above.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the computer platform as hardware product could be or became
problematic to materialize. The reason was that the computer platform as hardware product
was a complex and unstable product, implying that the product was complicated and
sometimes impossible to operate, support, and maintain in use. The problem occurred in stage
1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem
was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. The business unit KSPT and the business
unit TSS, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit
ESA, substituted the computer platform as hardware product with another product, which had
a technical feature that said it was equivalent with the previous product and a technical feature
that said it was less complex and more reliable. The substitution of the secondary resource
item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image
of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the x-band antenna product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit TSS did not own or have access to the xband antenna product. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved
the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time
before stage 2. The business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of
interaction between them as well as with the supplier of the x-band antenna product, acquired
the x-band antenna product through purchasing. The adding of the secondary resource item
occurred in the activated resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item
was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the SAR algorithms product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit NDRE found it difficult to specify the SAR
algorithms product correctly and in sufficient details due to the complex nature of the
technology. The problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved
the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. The business unit KSPT and the business unit NDRE, together after a period
of interaction between them, rectified the SAR algorithms product, which had a technical
feature that said it was complex in nature. The adaptation of the secondary resource item
occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. The secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of
the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
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problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-PSARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the SAR test data product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the SAR test data product, which the business unit KSPT did
receive from the business unit ESA, was of bad quality and useless. The problem occurred in
stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it.
The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. The business unit KSPT, after a
period of interaction with the business unit TSS and the business unit NDRE, substituted the
SAR test data product with an equivalent one through a new SAR test data product, which
had a technical feature that said it was of the required quality, and which was developed by
the business unit KSPT itself. The substitution of the secondary resource item occurred in the
activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource
interface is associated with problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-PSARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the low-rate algorithms product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that a reliable and useful technology was missing. The problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. The business unit KSPT,
the business unit TSS, and the business unit NDRE, together after a period of interaction
between them as well as with the business unit ESA, substituted the low-rate algorithms
product with a product, which had a technical feature that said it was much simpler than the
previous product. The substitution of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was not important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource
interface is associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the low-rate test data product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit KSPT did not foresee any use of the lowrate test data product, and, thus, did not make any requests about the product. The problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. The business unit KSPT
and the business unit TSS, together after a period of interaction between them, removed the
low-rate test data product through recognizing that the much simpler low-rate algorithms
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product did not require any associated test data product. The removal of the secondary
resource item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource
item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was not important for the making of a
viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. The problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic resource
interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-PImageData:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the image data product could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was the unexpected magnitude and complexity of the product rectification and
validation work. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the
business unit TSS, and the business unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and the business
unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually
resolved during materialization. The business unit KSPT, the business unit TSS, the business
unit NDRE, and the business unit ESA, together after a period of interaction between them,
rectified the image data product, which had a technical feature that said it was complex to
rectify and validate. The adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is
associated with the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT and the problematic
resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to materialize
during materialization. The reason was the extra costs incurred by the unexpected magnitude
and complexity of the image data product rectification and validation work. The problem
occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. The business unit
KSPT ignored the extra costs incurred by the magnitude and complexity of the image data
product rectification and validation work. In other words, the economic feature of the
business unit KSPT was affected by a technical feature. The ignoring occurred in the
activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource
interface is associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-PImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData.
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Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was the extra costs incurred by the unexpected magnitude and complexity of the
image data product rectification and validation work. The problem occurred in stage 1, and
the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily
by ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. The business unit TSS ignored the extra costs incurred by the magnitude and
complexity of the image data product rectification and validation work. In other words, the
economic feature of the business unit TSS was affected by a technical feature. The ignoring
occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. The secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of
the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-PImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the Envisat satellite facility could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the Envisat satellite facility could fail to operate in
accordance with specifications given in the Envisat document package product issued by the
business unit ESA. This was so because of the relatively high possibility of satellite or
instrument malfunctioning in space and the high possibility of failure during the launch of the
Envisat satellite. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, as well as on
behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem
occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and NSC together resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. The
business unit ESA launched, put into space, and commissioned the Envisat satellite facility,
which had a technical feature that said it was risky technology in space environment. The
adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for
the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-FGroundSeg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the Envisat ground segment facility could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit ESA did not have access to the Envisat
ground segment facility as it was a complex facility under development. The problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved
the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the
business unit TSS resolved the problem by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved
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during materialization. The business unit ESA received from development and commissioned
the Envisat ground segment facility, which happened as required before the Envisat satellite
facility was materialized. The adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-FPremisCust:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the facilities at the premises of the business units acting as customers
of the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that
some of the image data products were too large for these facilities, or, alternatively, these
facilities had not the required capacity. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The
problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the problem by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. The business units
acting as customers of the business unit TSS, after a period of interaction with the business
unit TSS and the business unit ESA, upgraded their affected facilities with respect to a
technical feature. The adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit NSC could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit NSC based on
the techno-economic concept for the new Envisat system facility was against the strategy, not
economically sound, and bigger than the available funds for the business unit NSC. The
problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
problem occurred in stage 2, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded,
although it was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource structure related
to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the
business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the
business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource structure, which had an economic
feature that the business unit NSC did find acceptable. The significant change of resource
items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for
the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic
resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit NSC could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit NSC based on the technoeconomic concept for the new Envisat system facility was against the strategy, not
economically sound, and bigger than the available funds for the business unit NSC. The
problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
problem occurred in stage 2, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded,
although it was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource structure related
to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the
business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the
business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource structure, which had an economic
feature that the business unit NSC did find acceptable. The significant change of resource
items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for
the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic
resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit TSS based on the technoeconomic concept for the new Envisat system facility was not economically sound for the
business unit TSS. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of
the business unit TSS, resolved the problem by vetoing the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problem occurred in stage
2, and the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC together resolved the problem by
vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded, although it was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource
structure related to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit
TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well
as with the business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource structure, which had
en economic feature that the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC did find acceptable.
The significant change of resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is
associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was that the investment to be done by the business unit TSS based on the technoeconomic concept for the new Envisat system facility was not economically sound for the
business unit TSS. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of
the business unit TSS, resolved the problem by vetoing the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problem occurred in stage
2, and the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC together resolved the problem by
vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded, although it was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource
structure related to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit
TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well
as with the business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource structure, which had
en economic feature that the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC did find acceptable.
The significant change of resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is
associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit ESA had changed strategy with respect to
supporting the business unit TSS with the acquisition of the Envisat system facility. The new
strategy said that technical support would no longer be given without certain restrictions, and
that no reception rights would be granted to the business unit TSS unless certain rigid
technical requirements were met by the new Envisat system facility. The problem occurred in
stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The
problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. The business unit TSS, the
business unit NSC, and a few business units acting as European space agencies, together after
a period of interaction between them, made the business unit ESA change its strategic feature
in favor of the business unit TSS through some intense influencing. More specifically, the
business unit TSS mobilized the business unit NSC to influence the business unit ESA to
change its strategic feature in favor of the business unit TSS. The business unit NSC, on its
side, mobilized other business units acting as European space organizations concerning its
influencing efforts, which eventually proved to be successful. The adaptation of the secondary
resource item occurred in the activated resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of
the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problematic resource
interface is associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was that the business unit ESA had changed strategy with respect to supporting
the business unit TSS with the acquisition of the Envisat system facility. The new strategy
said that technical support would no longer be given without certain restrictions, and that no
reception rights would be granted to the business unit TSS unless certain rigid technical
requirements were met by the new Envisat system facility. The problem occurred in stage 1,
and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2.
The business unit TSS, the business unit NSC, and the business units acting as European
space agencies, together after a period of interaction between them, made the business unit
ESA change its strategic feature in favor of the business unit TSS through some intense
influencing. More specifically, the business unit TSS mobilized the business unit NSC to
influence the business unit ESA to change its strategic feature in favor of the business unit
TSS. The business unit NSC, on its side, mobilized other business units acting as European
space organizations concerning its influencing efforts, which eventually proved to be
successful. The adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource
structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for the
making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. The problematic resource interface is associated with the problematic
resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit acting as customers of the Envisat system product
could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the business units acting
as customers of the Envisat system product would focus more and more on price and the use
of standards, whereas the price for the Envisat system product was less favorable. The
problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. The business
unit KSPT and the business unit TSS, together after a period of interaction between them,
developed an image of the new resource structure, which had an economic feature that the
business units acting as customers of the Envisat system product could find acceptable. The
significant change of resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit MoIA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit MoIA did not see the development of the
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Envisat system product as a development activity, which could have considerable socioeconomic effects. The problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before
stage 2. The business unit KSPT, the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together
after a period of interaction between them, decided not to approach the business unit MoIA,
as the economic feature of the focal resource item said that the socio-economic effects were
not sufficient. The removal of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was less important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit acting as customers of the SAR global mode data
product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the business unit
ESA did not envisage to operate the Envisat satellite facility according to the needs and
requirements, which the business units acting as customers of these products had. The
problem occurred in stage 2. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 3.
The business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NDRE, together after a
period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit ESA, removed the SAR
global mode data product, as its technical feature said that it was not according to the
requirements held by business units acting as customers of the SAR global mode data
product. The removal of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was not important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustMERIS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit acting as customers of the MERIS level one data
product could be or became problematic to materialize. The reason was that the business units
acting as customers of the MERIS level one data products did not see much use in these
products, and that the payment, which the business units acting as customers of these products
were willing to pay, did not match the prices that the business unit TSS did require for the
products. The problem occurred in stage 2. The problem was eventually resolved in due time
before stage 3. The business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NDRE,
together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit NSC,
removed the MERIS level one data product, as its economic feature said that it was not
feasible. The removal of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was not important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
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Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit KSPT had a strategy, which said that any
business units acting as customers had to pay for all development costs, whereas the business
unit TSS wanted the business unit KSPT to take into account the benefits coming from the
business unit TSS acting as pilot customer. The problem occurred in stage 3. The problem
was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together
after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit KSPT, made the
business unit KSPT change its strategic feature concerning coverage of development costs
through some intense influencing. The adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in
the activated resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was
important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-NATO:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit NATO could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit NATO was involved late in the
development effort, and was used to cross-fund development activities. The problem occurred
in stage 3. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the
business unit NDRE, together after a period of interaction between them, involved the
business unit NATO through its economic feature in an indirect way by means of the business
unit NDRE. The adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary
resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit SND could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the business unit SND was involved late in the development
effort, and was needed to fund research-oriented activities. The problem occurred in stage 3.
The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the business unit
KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit
SND, involved the business unit SND through intense interaction. The business unit TSS and
the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with
the business unit SND, made the business unit SND change its strategic feature concerning
funding of technology development activities in favor of the business unit TSS. The business
unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as
well as with the business unit SND, changed the image of the new resource structure in such a
way that the business unit SND found it acceptable. The adding of the secondary resource
item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
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to be embedded. The adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. The adaptation of the image of the new resource
structure occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit EU could be or became problematic to materialize.
The reason was that the business unit EU was involved late in the development effort, and
that the contribution from the business unit NSC had to be adapted to the rules of EU. The
problem occurred in stage 3. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The business
unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NSC, together after a period of
interaction between them, involved the business unit EU through intense interaction. The
business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between
them as well as with the business unit NSC, changed the image of the new resource structure
in such a way that it was in accordance with the rules and regulations enforced by the
business unit EU. The adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The adaptation of the
image of the new resource structure occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in
which the new resource item was to be embedded. The secondary resource item was less
important for the making of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit Spot Image could be or became problematic to
materialize. The reason was that the cooperation between the business unit TSS and the
business unit Spot Image became important to establish due to change of which business unit
that was going to issue distribution rights. The problem occurred in stage 3. The problem was
eventually resolved in stage 3. The business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together
after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit Spot Image and
the business unit ESA, involved the business unit Spot Image through intense interaction.
More specifically, it happened like this. First, the business unit TSS and the business unit
NSC, together after a period of interaction between them, made the business unit Spot Image
accept the business unit TSS as a participant in a distributor consortium through some
negotiation. Second, the business unit ESA chose after a competitive bid the distributor
consortium lead by the business unit Spot Image and including the business unit TSS as sole
distributor of all the Envisat image data products. In other words, the strategic feature of the
business unit TSS, the business unit ESA, and the business unit Spot Image was changed. The
adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure and,
accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. The adaptation of the image of the new resource structure occurred in the
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image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
secondary resource item was important for the making of a viable image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
The here above said concludes the detailed analysis of the problematic resource interfaces and
their resolution.
This analysis did follow a fixed scheme. First, the problematic resource interface was
described followed by the reason for the problems and in which stages the problems did
occur. Second, it was described how and in which stage the problematic resource interface
was resolved in terms of courses of actions. In this description, it was also mentioned whether
interaction took place, which resource items that were involved in the interaction, and which
resource features that were affected by the interaction. Third, the importance of the secondary
resource item, or, alternatively, the depth of the problematic resource interface was described.
Finally, any associations with other problematic resource interfaces within each of the three
stages were mentioned. Any associations with other problematic resource interfaces over the
three stages have been given in the beginning of the presentation of each problematic resource
interface.
Next, it is time to analyze the depth of each problematic resource interface.
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5.4.2 Problematic resource interfaces and their depth
The analysis of the depth of each problematic resource interface follows a fixed scheme in
accordance with the definition of depth and its possible values. The depth is made up of the
factors denoted as adaptations of the focal and secondary resource items to each other,
importance of the focal and secondary resource items for each other, and substitutability of
the focal and secondary resource items in relation to each other. The value of the depth can be
maximum, moderate, minor, or none.
Here below, the problematic resource interfaces and the analysis of their depths are presented.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the computer platform as hardware product could be or became
problematic to materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a
viable image of the new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the moderate depth of the resource
interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why
the adding had to be carried out. Here, the depth is characterized as moderate because the
secondary resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a
new resource structure. In addition, the secondary resource item could be substituted, though
with an equivalent item. It was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that
the focal resource item could and had to be adapted to the focal resource item both in the
activated resource structure and in the image of a new resource structure.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the x-band antenna product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the moderate depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the ignoring followed
by adding was done. Here, the depth is characterized as moderate because the secondary
resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource
structure, and the focal resource item was considered important for the materialization of the
image of a new resource structure. It was of some significance for the characterization of the
depth that the secondary resource item could be to some extent substituted.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the SAR algorithms product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
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new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the ignoring followed
by adapting was done. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary
resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource
structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the
secondary resource item could not be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item and the secondary resource item had
to be adapted to each other.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the SAR test data product could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the moderate depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be
carried out. Here, the depth is characterized as moderate because the secondary resource item
was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In
addition, the secondary resource item could be substituted, though with an equivalent item.
More specifically, after having been ignored during the making of the image of a new
resource structure, the substitution had to be done to the activated resource structure of the
secondary resource item. It was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that
the secondary resource item could and had to be adapted to the focal resource item both in the
activated resource structure and in the image of a new resource structure.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the low-rate algorithms product could be or became problematic to
materialize. Fortunately, the two secondary resource items were not needed for the creation of
a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. Alternatively, the minor depth of the two resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and the two secondary resource items may explain why the removal was
possible to carry out. Here, the depth is characterized as minor because the two secondary
resource items were not considered important for the materialization of the image of a new
resource structure. It was of less significance for the characterization of the depth that the
focal resource item had to be adapted to the two secondary resource items, and that no
substitutes were present for the two secondary resource items.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the low-rate test data product could be or became problematic to
materialize. Fortunately, the two secondary resource items were not needed for the creation of
a viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
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embedded. Alternatively, the minor depth of the two resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and the two secondary resource items may explain why the removal was
possible to carry out. Here, the depth is characterized as minor because the two secondary
resource items were not considered important for the materialization of the image of a new
resource structure. It was of less significance for the characterization of the depth that the
focal resource item had to be adapted to the two secondary resource items, and that no
substitutes were present for the two secondary resource items.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-PImageData:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the image data product could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the ignoring followed by
adapting was done. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary
resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource
structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the
secondary resource item could not be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item and the secondary resource item had
to be adapted to each other.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to materialize
during materialization. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable
image of the new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource
interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why
the making of major changes in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the
depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item was considered
important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was
of significance for the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not
be substituted, whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some
significance for the characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted
to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
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resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major changes
in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as
maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for
the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted,
whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the Envisat satellite facility could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the ignoring followed
by adding was done. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary
resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource
structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the
secondary resource item could not be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item had to be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-FGroundSeg:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the Envisat ground segment facility could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the ignoring followed
by adding was done. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary
resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource
structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the
secondary resource item could not be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item had to be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-FPremisCust:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the facilities at the premises of the business units acting as customers
of the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize. The secondary
resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new resource structure and
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an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item
and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major changes in the image
of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because
the secondary resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of
a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the
depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted, whereas the focal resource
item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that
the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit NSC could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major
changes in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as
maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for
the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted,
whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit NSC could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major changes
in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as
maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for
the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted,
whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
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resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major changes
in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as
maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for
the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted,
whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit TSS could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the making of major changes
in the image of a new resource structure was done. Here, the depth is characterized as
maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for the
materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for
the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted,
whereas the focal resource item could be substituted. It was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be adapted to the secondary
resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be
carried out. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item
was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In
addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the focal resource
item became important for the secondary resource item, and that the secondary resource item
could not be substituted. It was also of some significance for the characterization of the depth
that the secondary resource item was adapted to the focal resource item both in the activated
resource structure and in the image of a new resource structure. It was of less significance for
the characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be substituted.
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Problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit ESA could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be carried
out. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item was
considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In
addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that the focal resource
item became important for the secondary resource item, and that the secondary resource item
could not be substituted. It was also of some significance for the characterization of the depth
that the secondary resource item was adapted to the focal resource item both in the activated
resource structure and in the image of a new resource structure. It was of less significance for
the characterization of the depth that the focal resource item could be substituted.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit acting as customers of the Envisat system product
could be or became problematic to materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for
the creation of a viable image of the new resource structure and an activated resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum
depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource
item may explain why the ignoring followed by adapting was done. Here, the depth is
characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for
the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, it was of significance
for the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item could not be substituted.
It was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that the focal resource item
could be adapted to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit MoIA could be or became problematic to
materialize. Fortunately, the secondary resource item was not needed for the creation of a
viable image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. Alternatively, the minor depth of the resource interface between the focal resource
item and the secondary resource item may explain why the removal was possible to carry out.
Here, the depth is characterized as minor because the secondary resource item was not
considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure.
However, this consideration emerged after adaptations in terms of reduction in scope of the
focal resource item, which also made it possible to substitute the secondary resource item. It
was of less significance for the characterization of the depth that the focal resource item had
to be adapted to the secondary resource item.
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Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit acting as customers of the SAR global mode data
product could be or became problematic to materialize. Fortunately, the secondary resource
item was not needed for the creation of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the minor depth of the resource
interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why
the removal was possible to carry out. Here, the depth is characterized as minor because the
secondary resource item was not considered important for the materialization of the image of
a new resource structure. Besides, it was of some significance that the secondary resource
item had substitutes for the focal resource item. It was of no significance that no adaptations
had to be done neither to the focal resource item nor to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustMERIS:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit acting as customers of the MERIS level one data
product could be or became problematic to materialize. Fortunately, the secondary resource
item was not needed for the creation of a viable image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the minor depth of the resource
interface between the focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why
the removal was possible to carry out. Here, the depth is characterized as minor because the
secondary resource item was not considered important for the materialization of the image of
a new resource structure. Besides, it was of some significance that the secondary resource
item had substitutes for the focal resource item. It was of no significance that no adaptations
had to be done neither to the focal resource item nor to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit KSPT could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure and an activated resource structure, in which the new resource item
was to be embedded. Alternatively, the maximum depth of the resource interface between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be
carried out. Here, the depth is characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item
was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure, and
the focal resource item was considered important for the materialization of the image of a new
resource structure. In addition, it was of significance for the characterization of the depth that
the focal resource item and the secondary resource item could not be substituted. It was also
of some significance for the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item
was adapted to the focal resource item, and that the focal resource item was adapted to the
secondary resource item both in the activated resource structure and in the image of a new
resource structure.
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Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-NATO:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit NATO could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively,
the moderate depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be carried out. Here, the depth is
characterized as moderate because the secondary resource item was considered quite
important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. However, this
consideration emerged after adaptations in terms of reduction in scope and change of scheme
concerning the focal resource item, which also made it possible to make any substitution of
the secondary resource item. It was of less significance for the characterization of the depth
that the secondary resource item did have substitutes for the focal resource item, and that the
focal resource item had to be adapted to the secondary resource item.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit SND could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively,
the moderate depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be carried out. Here, the depth is
characterized as moderate because the secondary resource item was considered quite
important for the materialization of the image of a new resource structure. In addition, the
focal resource item was considered quite important by the secondary resource item. However,
this consideration emerged after adaptations in terms of reduction in scope and change of
scheme concerning the focal resource item, which also made it possible to make any
substitution of the secondary resource item. Besides, it was of some significance for the
characterization of the depth that the focal resource item and the secondary resource item
through its strategic feature had to be adapted to each other. The adaptations done to the
secondary resource item concerned both the image of a new resource structure and the
activated resource structure. It was of less significance for the characterization of the depth
that the secondary resource item did have substitutes for the focal resource item.
Problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as product and owned by the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit EU could be or became problematic to materialize.
The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively, the
maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item may explain why the adding had to be carried out. Here, the depth is
characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for
the materialization of the image of a new resource structure, and could not be substituted
whatsoever. Besides, it was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that the
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focal resource item had to be adapted to the secondary resource item. It was of no significance
for the characterization of the depth that the secondary resource item did have substitutes for
the focal resource item.
Problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage:
The resource interface between the Envisat system, viewed as facility and owned by the
business unit TSS, and the business unit Spot Image could be or became problematic to
materialize. The secondary resource item was needed for the creation of a viable image of the
new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Alternatively,
the maximum depth of the resource interface between the focal resource item and the
secondary resource item may explain why the adding had to be carried out. Here, the depth is
characterized as maximum because the secondary resource item was considered important for
the materialization of the image of a new resource structure, and could not be substituted
whatsoever. In addition, the focal resource item was considered important by the secondary
resource item. Besides, it was of some significance for the characterization of the depth that
the focal resource item and the secondary resource item had to be adapted to each other. More
specifically, after having been ignored during the making of the image of a new resource
structure, the adaptations had to be done to the activated resource structure of both the focal
resource item and the secondary resource item, and they did affect the technical features, the
economic features, and the social features.
The here above said concludes the analysis of the depth of each problematic resource
interface and the full analysis.
The analysis of the depth of each problematic resource interface did follow a fixed scheme.
The scheme was in accordance with the definition of depth and its possible values given in the
analytical framework. This implied that the depth was made up of the factors denoted as
adaptations of the focal and secondary resource items to each other, importance of the focal
and secondary resource items for each other, and substitutability of the focal and secondary
resource items in relation to each other. The value of the depth could be maximum, moderate,
minor, or none.
Next, it should be due time to discuss the findings from the analysis.
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6 Discussion
In this chapter, I will discuss the findings from the analysis.
The discussion is divided into four parts. In the first part, I will make a counting of some of
the findings from the analysis. The next two parts covers the twofold research question,
respectively. It means that the second part of the discussion is about the courses of actions
identified in the embedding process, and that the third part concerns the relationship between
the depth of a problematic resource interface and the courses of actions chosen in the
embedding process to resolve the problematic resource interfaces. The fourth and last part of
the discussion constitutes an attempt to sum up the discussion.

6.1 Counting the findings from the analysis
In total for the three chosen stages in the embedding process, I did identify over 300 resource
interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items needed for the
creation of a viable image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item was
to be embedded.
Out of these over 300 identified resource interfaces, 43 resource interfaces were considered
problematic. Hence, these 43 are called problematic resource interfaces.
Of the 43 problematic resource interfaces, 24 occurred when the focal resource item was the
Envisat system as product, and 19 occurred when the focal resource item was the Envisat
system as facility.
Of the 43 problematic resource interfaces, 22 were technical resource interfaces. More
specifically, there were 10 problematic resource interfaces between the Envisat system as
product and other products, 3 problematic resource interfaces between the Envisat system as
facility and products, no problematic resource interfaces between the Envisat system as
product and facilities, and 9 problematic resource interfaces between the Envisat system as
facility and other facilities. 21 of the problematic resource interfaces were mixed resource
interfaces. More specifically, there were 11 problematic resource interfaces between the
Envisat system as product and business units, 10 problematic resource interfaces between the
Envisat system as facility and business units, and no problematic resource interfaces between
the Envisat system as product or facility and business relationships. There were no
organizational resource interfaces among the problematic resource interfaces.
With respect to the three stages, 18 problematic resource interfaces occurred in stage 1, 12
problematic resource interfaces occurred in stage 3, and 13 problematic resource interfaces
occurred in stage 3. Of 18 the problematic resource interfaces in stage 1, 10 were technical
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resource interfaces, and 8 were mixed resource interfaces. Of 12 the problematic resource
interfaces in stage 1, 6 were technical resource interfaces, and 6 were mixed resource
interfaces. Of 13 the problematic resource interfaces in stage 1, 6 were technical resource
interfaces, and 7 were mixed resource interfaces. No organizational resource interfaces were
present among the problematic resource interfaces in any of the three stages.
Furthermore, of the 43 problematic resource interfaces, 31 resource interfaces were of
maximum depth, 7 resource interfaces were of moderate depth, and 5 were of minor depth.
Regarding the 31 problematic resource interfaces of maximum depth, 12 of them occurred in
stage 1, 9 of them occurred in stage 2, and 10 of them were present in stage 3. Regarding the
7 problematic resource interfaces of moderate depth, 3 of them occurred in stage 1, 1 of them
occurred in stage 2, and 3 of them occurred in stage 3. Regarding the 5 problematic resource
interfaces of minor depth, 3 of them occurred in stage 1, 2 of them occurred in stage 2, and
none of them occurred in stage 3.
Lastly, 35 of the problematic resource interfaces were resolved during the making of image of
the new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be embedded, while the
last 8 of the problematic resource interfaces were resolved during materialization of the image
of the new resource structure. Of the 8 problematic resource interfaces, which were resolved
during materialization, 6 were technical resource interfaces and 2 were mixed resource
interfaces. Besides, 7 of the final 8 problematic resource interfaces had a depth equal to
maximum, and 1 of the final 8 problematic resource interfaces had a depth equal to moderate.
Conclusively, the embedding process is about not only the creation or imagination of resource
interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. It is also about
the resolution of problematic resource interfaces related to the image of the new resource
structure, into which the new resource item is to be embedded. The resolution appears to take
place in successive stages. It has to take into account that the problematic resource interfaces
can change over the stages, and that they can be technical resource interfaces, mixed resource
interfaces, and/or organizational resource interfaces. In addition, the problematic resource
interfaces may have different depths, ranging from maximum through moderate and minor to
none. Finally, not all the problematic resource interfaces are necessarily resolved during the
making of image of the new resource structure, into which the new resource item was to be
embedded, but can be left for resolution during materialization of the image of the new
resource structure.
So, how were the problematic resource interfaces resolved?

6.2 Courses of actions in the embedding process
The embedding process is assumed to consist of courses of actions, which are performed to
connect and integrate a new resource item in terms of a product and/or a facility into its
related resource structure, be it the image or the activated one. In this study, however, the
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focus is on how the embedding process does appear when the image of a new resource
structure, into which the new resource item is to be embedded, is imagined, created, and
formed to a viable image suited for a subsequent materialization of it.
The embedding process in relation to the image of the new resource structure, into which the
new resource item is to be embedded, concerns the imagination and creation of resource
interfaces between the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. During the
carrying out of the embedding process, problems may arise in relation to a number of resource
interfaces. These problematic resource interfaces have to be resolved, one way or the other, if
the image of a new resource structure shall be deemed viable.
According to the analysis, the resolution of the problematic resource interfaces builds on the
combination of one or several courses of actions, which can be carried out over successive
stages to form a viable image of the new resource structure suited for a subsequent
materialization. The identified courses of actions are:
•
•
•
•
•

Remove a secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource interface
from the image of a new resource structure
Add an extra secondary resource item to the image of a new resource structure
Substitute a secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource
interface with another resource item
Adapt the resource items associated with the problematic resource interface
Ignore the problematic resource interface

In addition, the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item is to be
embedded, may be changed significantly. However, these major changes seems to consist of a
combination of several of the here above suggested courses of actions.
In the following, I will describe in more detail and discuss to some extent the courses of
actions employed to resolve the problematic resource interfaces. I will begin with the
description and discussion of the remove a resource item course of actions.

6.2.1 Remove a resource item
The analysis revealed 4 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 3 technical resource interfaces
and 1 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were removed. They
were:
•
•

S1-EP-P-LRTest: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the low-rate test data product.
S1-EP-BU-MoIA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit MoIA.
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•

•

S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode: The resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business units acting as customers of the SAR global mode data
product.
S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMERIS: The resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business units acting as customers of the MERIS level one data
product.

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1 and stage 2, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they occurred or later.
Besides, the course of actions concerning ignoring problems were applied for two of the
problematic resource interfaces in addition to and preceding the removal course of actions,
though the ignoring course of actions resolved the problems only temporarily. For instance,
with respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-LRTest and S1-EP-BU-MoIA,
the problems occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2.
With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode and S2-EFBU-CustGlobMERIS, the problems occurred in stage 2, and they were eventually resolved in
due time before stage 3.
The removal of a secondary resource items took place in the image of the new resource
structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product or facility was to
be embedded. None of this course of actions did occur in the activated resource structure.
The removal of the secondary resource items was based on resource interaction. There were
no exceptions. Besides the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, there were
other resource items involved in the interaction. First, several business units were involved in
the resolution of each of the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in particular the
business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business unit NDRE,
and the business unit ESA that could be involved. For instance, with respect to the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA, the business unit KSPT, the business unit
TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them, decided
not to approach the business unit MoIA, as the economic feature of the focal resource item
said that the socio-economic effects were not sufficient. With respect to the problematic
resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode, the business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT,
and the business unit NDRE, together after a period of interaction between them as well as
with the business unit ESA, removed the SAR global mode data product, as its technical
feature said that it was not according to the requirements held by business units acting as
customers of the SAR global mode data product. Second, a few products were involved in the
resolution of some of the problematic resource interfaces. For instance, with respect to the
problematic resource interface S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMERIS, the business unit TSS, the
business unit KSPT, and the business unit NDRE, together after a period of interaction
between them as well as with the business unit NSC, removed the MERIS level one data
product, as its economic feature said that it was not feasible. A number of resource features of
the involved resource items became part of the interaction. Examples here may be the
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economic feature of the focal resource item, the technical feature of an involved product (nor
the focal resource item or secondary resource item), and the economic feature of an involved
product (nor the focal resource item or the secondary resource item). Influencing was not
prominent in the interaction.
One of the problematic resource interfaces was associated with other problematic resource
interfaces. It was the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest, which was associated
with the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg, implying that when the latter was
removed from the image of the new resource structure, the need for the first vanished.
I will next describe and discuss the add an extra resource item course of actions.

6.2.2 Add an extra resource item
The analysis revealed 11 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 7 technical resource interfaces
and 4 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were added. They were:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-Antenna: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the -band antenna product.
S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite: The resource interfaces
between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat satellite, similar though over
the three stages.
S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg: The resource
interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat ground segment,
similar though over the three stages.
S3-EP-BU-NATO: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit NATO.
S3-EP-BU-SND: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit SND.
S3-EP-BU-EU: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and the
business unit EU.
S3-EF-BU-SpotImage: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility
and the business unit Spot Image.

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they
occurred or later. Besides, the course of actions concerning ignoring problems were applied
for 7 of the problematic resource interfaces in addition to and preceding the adding course of
actions, though the ignoring course of actions resolved the problems only temporarily. For 3
of the problematic resource interfaces, the adaptation course of actions did take place in
parallel with addition. For instance, with respect to the problematic resource interface S1-EPP-Antenna, the problem occurred in stage 1, the business unit KSPT resolved the problem
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temporarily by ignoring it, and the problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage
2. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-FSatellite, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, as well as on behalf of
the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem occurred
in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and NSC together resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. For
the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND, the problematic resource interface S3-EPBU-EU, and the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage, the problems occurred
in stage 3. The problem were eventually resolved in stage 3. The course of actions concerning
adaptation was done in parallel with addition.
For 5 occurrences, the adding of a secondary resource items took place in the image of the
new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product or
facility is to be embedded. 8 of this course of actions did occur in the activated resource
structure. This implies that the adding of secondary resource items took place in the image of
the new resource structure and in the activated resource structure for 2 occurrences. For
instance, the adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource
structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded, for the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna.
Regarding the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-Field-GroundSeg,
and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg, the adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. For the problematic
resource interfaces S3-EP-BU-NATO, S3-EP-BU-SND, and S3-EP-BU-EU, the adding of the
secondary resource items occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S3EF-BU-SpotImage, the adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated
resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded.
The adding of the secondary resource items was based on resource interaction. There were no
exceptions. Besides the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, there were other
resource items involved in the interaction. For instance, several business units were involved
in the resolution of each of the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in particular the
business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business unit NDRE,
and the business unit ESA that could be involved. A number of resource features of the
involved resource items became part of the interaction. Examples here may be the economic
and strategic feature of secondary resource items. Influencing was not prominent in the
interaction. More specifically, the interaction happened as follows for this course of actions.
For the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna, the business unit TSS and the
business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the
supplier of the x-band antenna product, acquired the x-band antenna product through
purchasing. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and
S3-EF-F-Satellite, the business unit ESA launched, put into space, and commissioned the
Envisat satellite facility, which had a technical feature that said it was risky technology in
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space environment. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-FGroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg, the business unit ESA received from development and
commissioned the Envisat ground segment facility, which happened as required before the
Envisat satellite facility was materialized. For the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BUNATO, the business unit TSS and the business unit NDRE, together after a period of
interaction between them, involved the business unit NATO through its economic feature in
an indirect way by means of the business unit NDRE. For the problematic resource interface
S3-EP-BU-SND, the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of
interaction between them as well as with the business unit SND, involved the business unit
SND through intense interaction. The business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together
after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit SND, made the
business unit SND change its strategic feature concerning funding of technology development
activities in favor of the business unit TSS. The business unit TSS and the business unit
KSPT, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit
SND, changed the image of the new resource structure in such a way that the business unit
SND found it acceptable. For the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU, the business
unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NSC, together after a period of
interaction between them, involved the business unit EU through intense interaction. The
business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between
them as well as with the business unit NSC, changed the image of the new resource structure
in such a way that it was in accordance with the rules and regulations enforced by the
business unit EU. For the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage, the business
unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them as
well as with the business unit Spot Image and the business unit ESA, involved the business
unit Spot Image through intense interaction. More specifically, it happened like this. First, the
business unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between
them, made the business unit Spot Image accept the business unit TSS as a participant in a
distributor consortium through some negotiation. Second, the business unit ESA chose after a
competitive bid the distributor consortium lead by the business unit Spot Image and including
the business unit TSS as sole distributor of all the Envisat image data products. In other
words, the strategic feature of the business unit TSS, the business unit ESA, and the business
unit Spot Image was changed.
None of the problematic resource interfaces was associated with other problematic resource
interfaces.
I will next describe and discuss the substitute a resource item course of actions.

6.2.3 Substitute a resource item
The analysis revealed 5 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 5 technical resource interfaces
and 0 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were substituted. They
were:
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•
•
•

S1-EP-P-Computer: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
computer platform as hardware product.
S1-EP-P-LRAlg: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the low-rate algorithms product.
S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest: The resource
interfaces between the Envisat system as product and the SAR test data product,
similar though over the three stages.

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they
occurred or later. Besides, the course of actions concerning ignoring problems were applied
for 5 of the problematic resource interfaces in addition to and preceding the substitution
course of actions, though the ignoring course of actions resolved the problems only
temporarily. For instance, regarding the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-Computer
and S1-EP-P-LRAlg, the problems occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved
the problems temporarily by ignoring it. The problems were eventually resolved in due time
before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EPP-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved during materialization.
For 2 occurrences, the substitution of a secondary resource items took place in the image of
the new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product
or facility is to be embedded. 3 of this course of actions did occur in the activated resource
structure. This implies that the substitution of secondary resource items took place in the
image of the new resource structure and in the activated resource structure for 0 occurrences.
For instance, with respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-Computer and S1EP-P-LRAlg, the substitution of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. For the problematic
resource interface S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest, the
substitution of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in
which the new resource item was to be embedded.
The substitution of the secondary resource items was based on resource interaction. There
were no exceptions. Besides the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, there
were other resource items involved in the interaction. For instance, several business units
were involved in the resolution of each of the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in
particular the business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business
unit NDRE, and the business unit ESA that could be involved. A number of resource features
of the involved resource items became part of the interaction. Examples here may be the
technical feature of two of the secondary resource items. Influencing was not prominent in the
interaction. More specifically, the interaction happened as follows for this course of actions.
For the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer, the business unit KSPT and the
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business unit TSS, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the
business unit ESA, substituted the computer platform as hardware product with another
product, which had a technical feature that said it was equivalent with the previous product
and a technical feature that said it was less complex and more reliable. For the problematic
resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg, the business unit KSPT, the business unit TSS, and the
business unit NDRE, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with the
business unit ESA, substituted the low-rate algorithms product with a product, which had a
technical feature that said it was much simpler than the previous product. For the problematic
resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest, the
business unit KSPT, after a period of interaction with the business unit TSS and the business
unit NDRE, substituted the SAR test data product with an equivalent one through a new SAR
test data product, which had a technical feature that said it was of the required quality, and
which was developed by the business unit KSPT itself.
Two of the problematic resource interfaces were associated with other problematic resource
interfaces. The problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and
S3-EP-P-SARTest were associated with problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg,
S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg. The problematic resource interface S1-EP-PLRAlg was associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest.
I will next describe and discuss the adapt the resource items course of actions.

6.2.4 Adapt the resource items
The analysis revealed 15 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 9 technical resource interfaces
and 6 mixed resource interface, for which the focal resource item or secondary resource items
were adapted. They were:
•

•

•

•
•

S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg: The resource interface
between the Envisat system as product and the SAR algorithms product, similar
though over the three stages.
S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData: The resource
interface between the Envisat system as facility and the image data product, similar
though over the three stages.
S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust: The resource
interface between the Envisat system as facility and the facilities at the premises of the
business units acting as customers of the business unit TSS, similar though over the
three stages.
S3-EP-BU-KSPT: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit KSPT.
S1-EP-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit ESA.
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•
•
•
•

S3-EP-BU-SND: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit SND.
S3-EP-BU-EU: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and the
business unit EU.
S1-EF-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the
business unit ESA.
S3-EF-BU-SpotImage: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility
and the business unit Spot Image.

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they
occurred or later. Besides, the course of actions concerning ignoring problems were applied
for 11 of the problematic resource interfaces in addition to and preceding the adaptation
course of actions, though the ignoring course of actions resolved the problems only
temporarily. For 3 of the problematic resource interfaces, the adding course of actions did
take place in parallel with adaptation. More specifically, the points of time of the problem
occurrences and their resolutions were as follows. For the problematic resource interfaces S1EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2,
and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The
problem was eventually resolved during materialization. Regarding the problematic resource
interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, and the
business unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem
occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT both
resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EFF-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business
unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it.
The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the problem by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. For the problematic
resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT, the problem occurred in stage 3. The problem was
eventually resolved in stage 3. With respect to the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BUESA, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2.
For the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND, the problem occurred in stage 3. The
problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The course of actions concerning adding was
done in parallel with addition. Regarding the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU,
the problem occurred in stage 3. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. The course
of actions concerning adding was done in parallel with addition. Concerning the problematic
resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit
NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The
problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. For the problematic resource
interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage, the problem occurred in stage 3. The problem was eventually
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resolved in stage 3. The course of actions concerning adding was done in parallel with
addition.
For 6 occurrences, the adaptation of a secondary resource items took place in the image of the
new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product or
facility is to be embedded. 13 of this course of actions did occur in the activated resource
structure. This implies that the adaptation of secondary resource items took place in the image
of the new resource structure and in the activated resource structure for 4 occurrences. More
specifically, the course of actions took place in the following resource structure. For the
problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg,
the adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in
which the new resource item was to be embedded. For the problematic resource interfaces S1EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData, the adaptation of the
secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-FPremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the adaptation of the secondary
resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT, the
adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure and,
accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, the
adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure and,
accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. With respect to the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-SND, the
adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure and,
accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. The adaptation of the image of the new resource structure occurred in the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Regarding the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU, the adaptation of the image of
the new resource structure occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. For the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BUESA, the adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource
structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BUSpotImage, the adaptation of the image of the new resource structure occurred in the image of
the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
The adaptation of the secondary resource items was based on resource interaction. There were
no exceptions. Besides the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, there were
other resource items involved in the interaction. For instance, several business units were
involved in the resolution of each of the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in
particular the business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business
unit NDRE, and the business unit ESA that could be involved. A number of resource features
of the involved resource items became part of the interaction. Examples here may be the
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economic feature of the focal resource item and the economic and strategic features of
secondary resource item. Influencing was prominent in the interaction for 3 problematic
resource interfaces. More specifically, the interaction happened as follows for this course of
actions. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3EP-P-SARAlg, the business unit KSPT and the business unit NDRE, together after a period of
interaction between them, rectified the SAR algorithms product, which had a technical feature
that said it was complex in nature. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-PImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData, the business unit KSPT, the
business unit TSS, the business unit NDRE, and the business unit ESA, together after a period
of interaction between them, rectified the image data product, which had a technical feature
that said it was complex to rectify and validate. For the problematic resource interfaces S1EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the business units acting
as customers of the business unit TSS, after a period of interaction with the business unit TSS
and the business unit ESA, upgraded their affected facilities with respect to a technical
feature. Regarding the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-KSPT, the business unit TSS
and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them as well as with
the business unit KSPT, made the business unit KSPT change its strategic feature concerning
coverage of development costs through some intense influencing. Concerning the problematic
resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, the business unit TSS, the business unit NSC, and a few
business units acting as European space agencies, together after a period of interaction
between them, made the business unit ESA change its strategic feature in favor of the
business unit TSS through some intense influencing. More specifically, the business unit TSS
mobilized the business unit NSC to influence the business unit ESA to change its strategic
feature in favor of the business unit TSS. The business unit NSC, on its side, mobilized other
business units acting as European space organizations concerning its influencing efforts,
which eventually proved to be successful. For the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BUSND, the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction
between them as well as with the business unit SND, involved the business unit SND through
intense interaction. The business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period
of interaction between them as well as with the business unit SND, made the business unit
SND change its strategic feature concerning funding of technology development activities in
favor of the business unit TSS. The business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together
after a period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit SND, changed the
image of the new resource structure in such a way that the business unit SND found it
acceptable. With respect to the problematic resource interface S3-EP-BU-EU, the business
unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, and the business unit NSC, together after a period of
interaction between them, involved the business unit EU through intense interaction. The
business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between
them as well as with the business unit NSC, changed the image of the new resource structure
in such a way that it was in accordance with the rules and regulations enforced by the
business unit EU. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA, the
business unit TSS, the business unit NSC, and the business units acting as European space
agencies, together after a period of interaction between them, made the business unit ESA
change its strategic feature in favor of the business unit TSS through some intense
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influencing. More specifically, the business unit TSS mobilized the business unit NSC to
influence the business unit ESA to change its strategic feature in favor of the business unit
TSS. The business unit NSC, on its side, mobilized other business units acting as European
space organizations concerning its influencing efforts, which eventually proved to be
successful. For the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-SpotImage, the business unit
TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them as well as
with the business unit Spot Image and the business unit ESA, involved the business unit Spot
Image through intense interaction. More specifically, it happened like this. First, the business
unit TSS and the business unit NSC, together after a period of interaction between them,
made the business unit Spot Image accept the business unit TSS as a participant in a
distributor consortium through some negotiation. Second, the business unit ESA chose after a
competitive bid the distributor consortium lead by the business unit Spot Image and including
the business unit TSS as sole distributor of all the Envisat image data products. In other
words, the strategic feature of the business unit TSS, the business unit ESA, and the business
unit Spot Image was changed.
Five of the problematic resource interfaces were associated with other problematic resource
interfaces. The problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and
S3-EF-P-ImageData were associated with the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BUKSPT and the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS. The problematic resource
interface S1-EP-BU-ESA was associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BUESA, as they are equivalent. The problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA was
associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, as they are equivalent.
I will next describe and discuss the ignore the problematic resource interface course of
actions.

6.2.5 Ignore the problematic resource interface
The analysis revealed 28 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 22 technical resource interfaces
and 6 mixed resource interface, for which problems were ignored. They were:
•
•
•

•

S1-EP-P-Computer: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
computer platform as hardware product.
S1-EP-P-Antenna: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the -band antenna product.
S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg: The resource interface
between the Envisat system as product and the SAR algorithms product, similar
though over the three stages.
S1-EP-P-LRAlg: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the low-rate algorithms product.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest: The resource
interfaces between the Envisat system as product and the SAR test data product,
similar though over the three stages.
S1-EP-P-LRTest: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the low-rate test data product.
S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData: The resource
interface between the Envisat system as facility and the image data product similar
though over the three stages.
S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite: The resource interfaces
between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat satellite, similar though over
the three stages.
S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg: The resource
interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat ground segment,
similar though over the three stages.
S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust: The resource
interface between the Envisat system as facility and the facilities at the premises of the
business units acting as customers of the business unit TSS similar though over the
three stages.
S1-EP-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit ESA.
S1-EP-BU-CustSys: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
business units acting as customers of the Envisat system product.
S1-EP-BU-MoIA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as product and
the business unit MoIA.
S3-EF-BU-TSS: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the
business unit TSS.
S3-EF-BU-KSPT: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and
the business unit KSPT.
S1-EF-BU-ESA: The resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the
business unit ESA.

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1, stage 2, and stage 2, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they
occurred or later. Besides, the course of actions concerning ignoring problems were applied
for all of the problematic resource interfaces in addition to and preceding other courses of
actions, as the ignoring course of actions resolved the problems only temporarily. More
specifically, the points of time of the problem occurrences and their resolutions were as
follows. With respect to the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Antenna, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource
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interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg, the problem occurred
in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. With respect to the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource
interfaces S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest, the problem
occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. With respect to the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource
interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, and the
business unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem
occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT both
resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EFF-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit
NSC, as well as on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and NSC
together resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually
resolved during materialization. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-FGroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg, the problem occurred in stage 1,
and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS
resolved the problem by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business
unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it.
The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the problem by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. With respect to the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource
interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT
resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due
time before stage 2. With respect to the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA, the
problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. With respect to
the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. With respect to the problematic resource interface S3-EF195

BU-KSPT, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. With respect to the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA, the
problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS,
resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due
time before stage 2.
For all occurrences, the ignoring of problematic resource interfaces took place in the image of
the new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product
or facility is to be embedded. 2 of this course of actions did occur in the activated resource
structure. This implies that the ignoring of problematic resource interfaces took place in the
image of the new resource structure and in the activated resource structure for 2 occurrences.
More specifically, the course of actions took place in the following resource structure.
Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer, the substitution of the
secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1EP-P-Antenna, the adding of the secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource
structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-PSARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg, the adaptation of the secondary resource
item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg, the substitution of
the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest, the substitution of the secondary
resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was
to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest, the removal
of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface
S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData, the adaptation of the
secondary resource item occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EF-FSatellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite, the adding of the secondary resource item
occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-FGroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg, the adding of the secondary resource item occurred in
the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust,
and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the adaptation of the secondary resource item occurred in the
activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning
the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, the adaptation of the secondary resource
item occurred in the activated resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-CustSys, the significant change of resource items
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and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BUMoIA, the removal of the secondary resource item occurred in the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. Concerning the problematic
resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS, the ignoring occurred in the activated resource structure,
in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problem was eventually resolved
during materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT, the
ignoring occurred in the activated resource structure, in which the new resource item was to
be embedded. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. Concerning the
problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA, the adaptation of the secondary resource item
occurred in the activated resource structure and, accordingly, in the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
The ignoring of problematic resource interfaces of the secondary resource items was based on
interaction in some situations and on no interaction in other situations. Besides the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items, there were other resource items involved in
the interaction. For instance, several business units were involved in the resolution of each of
the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in particular the business unit TSS, the
business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business unit NDRE, and the business unit
ESA that could be involved. Influencing was not prominent in the interaction. More
specifically, the interaction happened as follows for this course of actions. Concerning the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-Computer, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. Concerning the problematic resource interface
S1-EP-P-Antenna, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before
stage 2. Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg,
and S3-EP-P-SARAlg, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT
resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRAlg, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. Concerning the
problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-PSARTest, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-P-LRTest, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. Concerning the
problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-PImageData, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the
business unit TSS, and the business unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS and the business
unit KSPT both resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually
resolved during materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F197

Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit NSC, as well as on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS
and NSC together resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved during materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interfaces
S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg, the problem occurred in
stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem
temporarily by ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS
resolved the problem by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EFF-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business
unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it.
The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the problem by
ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during materialization. Concerning the
problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was
eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. Concerning the problematic resource interface
S1-EP-BU-CustSys, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before
stage 2. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-MoIA, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit KSPT resolved the problem temporarily by ignoring
it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time before stage 2. Concerning the
problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-TSS, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem temporarily by
ignoring it. The problem occurred in stage 2 and 3, and the business unit TSS resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. Concerning the problematic resource interface S3-EFBU-KSPT, the problem occurred in stage 1, 2, and 3, and the business unit KSPT resolved the
problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved during
materialization. Concerning the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA, the problem
occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved
the problem temporarily by ignoring it. The problem was eventually resolved in due time
before stage 2.
I have already mentioned several of the problematic resource interfaces that were associated
with other problematic resource interfaces. In addition, the problematic resource interface S3EF-BU-TSS was associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2EF-P-ImageData, S3-EF-P-ImageData. The problematic resource interface S3-EF-BU-KSPT
was associated with the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-PImageData, S3-EF-P-ImageData.
In addition to the here above identified courses of actions, the analysis revealed a few
problematic resource interfaces, for which major changes were done to the image of a new
resource structure. This does not constitute a separate course of actions because it is assumed
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to consist of a combination of not a few removals, additions, substitutions, and adaptations of
resource items. Yet, I will describe and discuss this situation.

6.2.6 Make major changes in image of the new resource structure
The analysis revealed 8 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 0 technical resource interfaces
and 8 mixed resource interface, for which major changes were done in the image of the new
resource structure. They were:
•
•
•
•

S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC: The resource
system as product and the business unit NSC.
S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC: The resource
system as facility and the business unit NSC.
S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS: The resource
system as product and the business unit TSS.
S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS: The resource
system as facility and the business unit TSS.

interface between the Envisat
interface between the Envisat
interface between the Envisat
interface between the Envisat

The analysis revealed that the problematic resource interfaces did occur in different stages,
i.e. stage 1 and stage 2, and that they were resolved in the same stage as they occurred or later.
More specifically, the points of time of the problem occurrences and their resolutions were as
follows. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BUNSC, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by
vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded. The problem occurred in stage 2, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem
by vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be
embedded, although it was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource
structure related to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. Regarding the
problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC, the problem occurred
in stage 1, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The problem
occurred in stage 2, and the business unit NSC resolved the problem by vetoing the image of
the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded, although it
was less costly to materialize than the image of the new resource structure related to stage 1.
The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3. Concerning the problematic resource
interfaces S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS, the problem occurred in stage 1, and the
business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved the problem by vetoing the
image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. The
problem occurred in stage 2, and the business unit TSS and the business unit NSC together
resolved the problem by vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded, although it was less costly to materialize than the image of
the new resource structure related to stage 1. The problem was eventually resolved in stage 3.
For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS, the problem
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occurred in stage 1, and the business unit NSC, on behalf of the business unit TSS, resolved
the problem by vetoing the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource
item was to be embedded. The problem occurred in stage 2, and the business unit TSS and the
business unit NSC together resolved the problem by vetoing the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded, although it was less costly to
materialize than the image of the new resource structure related to stage 1. The problem was
eventually resolved in stage 3.
The major changes done in the image of the new resource structure took place in the image of
the new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product
or facility is to be embedded. None of this course of actions did occur in the activated
resource structure. More specifically, the course of actions took place in the following
resource structure. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BUNSC, the significant change of resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image
of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded.
Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC, the
significant change of resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item was to be embedded. With respect to the
problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS, the significant change of
resource items and resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in
which the new resource item was to be embedded. Regarding the problematic resource
interfaces S1-EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS, the significant change of resource items and
resource interfaces occurred in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item was to be embedded.
The removal of the secondary resource items was based on resource interaction. There were
no exceptions. Besides the focal resource item and the secondary resource items, there were
other resource items involved in the interaction. For instance, several business units were
involved in the resolution of each of the problematic resource interfaces, and it was in
particular the business unit TSS, the business unit KSPT, the business unit NSC, the business
unit NDRE, and the business unit ESA that could be involved. A number of resource features
of the involved resource items became part of the interaction. Examples here may be the
economic feature of the focal resource item and the secondary resource items. Influencing
was not prominent in the interaction. More specifically, the interaction happened as follows
for this course of actions. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EPBU-NSC, the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of
interaction between them as well as with the business unit NSC, developed an image of the
new resource structure, which had an economic feature that the business unit NSC did find
acceptable. For the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC, the
business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between
them as well as with the business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource
structure, which had an economic feature that the business unit NSC did find acceptable.
Concerning the problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS, the
business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a period of interaction between
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them as well as with the business unit NSC, developed an image of the new resource
structure, which had en economic feature that the business unit TSS and the business unit
NSC did find acceptable. With respect to the problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-TSS
and S2-EF-BU-TSS, the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT, together after a
period of interaction between them as well as with the business unit NSC, developed an image
of the new resource structure, which had en economic feature that the business unit TSS and
the business unit NSC did find acceptable.
Several of the problematic resource interfaces were associated with other problematic
resource interfaces. The problematic resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-NSC and S2-EP-BU-NSC
were associated with the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-NSC, S2-EF-BU-NSC.
The problematic resource interfaces S1-EF-BU-NSC and S2-EF-BU-NSC were associated
with the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-NSC, S2-EP-BU-NSC. The problematic
resource interfaces S1-EP-BU-TSS and S2-EP-BU-TSS were associated with the problematic
resource interface S1-EF-BU-TSS, S2-EF-BU-TSS. The problematic resource interfaces S1EF-BU-TSS and S2-EF-BU-TSS were associated with the problematic resource interface S1EP-BU-TSS, S2-EP-BU-TSS.
The here above said concludes the detailed description and somewhat rough discussion of the
courses of actions in the embedding process.
The resolution of the problematic resource interfaces builds on the combination of one or
several courses of actions, which can be carried out over successive stages to form a viable
image of the new resource structure suited for a subsequent materialization. The following
courses of actions have been described here above in detail and discussed somewhat:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove a secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource interface
from the image of a new resource structure
Add an extra secondary resource item to the image of a new resource structure
Substitute a secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource
interface with another resource item
Adapt the resource items associated with the problematic resource interface
Ignore the problematic resource interface
Significant change of the image of a new resource structure, into which the new
resource item is to be embedded, through the carrying out of a combination of several
of the here above suggested courses of actions.

The next step is to discuss the relationship between depth of a resource interface and course of
actions.
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6.3 Relationship between depth of a resource interface and course
of actions
In the following, I will describe in more detail and discuss to some extent the relationship
between the depth of a resource interface and the course of actions employed to resolve the
problematic resource interface. I will begin with the description and discussion of the
relationship between the depth of a resource interface and the remove a resource item course
of actions. Thereafter, the relationship between the depth of a resource interface and the other
courses of actions are described and discussed.

6.3.1 Remove a resource item
The analysis revealed 4 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 3 technical resource interfaces
and 1 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were removed. They were
together with their depth value:
•
•
•

•

S1-EP-P-LRTest: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the low-rate test data product was minor.
S1-EP-BU-MoIA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit MoIA was minor.
S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMode: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat
system as facility and the business units acting as customers of the SAR global mode
data product was minor.
S2-EF-BU-CustGlobMERIS: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat
system as facility and the business units acting as customers of the MERIS level one
data product was minor.

As one can observe, all of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to
minor. The tendency seems to be that a problematic resource interface’s depth that is equal to
minor may allow for the removal of the involved secondary resource item.

6.3.2 Add an extra resource item
The analysis revealed 11 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 7 technical resource interfaces
and 4 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were added. They were
together with their depth value:
•
•

S1-EP-P-Antenna: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the -band antenna product was moderate.
S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite: The depth for the
resource interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat satellite was
maximum.
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•

•
•
•
•

S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg: The depth for
the resource interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat ground
segment was maximum.
S3-EP-BU-NATO: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit NATO was moderate.
S3-EP-BU-SND: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit SND was moderate.
S3-EP-BU-EU: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit EU was maximum.
S3-EF-BU-SpotImage: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat
system as facility and the business unit Spot Image was maximum.

As one can observe, 8 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to
maximum, and 3 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to moderate.
The tendency seems to be that a problematic resource interface’s depth that is equal to
maximum or moderate may allow for the addition of the involved secondary resource item.

6.3.3 Substitute a resource item
The analysis revealed 5 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 5 technical resource interfaces
and 0 mixed resource interface, for which secondary resource items were substituted. They
were together with their depth value:
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-Computer: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system
as product and computer platform as hardware product was moderate.
S1-EP-P-LRAlg: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the low-rate algorithms product was minor.
S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest: The depth for the
resource interfaces between the Envisat system as product and the SAR test data
product was moderate.

As one can observe, 1 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to
minor, and 4 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to moderate.
The tendency seems to be that a problematic resource interface’s depth that is equal to
moderate or minor may allow for the substitution of the involved secondary resource item.

6.3.4 Adapt the resource items
The analysis revealed 15 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 9 technical resource interfaces
and 6 mixed resource interface, for which the focal resource item or secondary resource items
were adapted. They were together with their depth value:
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg: The depth for the
resource interface between the Envisat system as product and the SAR algorithms
product was maximum.
S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData: The depth for the
resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the image data product
was maximum.
S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust: The depth for
the resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the facilities at the
premises of the business units acting as customers of the business unit TSS was
maximum.
S3-EP-BU-KSPT: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit KSPT was maximum.
S1-EP-BU-ESA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit ESA was maximum.
S3-EP-BU-SND: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit SND was moderate.
S3-EP-BU-EU: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit EU was maximum.
S1-EF-BU-ESA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business unit ESA was maximum.
S3-EF-BU-SpotImage: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat
system as facility and the business unit Spot Image was maximum.

As one can observe, 14 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to
maximum, and 1 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to moderate.
The tendency seems to be that a problematic resource interface’s depth that is equal to
maximum or moderate may lead to the adaptation of the involved resource items.

6.3.5 Ignore the problematic resource interface
The analysis revealed 28 problematic resource interfaces, i.e. 22 technical resource interfaces
and 6 mixed resource interface, for which problems were ignored. They were together with
their depth value:
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-Computer: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system
as product and computer platform as hardware product was moderate.
S1-EP-P-Antenna: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the -band antenna product was moderate.
S1-EP-P-SARAlg, S2-EP-P-SARAlg, and S3-EP-P-SARAlg: The depth for the
resource interface between the Envisat system as product and the SAR algorithms
product was maximum.
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•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

S1-EP-P-LRAlg: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the low-rate algorithms product was minor.
S1-EP-P-SARTest, S2-EP-P-SARTest, and S3-EP-P-SARTest: The depth for the
resource interfaces between the Envisat system as product and the SAR test data
product was moderate.
S1-EP-P-LRTest: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the low-rate test data product was minor.
S1-EF-P-ImageData, S2-EF-P-ImageData, and S3-EF-P-ImageData: The depth for the
resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the image data product
was maximum.
S1-EF-F-Satellite, S2-EF-F-Satellite, and S3-EF-F-Satellite: The depth for the
resource interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat satellite was
maximum.
S1-EF-F-GroundSeg, S2-EF-F-GroundSeg, and S3-EF-F-GroundSeg: The depth for
the resource interfaces between the Envisat system as facility and the Envisat ground
segment was maximum.
S1-EF-F-PremisCust, S2-EF-F-PremisCust, and S3-EF-F-PremisCust: The depth for
the resource interface between the Envisat system as facility and the facilities at the
premises of the business units acting as customers of the business unit TSS was
maximum.
S1-EP-BU-ESA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit ESA was maximum.
S1-EP-BU-CustSys: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system
as product and business units acting as customers of the Envisat system product was
maximum.
S1-EP-BU-MoIA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
product and the business unit MoIA was minor.
S3-EF-BU-TSS: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business unit TSS was maximum.
S3-EF-BU-KSPT: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business unit KSPT was maximum.
S1-EF-BU-ESA: The depth for the resource interface between the Envisat system as
facility and the business unit ESA was maximum.

As one can observe, 20 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to
maximum, 5 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to moderate, and
3 of the problematic resource interfaces have a depth that is equal to minimum.
The tendency seems to be that a problematic resource interface’s depth that is equal to
maximum or moderate may allow for the ignoring of the problematic resource interface.
However, this tendency does not seem definite, because the depth value of minor is also
present.
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The here above said concludes the discussion of the relationship between depth of a resource
interface and course of actions.
I have described in more detail and discussed to some extent the relationship between the
depth of a resource interface and the course of actions employed to resolve the problematic
resource interface.
Next, it is time to sum up the discussion.

6.4 Summing up the discussion
The preceding analysis and discussion should suggest that the embedding process is about not
only the unproblematic creation or imagination of resource interfaces between the focal
resource item and the secondary resource items related to the image of the new resource
structure, into which into which the new resource item in terms of product or facility is to be
embedded. It is also about the resolution of problematic resource interfaces related to the
image of the new resource structure. As Baraldi (2003) claims, the creation of resource
interfaces is essential for the creation of value and features of new resource items, and, thus,
to develop and put into use these new resource items. The resolution of the problematic
resource interfaces seems to be constituted by courses of actions, which may be performed
over successive stages to connect and integrate a new resource item in terms of a product
and/or a facility into its context-related resource structure, be it the image of a new resource
structure and/or the associated activated resource structure. In this study, however, the focus
is on how the embedding process does appear in terms of courses of actions when the image
of a new resource structure, into which the new resource item is to be embedded, is formed or
created to a viable image suited for a subsequent materialization of it.
The resolution of the problematic resource interfaces is based on the combination of one or
several courses of actions performed in the same stage or in different stages. Five such
courses of actions have been discerned through the analysis. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Remove a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface from the
image of a new resource structure
Add an extra resource item to the image of a new resource structure
Substitute a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface with
another resource item35
Adapt the resource items associated with the problematic resource interface
Ignore the problematic resource interface

35

The substitution course of actions may be understood as the combination of the removal and adding courses of
actions. I have, however, not made any point of this relationship.
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Some problematic resource interfaces, such as a physical resource item’s economic feature in
terms of price being out of any proportions, may lead to major changes to the image of a new
resource structure. However, these major changes seem to consist of a combination of the
here above mentioned courses of actions, possibly many.
This means that the resolution of a problematic resource interface may be done for instance by
choosing to add an extra resource item to the image of a new resource structure, or,
alternatively, substitute the secondary resource item associated with the problematic resource
interface with another resource item, and, subsequently, by choosing to adapt one or both of
the resource items associated with the same resource interface. Here, the adding of an extra
resource item is mentioned by Holmen (2001), and the adaptation of resource items to each
other is frequently mentioned by Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002). Another example of
the resolution of a problematic resource interface can be to ignore the associated problems.
However, the problems would normally arise at some point in time later, for example when
the image of a new resource structure is being materialized or when the new activated
resource structure is in place and active. This could in turn require adaptations of the resource
items associated with the problematic resource interface to resolve the problems. The analysis
contains several examples of the ignoring course of actions followed by the adaptation course
of actions. Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) talk about the presence of incompleteness,
inconsistencies, and irrationalities related to ideas, which I would interpret as the ignoring of
potential problems related to any materialization of idea structures.
The ignoring course of actions seems to be applied when both important resource items and
less important resource items are involved. However, for some problematic resource
interfaces the ignoring course of actions was not allowed. For instance, the business unit NSC
vetoed the image of the new resource structure, into which into which the new resource item
in terms of product or facility was to be embedded, when the economic feature of the new
resource item told that any materialization of the image of the new resource structure was not
economically sound. In other words, some problematic resource interfaces had to be resolved
in relation to image of the new resource structure and could not under any circumstances be
left for resolution in relation to the associated activated resource structure. Håkansson and
Waluszewski (2002) talks quite a lot about how the idea world is used to explore and resolve
problematic issues. For instance, in the process of considering new ideas, a number of
hypothetical solutions are brought forward and discussed.
The here above said should indicate that the embedding process in relation to image of the
new resource structure may focus on one or a few resource features of a few specific resource
items. This means that the resource interaction in the embedding process, be it the idea world,
revolves mainly around the resolution of problematic resource interfaces where economic
features and strategic features are considered important. Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002)
mention another possible focus, namely the requirement for a solution that is good for the
environment. However, the resolution cannot be done by using the ignoring course of actions.
For instance, the business unit NSC and the business unit TSS are both very focused on
making the economic feature of the new facility acceptable according to their interpretation of
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economic logic. This should also imply that the successive stages in the embedding process
related to the image of the new resource structure, into which into which the new resource
item in terms of product and facility is to be embedded, are better and better approximations
to a viable image suited for a subsequent materialization of it. For instance, the economic
feature called price of the new facility and, accordingly, the associated system product is
successively reduced by the employment of a series of courses of actions until the image of
the new resource structure becomes viable.
Moreover, the analysis shows that, sometimes, several problematic resource interfaces may be
associated. For instance, some resource interfaces repeat themselves over the successive
stages. Furthermore, the resolution of the problematic resource interface S1-EP-BU-ESA and
the problematic resource interface S1-EF-BU-ESA are equivalent, but become different
because of the application of two different perspectives during analysis, namely the provision
side and the use side, which, by the way, Håkansson and Snehota (1995) call the double-faced
nature of resources. A third category is resource interfaces, which are associated through the
effects of resource interaction. The ignoring of software algorithm implementation
complexities during development may have economic effects when it comes to operations of
the new technology.
The five identified courses of actions have one essential trait in common. It is that interaction
and, in particular, resource interaction plays an important role when the courses of actions are
carried out. Briefly, Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) define resource interaction as
interaction between different resources items. What is more important, it is through resource
interaction that new technology is developed. More specifically, technology development may
be understood as a cumbersome and intricate process of interaction between different resource
items, some of which already exists, some of which can be brought into play, or some of
which can be modified during the interaction (Gressetvold, 2004). The interaction between
the different resource items involves the coupling and matching of the resource items. Due to
its cumbersome character, the interaction process normally entails extensive trial and error,
which may be time-consuming as well.
The resource interaction associated with the courses of actions has several characteristics.
First, the interaction takes place mainly in relation to the idea world of different physical and
organizational resource items. For instance, the ideas about the new facility, the associated
system product, and their resource-related context exist in the thoughts held by the people of
the involved business units. In not a few cases, these ideas or thoughts are made available for
interaction, e.g. discussion between different parties having an interest in the topic. This
happened quite often between the business unit TSS and the business unit KSPT. This seems
to be in accordance with Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002), who contend that the idea
structure can be seen as a source for making conscious changes in the activated resource
structure.
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Second, the interaction takes place between different resource items, which can be products,
facilities, business units, or business relationships (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 2002). For
instance, we should be able to identify interaction between product and product, between
product and facility, between product and business unit, between facility and facility, and
between facility and business unit. Since the focal resource item is either a product or a
facility, we cannot find interaction between business unit and business unit and between
business unit and business relationship in the analysis. In other words, what can be observed
in the analysis is that technical, mixed, but not organizational resource interfaces are involved.
Third, the interaction takes into account technical features, economic features, strategic
features, and social features pertaining to the involved resource items (Håkansson and
Waluszewski, 2002). Besides, a time-related feature may occur, which is the case when a
business unit starts a business activity that has to be completed within a specific time limit.
This means that the interaction can involve one type of resource features of a resource item
and the same type of resource features of another resource item, or that the interaction can
involve one type of resource features of a resource item and the any other type of resource
features of another resource item. For instance, the interaction may involve the technical
features of a new product or facility and the economic or strategic features of a business unit,
which may be the situation when a new product to be developed has to cost less a given figure
to develop and build.
Fourth, the interaction may involve not only the focal resource item and the secondary
resource item. Several other resource items may also be involved in the interaction, which is
in accordance with Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002). For instance, the two focal
companies, i.e. the business unit acting as owner of the system product and the business unit
acting as owner of the facility, and the owner of the secondary resource item are much
involved when possible courses of actions are identified, assessed, and finally accepted for
execution. In some instances, a few other so-called stakeholders understood here as business
units may be involved as well. In a few cases, though, the interaction may not involve the
business units, which have quite great interests in the outcome of the interaction. For instance,
the business unit TSS is not involved in relation to stage 1 except for the final evaluation of
the image of a new resource structure, into which the new resource items are to be embedded.
In stage 1, another business unit, i.e. the business unit NSC, acted on behalf of the business
unit TSS.
Fifth, the interaction should involve learning about how to resolve problematic resource
interfaces, and, in a few cases, influencing of various degrees. Besides, economizing is
present since the economic feature of resource items is involved in some of the interaction,
and, lastly, designing should be present in the interaction because the creation of conceptual
solutions to techno-economic problems takes place. Overall, learning, influencing,
economizing, and designing may result in interaction, which may be both intricate and longlasting before the required course of actions is completed. This seems to coincide with Jahre
et al. (2006), who suggest that an interaction process between companies can contain different
themes. The themes are designing, learning, influencing, and economizing. This means that
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the embedding process may include the design of products, companies that learn about new
possibilities, companies that employ power to influence other companies to act in a wanted
way, and companies that try to engage in economic viable activities.
Baraldi and Waluszewski (2007) introduce the concept of depth of resource interfaces. The
depth of resource interfaces is measured on a four-level scale, ranging from zero (no depth)
through one (minor depth) and two (moderate depth) to three (maximum depth). The depth of
a problematic resource interfaces seems to affect the choice of courses of actions when the
problems are to be resolved. For instance, when the depth of a problematic resource interfaces
has a value of maximum, the secondary resource item is likely to be adapted36, added to or
substituted in the image of a new resource structure. Furthermore, when the depth of the
problematic resource interfaces has a value of minor, the secondary resource item is likely to
be removed. Here, one should note that the depth of a problematic resource interface might be
changed through interaction. Regarding the course of actions, which is about ignoring the
problematic resource interfaces, the depth does not seem to make any difference. Nor does it
seem to matter what type of a resource interface in terms of technical, organizational, or
mixed resource interfaces that is involved, or which one of the two focal actors, i.e. the
business unit KSPT or the business unit TSS, who has control over the focal resource item.
Instead, other factors such as expectations, venturousness, or ignorance seem to be more
important for the choice of the course of actions to become what I have dubbed ignoring to
resolve a problematic resource interface.
The depth of resource interfaces is assessed based on three aspects (Baraldi and Waluszewski,
2007). The aspect of depth, which has to do with the importance of the involved resource
items for each other, seems to be particularly significant for the appreciation of the depth. The
two other aspects of depth, which have to do with the substitutes and adaptations of the
involved resource items, seem to be less significant for the appreciation of the depth. For
instance, it seems to be a better idea to involve an important business unit, with which other
involved business units have business relationships, in the image of a new resource structure
and adapt its resource features than to substitute this business unit with another more loosely
attached business unit, though equivalent.
The here above said concludes the discussion of the findings from the analysis.
The discussion was conducted in four parts. In the first part, I made a counting of the findings
from the analysis. The next two parts did cover the twofold research question, respectively. It
means that the second part of the discussion was about the courses of actions identified in the
embedding process, and that the third part concerned the relationship between the depth of a
problematic resource interface and the courses of actions chosen in the embedding process to
resolve the problematic resource interfaces. The fourth and last part did sum up the
discussion.

36

Both the focal resource item and the secondary resource item can be adapted.
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Next, it should be due time to move on to the final and concluding chapter of the thesis.
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7 Implications
In this chapter, I will formulate some implications of the analysis and the discussion of its
findings. Some of the implications are theoretical, while others are practical.

7.1 Theorizing
Theorizing is done in relation to the research question, part 1 and part 2.

7.1.1 The embedding process
With respect to the research question, part 1, I have found through the analysis that an
embedding process may be present as part of a technology development process in a network
context.
The embedding process concerns the imagined creation of resource interfaces between the
focal resource item and the secondary resource items related to the image of the new resource
structure, into which into which the new resource item (focal resource item) in terms of
product or facility is to be embedded. In this imagined creation of resource interfaces, the
identification of them does not need to be unproblematic, as it may be difficult to identify all
the resource items affected by and affecting the focal resource item. In addition, the resource
interfaces seem to be imagined created by making certain considerations related to the idea
world. The first consideration concerns the access to the resource items of the resource
interface. For instance, ownership and resource items following a standard could give easy
access to the resource items. The second consideration may be related to the quality of the
involved resource items. As one should know, not all products are of good quality despite
being standard products. The third consideration may be related to whether the involved
business units have the necessary knowledge, or at least the required absorptive capacity to
acquire the necessary knowledge, about the provision and use of the involved resource items.
During the embedding process, problems may arise in relation to some, if not many, resource
interfaces between the new resource item and the resource items in the image of a new
resource structure, into which the new resource item is to be embedded. These problematic
resource interfaces have to be resolved, one way or the other, if the image of a new resource
structure shall be deemed viable. This means that the embedding process concerns also the
resolution of problematic resource interfaces related to the image of the new resource
structure. The resolution of the problematic resource interfaces seems to be constituted by
courses of actions, which may be performed over successive stages to connect and integrate a
new resource item into its related resource structure, be it the image of a new resource
structure and/or the associated activated resource structure. The ultimate goal of the
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embedding process is to create a viable image of the new resource structure. A viable image
denotes that the involved business units consider their understandings of the image of the new
resource structure appropriate for materialization.
Furthermore, the resolution of the problematic resource interfaces is based on the combination
of one or several courses of actions performed in the same stage or in different stages. The
courses of actions are:
•
•
•
•
•

Remove a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface from the
image of a new resource structure
Add an extra resource item to the image of a new resource structure
Substitute a resource item associated with the problematic resource interface with
another resource item
Adapt the resource items associated with the problematic resource interface
Ignore the problematic resource interface

The course of actions related to ignoring cannot be performed for every problematic resource
interface. The reason is that certain problematic resource interfaces have to be resolved in
relation to image of the new resource structure, and cannot be left for resolution in relation to
the associated activated resource structure. The reason is that the embedding process, be it the
idea world, may focus on the resolution of problematic resource interfaces, where one or a
few resource features of a few specific resource items are considered important. Thus, the
successive stages in the embedding process related to the image of the new resource structure,
into which into which the new resource item in terms of product and facility is to be
embedded, may be better and better approximations to a viable image suited for a subsequent
materialization of it. By the employment of a series of courses of actions, these
approximations are achieved until the image of the new resource structure becomes
acceptable.
Several problematic resource interfaces in the image of the new resource structure may be
associated. Some resource interfaces repeat themselves over the successive stages. Other
resource interfaces are associated due to the double-faced nature of resources, i.e. they have a
provision side and a use side, which implies that they can be resolved jointly by the involved
business units. A third category is resource interfaces, which are associated through the
effects of resource interaction.
Interaction between the different resources plays an important role when the courses of
actions are carried out. This interaction has several important characteristics. First, the
interaction takes place mainly in relation to the idea world of different physical and
organizational resource items. Second, the interaction takes place between different resource
items, which can be products, facilities, business units, or business relationships. These
resource items reside in a resource structure, be it the image of the new resource structure or
the activated resource structure. Third, the interaction takes into account technical features,
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economic features, strategic features, and social features pertaining to the involved resource
items. Besides, a time-related feature may occur, which is the case when a business unit starts
a business activity that has to be completed within a specific time limit. The resource features
both affect and are affected by the embedding process. Fourth, the interaction may involve not
only the focal resource item and the secondary resource item, as several other resource items
may also be involved in the interaction. This is typical for resource interaction. Fifth, the
interaction may involve learning, influencing, economizing, and designing. This means that
the embedding process may include the design of products, companies that learn about new
possibilities, companies that employ power to influence other companies to act in a wanted
way, and companies that try to create economic viable activities.
The depth of a problematic resource interfaces seems to affect the choice of courses of actions
when the problems are to be resolved.

7.1.2 The effect of the depth of resource interfaces on the embedding
process
With respect to the research question, part 2, I have found through the analysis and discussion
that the depth of a resource interface affects the courses of actions of the embedding process.
In the following, I will describe this relationship in theoretical terms.
Regarding the issue about a possible removal of a resource item associated with a problematic
resource interface, it seems to be a tendency that when the depth of the resource interface is
minor, the resource item is likely to be removed from the image of the new resource structure,
in which the new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface is
moderate, the resource item can or cannot, depending on the circumstances, be removed from
the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be embedded.
When the depth of the resource interface is maximum, the resource item cannot be removed
from the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be
embedded.
Regarding the issue about a possible adding of an extra resource item to the image of the new
resource structure, it seems to be a tendency that when the depth of the resource interface
between the new or focal resource item and the extra resource item is minor, the extra
resource item is likely not to be added to the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface between the
new and focal resource item and the extra resource item is moderate, the extra resource item
can or cannot, depending on the circumstances, be added to the image of the new resource
structure, in which the new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource
interface between the new and focal resource item and the extra resource item is maximum,
the extra resource item is likely to be added to the image of the new resource structure, in
which the new resource item is to be embedded.
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Regarding the issue about a possible substitution of a resource item associated with a
problematic resource interface, it seems to be a tendency that when the depth of the resource
interface is minor, the resource item is likely not to be substituted in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the
resource interface is moderate, the resource item can or cannot, depending on the
circumstances, be substituted in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface is maximum, the
resource item is likely to be substituted in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item is to be embedded.
Regarding the issue about a possible adaptation of resource items associated with a
problematic resource interface, it seems to be a tendency that when the depth of the resource
interface is minor, the resource items are likely not to be adapted in the image of the new
resource structure, in which the new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the
resource interface is moderate, the resource items can or cannot, depending on the
circumstances, be adapted in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new
resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface is maximum, the
resource items are likely to be adapted in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item is to be embedded.
Regarding the issue about a possible ignoring of a problematic resource interface, one could
expect it to be a tendency that when the depth of the resource interface is minor, ignoring is
likely to occur in the image of the new resource structure, in which the new resource item is
to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface is moderate, ignoring can or cannot,
depending on the circumstances, occur in the image of the new resource structure, in which
the new resource item is to be embedded. When the depth of the resource interface is
maximum, ignoring will not occur in the image of the new resource structure, in which the
new resource item is to be embedded. However, the analysis does not give this picture.
Instead, there seems to be other reasons for the ignoring of problematic resource interfaces to
occur. For instance, the business units may not expect any problems related to a specific
resource interface during materialization, or they may expect that any problems related to a
specific resource interface will be resolved without too much ado during materialization. In
both these situations, business relationships having the social feature ‘cooperative’ and
products having the technical feature ‘good quality’ in relation to the problematic resource
interfaces seems to make it easier for ignoring of problematic resource interfaces to occur.
Furthermore, the business units may be well aware of problematic resource interfaces, which
could have serious negative impact on the activated resource structure, but chooses to live
with the risk involved because they have no choice or just want to gamble. However, in a
network of business relationships, it seems like this risk can be dispersed among several
business units. Lastly, pure ignorance, wrong focus, or insufficient investigations may explain
why ignoring takes place.
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The here above said can be summarized in the following table.
Depth of
problematic
resource interface

Course of actions

Outcome of course of actions

Minor
Moderate
Maximum

Remove resource item
Remove resource item
Remove resource item

Likely to be removed
Can be removed
Will probably not be removed

Minor
Moderate
Maximum

Add resource item
Add resource item
Add resource item

Will probably not be added
Can be added
Likely to be added

Minor
Moderate
Maximum

Substitute resource item
Substitute resource item
Substitute resource item

Will probably not be substituted
Can be substituted
Likely to be substituted

Minor
Moderate
Maximum

Adapt resource item
Adapt resource item
Adapt resource item

Will probably not be adapted
Can be adapted
Likely to be adapted

Minor
Moderate
Maximum

Ignore problematic interface
Ignore problematic interface
Ignore problematic interface

Hard to tell
Hard to tell
Hard to tell

Table 12: The relationship between depth of problematic resource interfaces, courses of
actions, and the outcome of the courses of actions.
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7.2 Theoretical implications
The analysis, its findings, and the discussion in this thesis have several implications in
relation to the existing theory.
First of all, an embedding process may be present as part of a technology development
process in a network context. In brief, the embedding process seems to be constituted of what
I have chosen to call courses of actions, which companies may employ over successive stages
when new technology in terms of production systems and/or products is connected to and
integrated with its context. This context comprises of an intricate web of organizational actors
and technological artifacts, be it in the idea world (as in this thesis) or the material world. The
courses of actions, which have been identified in this study, are the adding, removal,
substitution, and adaptation of technological and organizational resources as well as the
ignoring of any problems related to connecting and integrating of the new technology to its
context. The courses of actions are applied particularly to address the difficult-to-establish
resource interfaces between the new technology and its context. In addition, the depth of a
resource interface seems to affect the choice of courses of actions in the embedding process.
As the embedding process has not been studied as such (See chapter 1.6), the here above
development and description of the embedding process together with its different aspects and
relationships should be the main contribution of this thesis to the research community mainly
in terms of the IMP school. Since the embedding process is assumed to be part of an
innovation process, this study may also contribute to the innovation literature.
This thesis should show that the embedding process is multi-dimensional, interrelated,
iterative, and complex. In other words, the embedding of the innovation into its organizational
and technical setting, or its network context, cannot be just done but it has to be a process.
This is in line with Baraldi and Strømsten (2005) as well as in line with Waluszewski and
Strømsten (2003), who contend that “to embed a new technological solution into a structure
on both a supplier and user side is seldom a quick fix. Thus, a financial, technological, and
industrial logic is rarely a perfect match. To combine these logics, creating interfaces, which
in different ways can create a positive value for those involved, seems to be an issue that
demands meeting and adapting several interfaces on both sides.” Furthermore, this thesis
displays that several themes such as designing, learning, influencing, and economizing may
be part of the embedding process. It means that the embedding process may include the
design of products, companies that learn about new possibilities, companies that employ
power to influence other companies to act in a wanted way, and companies that try to engage
in economic viable activities. This is in accordance with Jahre et al. (2006), though they talk
about resourcing in logistics.
This thesis concurs with Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002), who claim that during
technological innovation, a new resource, social or technical, becomes embedded in other
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resources, and that this resource is related to and built into other resources through interaction
processes. Moreover, this thesis’ results correspond with Wedin (2001), who argues that a
resource may be related to and embedded in other resources such as products, production
facilities, business units, and business relationships. This relating is achieved by the means of
resource interaction and resource interfaces, which affect and are affected by different
resource items and other resource interfaces as well. Lastly, the findings in this thesis concur
with Baraldi (2003), who argues that systems related to information technology (IT) can be
seen as production facilities embedded in a resource-related network. The effects and the
value of IT-based systems in different activities of economic relevance emerge from the
interplay between these IT-systems and the resource-related network, in which the IT-systems
are embedded. The interplay, or interaction, occurs at specific contact points between a pair of
resources, defined along relevant technical, economic, and social dimensions. These contact
points are associated with resource interfaces, which may stretch far back in time.
This thesis adds weight to the argument that it may be useful to employ an interactive
perspective to address technological and economic issues such as technology innovation in a
network context. Here, an interaction perspective views technology innovation as an
interactive process, in which new technology is developed, combined, and shaped in relation
to different resource items such as products, production facilities, business units, and business
relationships. In other words, the interaction perspective assumes that resources are related
and embedded into other resources through interaction processes, which can be both historical
and contemporary. Resource interfaces play an essential role when relating and embedding
are carried out, because they constitute the connections between a technological innovation
and its resource-related context in terms of a network. This should be in accordance with what
Håkansson and Waluszewski (2002) have expressed about the large relevance of interaction
when studying technological innovation in industrial networks.
The result of this thesis in terms of the concept of embedding process seems to coincide to
some degree with Holmen (2001), despite her structural perspective. Holmen (2001) has
found that the development of technology in terms of a new product was affected by the
resource-related context, in which it occurred and of which it became a part. Applying a
resource-related perspective, i.e. the resource layer of the industrial network approach and,
thus, not the 4R model, she argues that a product innovation and its resource-related context
are developed together interactively until they eventually fuse together. It is actually the
creation of ties between the new physical object and its related provision and use resource
structure, which make this fusion or fitting together take place. The idea for the new product
arose in relation to some of the existing resources and products across the different, partially
tied, resource collections of the firms involved in the development. The idea for the new
product was progressively transformed into a new product by being related to a small but
increasing amount of resources and products from the resource collections of the different
involved firms. Thereby, the properties of the new product arose in relation to the some of the
properties of some of the resources and products in the related resource collections of the
firms involved in the development of the new product. On the other hand, a context was
created in which the new product could function. In order to create such a context, the
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involved firms searched their respective, but partially tied, resource collections for resources
and products, which might form part of the context of the new product, and enable and
support its provision as well as its use. Some combinations of resources and products, which
could form part of a context for the new product without being changed or used in a new way,
were identified. Besides, other resources and products, which were considered possible to use
in case they or their use was changed in relation to the new product, were identified. Even if
the context for the new product could rely heavily on existing resources and products in
existing or changed forms, some additional resources and products had to be created in order
to enable the new product and its context to function as a whole. In sum, the development of
the new product was embedded in the development of a resource-related context.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that one of my findings, which was that the idea for the
new resource item had been around for a while in the network, and that this idea was
developed progressively into an image of a new resource structure, into which the new
resource item was embedded, coincides with Holmen (2001). However, the findings of my
study suggest that there may be a focus on one or a few resource features of a few specific
resource items, especially with respect to the idea world. Lastly, Holmen (2001) mentions that
the courses of actions, which are applied in the process of creating the image of a new
resource structure, into which a new resource item is to be embedded. For instance, she
discusses the adding and changing of resource items in the related resource-related context.
This means that some of the findings in my study coincide with Holmen (2001). However, the
findings in this thesis extends the findings of Holmen (2001) with a longer list of courses of
actions, which may be employed by the involved companies in relation to the embedding
process. What Holmen (2001) does not discuss is how the importance of resource items for
each other affect the fusion or fitting together of resources. This thesis should make a
substantial contribution concerning this issue.
Adopting a structural perspective, Baraldi and Strømsten (2005) discuss value creation and
the role of the configuration of resource interfaces around a focal resource item. They make
their discussion based on the analysis of two separate cases. In the analysis, they adopt a
resource-related perspective, i.e. the 4R model within the IMP school. Focusing on the same
value-bearing feature in both cases, they argue that the value of a resource derives from its
combination with other resources in the network. Hence, the resource interfaces between the
involved resource items play a key role both when this value is first embedded in the focal
resource and when it is subsequently daily produced and utilized across the network. Based
on the results of this thesis, I have few problems to agree with them on this point. However,
when Baraldi and Strømsten (2005) claim that many resource interfaces with depth equal to
maximum tend to connect tightly the value embedding and daily utilization processes, I have
an objection. It is because I have found in this study that the majority of the problematic
resource interfaces in the image of a new resource structure, into which the new facility and
its associated system product are embedded, have a depth equal to maximum37. Moreover, the
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Given that the unproblematic resource interfaces in the image of a new resource structure, into which the new
resource items have been embedded, includes secondary resource items that mostly are important, which may be
reasonable to believe since adding unimportant resource items to an image of a new resource structure under
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process of creating an image of the new resource structure, into which the new resource items
are embedded, is separated from this materialization (or development) of the image, which
again is separated from the use or operation of the activated resource structure. This implies,
with respect to my study, that the link between value embedding and daily utilization is not so
tight despite many resource interfaces with depth equal to maximum. Maybe there is a
moderating and influential factor present, such as for instance the utilization of the idea world
when new technology is developed.

7.3 Practical implications
Normally, advice to managers concerning technological innovation or, as in this thesis,
technology development assumes a rational view of activities. A rational view implies that
technology development activities can be arranged in an orderly way and controlled through
mental models, which are well informed. This applies to the conceptualization stage of
technology development endeavors as well, be it product development, process development,
system delivery, or purchasing of production system, which all are themes that can be
identified in the data (in terms of a case story) of this thesis.
This thesis adopts a view, which assumes that technology development is interactive in its
nature. In addition, the interaction takes place between a number of companies and other
organizational actors, which together form a network. These circumstances imply that
technology development activities can be complicated to put in order and control. Thus,
giving managerial advice may not be easy, and particularly not so in relation to a phenomenon
such as the embedding process, which is not well known with respect to both itself and its
setting.
Irrespective of these initial thoughts, I will formulate some managerial implications. Given
that a setting, which is constituted by the so-called conceptualization stage of a technology
development endeavor in a network context, can be interpreted as apt for the embedding
process to take place, the manager of the technology development activities should focus on
the creation of the contact points or resource interfaces between the new technology in terms
of products and/or facilities and its resource-related context in terms of an intricate web of
technological artifacts and organizational actors. The resource interfaces, which are deemed
problematic to create, should receive special attention from the manager. The resolution of the
problematic resource interfaces may not be easy, as it will normally involve interaction with
other organizational actors on the idea level, i.e. in relation to an idea structure about new
technology and its context. Due to the characteristics of interaction, the results may take time
to emerge and can be hard to foresee although each actor tries to act rational.

scarcity is not a good idea, it implies that important resource items should be in majority in the image of the new
resource structure.
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Many of the resource interfaces are probably simple to put in place. A few resource interfaces
may, however, be deemed problematic. Any resolution of problematic resource interfaces is
based on the combination of one or several courses of actions, which the manager can try to
employ when dealing with the image of a new resource structure, in which the new resource
item is to be embedded. The courses of actions are: (1) remove a resource item associated
with the problematic resource interface from the image of a new resource structure, (2) add an
extra resource item to the image of a new resource structure, (3) substitute a resource item
associated with the problematic resource interface with another resource item, (4) adapt the
resource items associated with the problematic resource interface, and (5) ignore the
problematic resource interface.
The depth of a problematic resource interface may affect the outcome of each course of
actions except for the course of actions, which has to do with ignoring of a problematic
resource interface. In particular, the importance of the pair of resource items of the
problematic resource interface for each other seems to be most significant factor to consider
when resolution is attempted.
Having managed to create a viable image of a new resource structure, in which the new
resource item is embedded, it is a good chance that the materialization of the image of a new
resource structure can start from a sound basis. It is something most managers concerned with
technology development strive for in their daily work.

7.4 Further research
This thesis can be said to be a one-case study of a phenomenon, which has not been studied as
such previously. In principle, it implies that the findings in this single case study can be
claimed to be applicable for the case only. For other cases, without regard to the resemblance
with the case in this thesis, one does not know for sure whether the phenomenon can
identified, which characteristics it possibly has, and which relationships between different
affecting factors there are.
However, this study concerning the embedding process has brought forward a new concept
together with its characteristics and relationships, which might be interesting to pursue given
its presumably managerial relevance. For instance, it should result in the carrying out of
further research concerning the embedding process. First, I think it is important to find out
whether the embedding process occurs in other though similar situations among cooperating
industrial companies. Second, given that the embedding process can be distinguished in other
cases similar to the one used in this thesis, it would be interesting to find out more about its
characteristics and relationships. In particular, what courses of actions can be identified, what
are their characteristics, and are there any relationships that it should be interesting to know
of? Here, the rest of the stages of the embedding process in this thesis could be used. Third, it
should be investigated whether the findings in this study are applicable to settings somewhat
different from the case used in this study though yet among cooperating companies. Fourth,
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the ignoring course of actions does not seem to have been much studied in business research,
despite indications that this course of actions is in use in some situations. Perhaps researchers
should examine the application of this course of actions in technology development, and
especially in situations where new technology is conceived. Fifth, it would have been
interesting to include the concept of value in the analysis of the embedding process. In this
thesis, I lacked data related to value in order to conduct such as study.
These suggested issues should imply that several different case studies should be carried out
concerning the embedding process.
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